COUNCIL

AGENDA

Date:

Tuesday, 14th July, 2020

Time:

7.00 pm

Venue:

Remote Meeting
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COUNCIL
Information for Members of the Public
Access to the Guildhall is via the front entrance in the High Street. The nearest car park is
Copenhagen Street (pay and display). If you are a wheelchair user or have restricted mobility,
access to the Guildhall can be gained either through the door on the right side of the forecourt as
you face the Guildhall, or through the sliding doors at the rear of the Guildhall. There is dedicated
disabled parking space at the rear (access via Copenhagen Street). Most meetings are held on the
ground floor, which can be reached by using a lift. If you are a wheelchair user or have restricted
mobility and you wish to attend a meeting, please telephone or email the officer mentioned below
in advance and we will make any necessary arrangements to assist your visit.
Part I of the Agenda includes items for discussion in public. You have the right to inspect copies
of Minutes and reports on this part of the Agenda as well as background documents used in the
preparation of these reports. Details of the background papers appear at the foot of each report.
Part II of the Agenda (if applicable) deals with items of 'Exempt Information' for which it is
anticipated that the public may be excluded from the meeting and neither reports nor background
papers are open to public inspection.
Please note that this is a public meeting and members of the public and press are permitted to
report on the proceedings. "Reporting" includes filming, photographing, making an audio
recording and providing commentary on proceedings. Any communicative method can be used to
report on the proceedings, including the internet, to publish, post or share the proceedings.
Accordingly, the attendance of members of the public at this meeting may be recorded and
broadcast. By choosing to attend this public meeting you are deemed to have given your consent
to being filmed or recorded and for any footage to be broadcast or published.
Please note the Council audio records and live streams many of its meetings. These recordings
are published on the relevant meeting pages of the Council’s website. A notice to this effect will
be posted in the meeting room. If a member of the public chooses to speak at a meeting of the
City Council he/she will be deemed to have given their consent to being recorded and audio being
published live to the Council’s website. The Chairman of the meeting, can at their discretion,
terminate or suspend recording, if in their opinion, continuing to do so would prejudice the
proceedings of the meeting or if they consider that continued recording might infringe the rights
of any individual, or breach any statutory provision
At the start of the meeting under the item ‘Public Participation’ up to fifteen minutes in total is
allowed for members of the public to present a petition, ask a question or comment on any
matter on the Agenda or within the remit of the Council in accordance with Council Procedure
Rule 10. Participants need to indicate that they wish to speak by 12 noon on the
working day before the meeting by writing, emailing or telephoning the officer
mentioned below.
If you have any queries about this Agenda or to discuss the arrangements for the taking of
photographs, film, video or sound recording please contact Claire Chaplin, Democratic and
Civic Services Manager, Democratic Services, Guildhall, Worcester WR1 2EY.
Telephone:
01905
722005
(direct
line);
E-Mail
Address:
committeeadministration@worcester.gov.uk
This agenda can be made available in large print, braille, on PC disk, tape or in a number of
ethnic minority languages. Please contact the above named officer for further information.
Agendas and minutes relating to all City Council Committees and Council Meetings are also
available electronically, click on the option “Committee Minutes and Documents”, Website
Address: worcester.gov.uk
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Council
Tuesday, 14 July 2020
Members of the Council:Chairman: The Mayor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor

Patricia Agar (LCo)
Mel Allcott (LD)
Mohammad Altaf (C)
Alan Amos (C)
Bill Amos (C)
Jenny Barnes (LCo)
Marc Bayliss (C)
Roger Berry (LCo)
Tracey Biggs (L)
Marjory Bisset (G)
Chris Cawthorne (L)
Tom Collins (L)
Simon Cronin (L)
Lynn Denham (L)
Allah Ditta (C)
Simon Geraghty (C)
Adrian Gregson (L)
Louise Griffiths (C)

C = Conservative

G = Green

Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor

Nida Hassan (C)
Jo Hodges (L)
Mrs. Lucy Hodgson (C)
Stephen Hodgson (C)
Mike Johnson (C)
Matthew Lamb (L)
Neil Laurenson (G)
Steve Mackay (C)
Chris Mitchell (C)
Jabba Riaz (L)
Andrew Roberts (C)
Joy Squires (L)
Andy Stafford (C)
Ceri Marie Stalker (L)
James Stanley (C)
Louis Stephen (G)
Richard Udall (L)

L = Labour
LCo = Labour and Co-operative
LD = Liberal Democrat

You are hereby summoned to attend the meeting of the Worcester City Council to be held
as a Remote Meeting on Tuesday, 14th July, 2020 at 7.00 pm at which meeting the
following business is proposed to be transacted.
AGENDA
Part 1
(ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION AND DECISION IN PUBLIC)
1.

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE

2.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST

To receive any declarations of interest.

3.

MINUTES
Page(s): 1 - 10

Of the meeting held on 19th May 2020 to be
approved and signed.

4.

MAYOR'S COMMUNICATIONS

To receive any communications the Mayor
may wish to make.

5.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

Up to a total of fifteen minutes can be
allowed, each speaker being allocated a
maximum of five minutes, for members of
the public to present a petition, ask a
question or comment on any matter on the
Agenda or within the remit of the Council in
accordance with Council Procedure Rule 10.
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6.

QUESTIONS

The Leader of the Council, the Deputy
Leader of the Council or the Chair of any
Committee or Sub-Committee to take any
questions that may be submitted in
accordance with Council Procedure Rule 9.

7.

NOTICES OF MOTION

To consider any Notices of
submitted in accordance with
Procedure Rule 8.

Motion
Council

Adoption
of
the
International
Holocaust
Remembrance
Alliance
(IHRA) Working Definition of AntiSemitism
Anti-Semitism is a certain perception of
Jews, which may be expressed as hatred
toward Jews. Rhetorical and physical
manifestations
of
anti-Semitism
are
directed toward Jewish or non-Jewish
individuals and/or their property, toward
Jewish community institutions and religious
facilities.
Worcester City Council will not tolerate
anti-Semitic
behaviour
and
therefore
adopts
the
International
Holocaust
Remembrance Alliance’s definition of antiSemitism, including all its examples, and
include its application in the Members’ Code
of Conduct and in any governance relating
to Council staff and officers.
Proposed by: Councillor Griffiths
Reducing
the
Properties

Number

of

Empty

Full Council notes:
1. There are currently (as of 27/01/20)
327 houses in Worcester that are
termed long-term empty – empty &
substantially unfurnished for at least six
months.
2. There are 86 properties that have been
empty for more than two years and
these properties currently are liable to a
premium of 100% additional council
tax.
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3. There are 15 properties that have been
empty for more than five years and 13
properties that have been empty for
more than ten years.
Full Council believes that:
1. An empty home is a wasted resource,
both for the owner who could otherwise
make financial gains by letting or selling
the property, and for those who are in
need of housing.
2. Returning empty properties into use
helps increase housing supply and
regenerate rundown areas. It is also
important to consider the blight that
empty properties sometimes cause to
local areas in attracting petty crime and
devaluing neighbouring property.
The Council will:
1. Publicise the opportunities that empty
properties provide and encourage more
local residents to report potentially
empty properties to the Council.
2. Proactively work with and advise
property owners with houses that have
been empty for more than one year
to bring their property back into use.
3. From April 2021 increase the council tax
payable on empty properties of more
than five years from 100% to 200%
premium.
4. From April 2021 increase the council tax
payable on empty properties of more
than 10 years to 300% premium.
5. Prior to implementation the specific
details of how these additional empty
premium charges will be applied will be
referred back to the Communities
Committee
to
ensure
that
any
unintended
consequences
can
be
minimised.
Proposed by: Councillor Stephen
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Ethnic and Racial Inequality
This Council values the cultural diversity of
our city and commits to addressing ethnic
and racial inequality in Worcester. We call
on officers
•
•
•
•

to review the collection of data by the
Council on race and ethnicity
implement training to tackle racism
develop and implement targets for the
employment of ethnic minorities
ensure equality law is applied in relation
to all policy areas and decisions

in line with the general recommendations in
the Runnymede Trust 'State of the Nation'
report 2020.
Proposed by: Councillor Denham
8.

REPORT FROM THE RELEVANT
COMMITTEE ON MATTERS WHICH
ARE REFERRED TO COUNCIL FOR
DECISION

To receive reports on matters which by law
or in accordance with the Constitution are
referred to Council for decision.

8.1

Referral Report from Standards
Committee, 13th November 2019 Code of Conduct

That the Council adopts the draft Code of
Conduct attached to this report and
delegates authority to the Council’s
Monitoring Officer to make any minor
changes necessary to the Constitution to
give effect to this recommendation.
Contact Officer: Sian
Director – Governance
Tel: 01905 722019
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Stroud,

Deputy

8.2

Referral Report from Policy and
Resources Committee, 4th February
2020 - Capital and Investment
Strategies 2020/21 - 2022/23

That the Council agree to:
i.

adopt the Capital Strategy and
Investment Strategy for 202/21 –
2022/23 as set out in Appendices 1
and 2;

ii

revise the limit on the Development
Fund
in
accordance
with
the
proposals set out in the report; and

iii

revise the Authorised Limit and
Operational Boundary for external
debt
in
accordance
with
the
proposals set out in the report.

Contact Officer: Shane Flynn, Corporate
Director – Finance and Resources
Tel: 01905 722536
8.3

Referral Report from Environment
Committee, 3rd March 2020 Procurement and Introduction of In
Cab Technology for Waste Collection
Vehicles

That the Council agrees to amend the
Capital Programme in the sum of £26,087
to facilitate the installation of ‘Jobtrak’ to
complement the existing Dennis Connect
System.
Contact
Officer:
Kevin
Environmental
Operations
(Waste/Fleet)
Tel: 01905 722383

8.4

8.5

McFeeley,
Manager

Referral Report from Licensing and
Environmental Health Committee,
12th March 2020 - Cumulative
Impact Policy Review - Licensing Act
2003

That the Council approve the
Statement of Licensing Policy.

revised

Referral Report from Policy and
Resources Committee, 9th June 2020
- Electrical Safety Enforcement
Charges In The Private Rented Sector

That the Council approve the financial
penalties under the Electrical Safety
Standards in the Private Rented Sector
(England) Regulations 2020, as set out in
the report, for inclusion within the
Worcester City Council Fees and Charges
Schedule for 2020/2021.

Contact Officer: Niall McMenamin, Senior
Licensing Practitioner
Tel: 01905 822799

Contact Officer: Ismene
Sector Team Manager
Tel: 01905 7225252
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Broad,

Private

9.

REPORT FROM THE LEADER OF
THE COUNCIL ON ANY MATTERS
WHICH HE IS OF THE OPINION
REQUIRE URGENT
CONSIDERATION BY THE
COUNCIL

To receive a report, if necessary.

10.

ITEMS INVOLVING THE
DISCLOSURE OF EXEMPT
INFORMATION

The Council is invited to pass the following
resolution:That under Section 100A(4) of the
Local Government Act 1972, the press
and public be excluded from the
meeting for the following items of
business on the grounds that they
involve
the
likely
disclosure
of
information as defined in Schedule 12A
of the said Act.

PART II
(ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION AND DECISION IN PRIVATE)
Exempt – not for publication because the items contain information relating to the
financial or business affairs of any particular person (including the authority holding that
information) – category 3
11.

ANY EXEMPT ISSUES

To consider any exempt matters which
might arise.

12.

REFERRAL REPORT FROM POLICY
AND RESOURCES COMMITTEE,
9TH JUNE 2020 - INTRODUCTION
OF 'PAY FOR EXTRA WEIGHT'
SYSTEM FOR NON-RECYCLABLE
TRADE WASTE
Page(s): 163 - 172
Ward(s): All Wards
Contact Officer:
Kevin McFeeley,
Environmental
Operations Team
Manager Waste/Fleet
Tel: 01905
722383

That the Council approve the proposed Fees
& Charges for 2020/21 for commercial
waste detailed in Appendix B. These are
commercially sensitive and are not for
publication.

David Blake
Managing Director
Guildhall
Worcester WR1 2EY
Date: 6 July 2020
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Agenda Item 3

ANNUAL COUNCIL
19th May 2020
Present:

The Mayor, Councillor Ditta, in the Chair
Councillors
Allcott,
A. Amos,
Barnes,
Bayliss, Gregson, Hodges, Mrs L. Hodgson,
S. Hodgson, Mitchell, Squires, Stalker and
Stephen

Apologies:

Councillors Agar, Altaf, B. Amos, Berry,
Biggs, Bisset, Cawthorne, Collins, Cronin,
Denham,
Geraghty,
Griffiths,
Hassan,
Johnson, Lamb, Laurenson, Mackay, Riaz,
Roberts, Stafford, Stanley and Udall

Prior to the Council meeting, which was held remotely, all Members of the Council
who were present observed a minute’s silence to pay tribute to all NHS staff,
carers, key workers and citizens who had died as a result of the coronavirus
pandemic, and also to Mr Phil Carney, the husband of Councillor Pat Agar and a
former Mayor’s Consort, who had sadly passed away recently following a lengthy
illness.
Imam Mohammad Asim Chisti offered prayers prior to the Council meeting.
1

ELECTION OF MAYOR
Nominations were sought for the position of Mayor. It was proposed by Councillor
Stalker and seconded by Councillor Gregson that Councillor Hodges be nominated
for the position of Mayor. Both Councillor Stalker and Councillor Gregson spoke in
support of the nomination.
The Mayor asked for further nominations. No further nominations were proposed.
On being put to the vote it was agreed and
RESOLVED: That Councillor Hodges be elected Mayor for the Municipal
Year 2020/21.
COUNCILLOR HODGES IN THE CHAIR

2

MAYOR'S COMMUNICATIONS
Mayoral Theme
The Mayor announced that her theme for the year would be Mental Health
Awareness.
Mayor’s Charities
The Mayor announced that her charities would be Worcester Community Trust and
Lightbox.
Mayor’s Consort
The Mayor informed the Council that her consort would be her husband, Mr Dave
Hodges, and on occasion one of their children, or grandchildren.
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Mayor’s Chaplain
The Mayor announced that her Chaplain would be Reverend Sarah Northall.
Mayor’s Civic Service and Inaugural Banquet
The Mayor informed the Council that, due to the current circumstances, dates for
these events would be announced in due course.
3

VOTE OF THANKS TO RETIRING MAYOR
Councillor Bayliss proposed a vote of thanks to the retiring Mayor, Councillor
Ditta, and paid tribute to his work during his year in office on behalf of the
Council, in particular in bringing communities together. Councillor Gregson
seconded the proposal and also expressed his thanks.

4

RESPONSE FROM RETIRING MAYOR
Councillor Ditta thanked the Council and summarised his year in office. He
highlighted the work that had been done to support the Mayoral theme of bringing
communities together. Major events including floods and the Covid-19 pandemic
had impacted on his year but he thanked everyone who had supported him,
notably his wife Naseem and daughter Parveen as Consorts, David Blake, Claire
Chaplin and the Democratic and Civic Services staff, and the whole of the
Guildhall team for their daily support.

5

ELECTION OF DEPUTY MAYOR
Nominations were sought for the position of Deputy Mayor. It was proposed by
Councillor Mrs Lucy Hodgson and seconded by Councillor Bayliss that Councillor
Stephen Hodgson be nominated for the position of Deputy Mayor. Both Councillor
Mrs Lucy Hodgson and Councillor Bayliss spoke in support of the nomination.
There were no further nominations. On being put to the vote it was unanimously
agreed and
RESOLVED: That Councillor Stephen Hodgson be elected as Deputy Mayor
for the Municipal Year 2020/21.

6

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
None.

7

MINUTES
RESOLVED: That the minutes of the meeting held on 18th February 2020
be approved as a correct record and signed by the Mayor.

8

APPOINTMENTS OF THE COUNCIL
Appointment of Leader of the Council
Nominations were sought for the position of Leader of the Council. It was
proposed by Councillor Mitchell and seconded by Councillor Mrs Lucy Hodgson that
Councillor Bayliss be nominated for the position. Both Councillor Mitchell and
Councillor Mrs Lucy Hodgson spoke in support of the nomination.
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There were no further nominations. On being put to the vote it was unanimously
agreed and
RESOLVED: That Councillor Bayliss be elected as Leader of the Council for
the Municipal Year 2020/21.
Appointment of Deputy Leader of the Council
Nominations were sought for the position of Deputy Leader. It was proposed by
Councillor Squires and seconded by Councillor Barnes that Councillor Gregson be
nominated for the position of Deputy Leader. Councillor Squires, Councillor Barnes
and Councillor Bayliss spoke in support of the proposal.
There were no further nominations. On being out to the vote it was unanimously
agreed and
RESOLVED: That Councillor Gregson be elected as Deputy Leader for the
Municipal Year 2020/21.
Appointment of Members to Committees and Sub-Committees and
Appointment of Chairs and Vice-Chairs Etc.
The Council considered appointments of Members to Policy Committees,
Regulatory Committees, Joint Committees and Other Bodies. Group Leaders were
invited to indicate any changes to the current schedule of appointments.
The following changes were proposed:


Communities Committee – Councillor Ditta to replace Councillor Hassan



Worcestershire Regulatory Services Board – Councillor Johnson to replace
Councillor Griffiths



Audit and Governance Committee – Councillor Barnes to replace Councillor
Agar as Vice-Chair.

The above changes were unanimously agreed and it was
RESOLVED: That the Council approve the appointment of Members to
Policy Committees, Regulatory Committees, Joint Committees and Other
Bodies as set out in Appendix 1 of the minutes.
9

REPORT ON COUNCILLORS' ALLOWANCES 2019/20
In accordance with the Local Authority (Members’ Allowances) Regulations, the
Council received a report on allowances paid to Members in the financial year
2019/20.
RESOLVED: That the Council note the allowances paid to Members in the
financial year 2019/20, as set out in Appendix 1.
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MEMBERS' ALLOWANCES 2020/21
The Council received the Annual Report and Recommendations for 2020-21 of the
Independent Remuneration Panel (IRP) for Members’ Allowances.
The Chair and Vice-Chairs of Policy and Resources Committee proposed that, as
this Annual Council Meeting was taking place remotely with reduced Member
representation, the full recommendations of the IRP’s Report should be considered
by all Members at the Council Meeting on 30th September 2020, subject to any
review of the current Government instructions and advice regarding the response
to Covid-19.
It was proposed to agree an interim arrangement as from 1st April 2020, to ensure
the Council’s compliance with the Members’ Allowances Regulations to have a
Scheme of Allowances in place, until such time when a Council Meeting can be
conducted with full Member representation.
The preferred option for the Level of Members’ Allowances from 1st April 2020
recommended by Group Leaders was as follows:
1. The level of the Basic Allowance remains unchanged from level agreed by
Council for 2019/20, being £4,386.
2. The multiplying factors applied to SRAs remain unchanged at the level agreed
by Council for 2019/20. Therefore, the level of Special Responsibility
Allowances also remains unchanged.
3. In acknowledgement that the Vice Chair role of Planning Committee and
Licensing and Environmental Health Committee is essential in supporting the
Chair in terms of the frequency, duration and potential complexity of
applications and items that are considered. Therefore a new allowance and a
multiplying factor of 0.5 of the Basic Allowance be introduced and awarded for
Vice Chairs of Planning and Licensing and Environmental Health Committees.
4. The Mayor continues to receive an allowance based on a multiple of 1.0 of the
level of the Basic Allowance agreed by Council at its Annual Meeting in May
2017 and has remained in place for subsequent years.
The Deputy Director – Governance spoke and explained the position with regard
to Members’ interests in considering the report. In summary, all Members were
granted a dispensation to speak and vote when considering the Members’
Allowances Scheme.
It was proposed by Councillor Bayliss and seconded by Councillor Gregson and on
being put to the vote it was unanimously agreed and
RESOLVED:
1. That the Council note the report and recommendations for 2020/21;
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2. That the Council agree to defer the consideration of the IRP’s
recommendation and any changes to the level of Members’
Allowances for 2020/21 to the Council Meeting on 30th September
2020; and
3. That the Council agree the level of Members’ Allowances and adopted
a Scheme for Members’ Allowances from 1st April 2020 as set out in
Section 4 of the report.
11

PROGRAMME OF MEETINGS OF THE COUNCIL AND COMMITTEES
The Council considered dates for Council and Committee meetings for 2020/21.
The proposed schedule was enclosed with the agenda.
The Mayor explained that, due to the Coronavirus pandemic, it was likely that
some of the meetings shown in the schedule would be cancelled or postponed.
RESOLVED: That the Council agree the dates for meetings of the Council
until the end of May 2021, as set out in agenda item 11.

12

ITEMS OF URGENT BUSINESS
None.

Duration of the meeting: 7.00p.m. – 8.20p.m.

Chairman at the meeting on
14th July 2020
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APPENDIX 1

Worcester City Council - Membership Schedule
2020/21
Leader/Deputy Leader/Mayor/Deputy Mayor
LEADER OF THE COUNCIL

Marc Bayliss

DEPUTY LEADER OF THE COUNCIL

Adrian Gregson

MAYOR

Jo Hodges

DEPUTY MAYOR

Stephen Hodgson

Policy Committees
CONSERVATIVE

LABOUR

GREEN

POLICY & RESOURCES - MEMBERSHIP OF 13
Councillor
Bayliss
(Vice-Chair)
Councillor Geraghty
Councillor Mrs Lucy
Hodgson
Councillor Mackay
Councillor Mitchell
Councillor Stanley

Councillor Agar

Councillor
Stephen (Chair)

Councillor Berry
Councillor Riaz
Councillor Gregson
(Vice-Chair)
Councillor Hodges
Councillor Squires

COMMUNITIES – MEMBERSHIP OF 12
Councillor Alan Amos
Councillor Ditta
Councillor
Councillor
Hodgson
Councillor
Councillor
(Chair)

Councillor Biggs
Councillor Bisset
Councillor
Cawthorne
Griffiths
Councillor Collins
Stephen Councillor Denham
(Vice-Chair)
Johnson
Councillor Lamb
Stanley

LIBERAL
DEMOCRAT
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CONSERVATIVE

LABOUR

GREEN

LIBERAL
DEMOCRAT

ENVIRONMENT – MEMBERSHIP OF 12
Councillor Altaf

Councillor Biggs

Councillor Bill Amos
Councillor Griffiths
Councillor Roberts

Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
(Chair)
Councillor
Stafford Councillor
(Vice-Chair)

PLACE & ECONOMIC
MEMBERSHIP OF 7
Councillor Stanley

Councillor
Laurenson

Councillor Allcott

Collins
Stalker
Squires
Udall

DEVELOPMENT

Councillor Berry

SUB

–

Councillor
Stephen

Councillor Geraghty

Councillor Gregson
(Vice-Chair)
Councillor Mrs Lucy Councillor Squires
Hodgson (Chair)

INCOME GENERATION SUB – MEMBERSHIP OF 5
Councillor Bayliss
Councillor Mitchell
Councillor
Mackay
(Vice-Chair)

Councillor
Riaz
(Chair)
Councillor Agar

PERSONNEL & GENERAL
MEMBERSHIP OF 7
Councillor
Bayliss
(Vice-Chair)
Councillor Mrs Lucy
Hodgson
Councillor Mitchell

PURPOSES

Councillor
Berry
Councillor
Gregson
(Vice-Chair)
Councillor
Squires

Councillor
(Chair)

SUB

–

Stephen
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Regulatory Committees
CONSERVATIVE

LABOUR

GREEN

LIBERAL
DEMOCRAT

PLANNING - MEMBERSHIP OF 11
Councillor Alan Amos
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
(Chair)

Councillor Agar Councillor Bisset
(Vice-Chair)
Bill Amos
Councillor Berry
Johnson
Councillor
Cawthorne
Hassan
Councillor
Barnes
Mitchell Councillor
Hodges

LICENSING & ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH –
MEMBERSHIP OF 10
Councillor Johnson

Councillor Cronin

Councillor Mrs Lucy Councillor
Hodgson
Squires
Councillor Stafford
Councillor
Stalker
Councillor
Griffiths Councillor
(Vice-Chair)
(Chair)

Councillor
Stephen

Udall

AUDIT & GOVERNANCE – MEMBERSHIP OF 8
Councillor Alan Amos Councillor Agar
Councillor
(Chair)
Laurenson
Councillor Hassan
Councillor
Barnes
(ViceChair)
Councillor
Stephen Councillor Udall
Hodgson
Councillor Roberts

STANDARDS – MEMBERSHIP OF 6 (plus up to 3
Co-opted Members and 4 Parish Council
Representatives,2 from each Parish Council)
Councillor Mitchell

Councillor
Hodges
Councillor
Roberts Councillor
(Vice-Chair)
(Chair)
Councillor Stanley
Councillor
Barnes

Lamb

Independent Members
Mr Ray Needham

Parish Council Representatives
St. Peter the Great Parish
St. Peter the Great Parish

-

Mr Roger Knight
Mr Alan Tidy

Councillor Allcott
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Warndon Parish
Warndon Parish

-

Mr Dave Carney
Mrs Dawn Merriman

Other Bodies
CONSERVATIVE

LABOUR

GREEN

LIBERAL
DEMOCRAT

JOINT MUSEUMS COMMITTEE – MEMBERSHIP OF 2
Councillor Johnson

Councillor
Gregson

WORCESTERSHIRE
REGULATORY
BOARD – MEMBERSHIP OF 2
CONSERVATIVE
Councillor Johnson

LABOUR

SERVICES
GREEN

LIBERAL
DEMOCRAT

Councillor
Squires

JOINT CONSULTATIVE & SAFETY COMMITTEE –
MEMBERSHIP OF 4
CONSERVATIVE
Councillor Mrs Lucy
Hodgson
Councillor Bayliss

LABOUR

GREEN

LIBERAL
DEMOCRAT

Councillor
Gregson
Councillor
Squires

Outside Bodies Supported by Worcester City Council
Conservation Advisory Panel
CONSERVATIVE
LABOUR
Councillor Bill Amos
Councillor Mrs Lucy
Hodgson

LIBERAL
DEMOCRAT

GREEN

LIBERAL
DEMOCRAT

Councillor
Gregson

Cemeteries and Crematorium Forum
CONSERVATIVE
LABOUR
Councillor Alan Amos

GREEN

Councillor
Stalker
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Agenda Item 8a

Report to: Council, 14th July 2020
Report of: Chair of Standards Committee

Subject:

REFERRAL REPORT FROM STANDARDS COMMMITTEE, 13TH NOVEMBER
2019 – CODE OF CONDUCT

1.

Recommendation

1.1

That the Council adopts the draft Code of Conduct attached to this report
and delegates authority to the Council’s Monitoring Officer to make any
minor changes necessary to the Constitution to give effect to this
recommendation.

2.

Information

2.1

At the meeting on 13th November 2019, the Standards Committee considered a
report from the Monitoring Officer on the Nolan Committee’s recommendations for
improvement to government in relation to the legislative regime, and best practice
recommendations to local government. A copy of the report is attached (Appendix
1).

2.2

The Committee noted the recommendations of the report published by the National
Committee on Standards in Public Life on ethical standards in local government. A
number of the recommendations would require changes to national legislation and
this is not forthcoming. In the meantime, local authorities were invited to consider
whether any minor amendments to their local code of conduct should be made to
take account of the best practice recommendations of the Nolan Committee.

2.3

The Committee noted the discussions which have taken place between the
Monitoring Officers of the principal authorities within Worcestershire in response to
those recommendations. There is a consensus that a pan-Worcestershire Code
remains the best approach for the benefit of the public, Members, and good
governance. The Monitoring Officers considered that the current Code was fit for
purpose, but would benefit from a few relatively small amendments flowing from
some of the Nolan best practice recommendations relevant to the Code.

2.4

The Committee endorsed the principle of a pan-Worcestershire Code of Conduct for
Members and the draft Code of Conduct appended to the report, and recommended
that Council adopts it.

2.5

It was noted that a further report will be brought to Committee following a review of
the Council’s Procedures for the Assessment of Complaints under the Code of
Conduct.

2.6

It was also noted that the Worcestershire Code will need to be subject to a more
comprehensive review if there are national legislative changes to the local
government standards regime in the future.
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2.7

Following the work of the Monitoring Officers group, this revised draft Code has now
been adopted by some of the Worcestershire councils.

2.8

If this draft Code is approved by the Council, the Monitoring Officer will brief the
city’s Parish Councils on it so that they consider if they wish to adopt it.

Ward(s):
Contact Officer:
Background Papers:

All Wards
Sian Stroud, Deputy Director – Governance
Tel: 01905 722019; Email: sian.stroud@worcester.gov.uk
None
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Agenda Item 8a
Appendix 1

Report to: Standards Committee, 13th November 2019
Report of: Monitoring Officer

Subject:

1.

RESPONSE TO THE NOLAN REVIEW AND UPDATED PANWORCESTERSHIRE CODE OF CONDUCT FOR MEMBERS

Recommendation

That the Committee:
1.1

notes the recommendations of the report published by the National
Committee on Standards in Public Life on ethical standards in local
government, as set out in Appendix 1;

1.2

notes the discussions which have taken place between the Monitoring
Officers of the principal authorities within Worcestershire in response to
those recommendations;

1.3

endorses the principle of a pan-Worcestershire Code of Conduct for
members;

1.4

endorses the draft Code of Conduct set out at Appendix 2 and recommends
that Council adopts it; and

1.5

notes that a further report will be brought to Committee following a review
of the Council’s Procedures for the assessment of complaints under the
Code of Conduct.

2.

Background

2.1

The Committee will recall from previous reports that the National Committee on
Standards and Public Life (often called the "Nolan Committee") invited responses to
its consultation to inform its review of local government ethical standards, which
took place in 2018.

2.2

The Nolan Committee has now completed its assessment of whether the existing
structures, processes and practices are conducive to high standards of conduct in
local government. Its report, issued in January this year, makes recommendations
for improvement, to government in relation to the legislative regime, and best
practice recommendations to local government to consider. These recommendations
are set out in Appendix 1.

2.3

Key recommendations for Government to consider are that: local authorities should
regain the power to suspend members (for up to 6 months) as a sanction for
breaching the Code; the criminal offence regime in relation to Disclosable Pecuniary
Interests should be abolished but the classes of registrable interests broadened; a
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register of gifts and hospitality be re-established; and independent members of
standards committees should be allowed to vote.
2.4

Local government will have to await the Government's response to legislative
recommendations. In the meantime it is within the Council’s power to review and act
on the Best Practice recommendations. This includes reviewing the Members Code of
Conduct and ensuring it and all related procedures and processes are fit for purpose.

2.5

The Committee will be aware that the local authorities in Worcestershire aim to take
a shared approach to standards and ethics matters. This has led to the same
Members Code of Conduct being adopted for all Worcestershire councils (often
referred to the “pan-Worcestershire Code”). The Monitoring Officers for those local
authorities regularly convene to consider common questions of standards and ethics
and have reviewed the Best Practice recommendations as well as the current
Members Code of Conduct.

3.

Best practice recommendations

3.1

Set out below are the best practice recommendations of the Nolan Committee’s
report alongside the Monitoring Officer’s commentary on how these are currently
being addressed by the ethical standards arrangements in place at Worcester City
Council. (References to the “Code” are to the pan-Worcestershire Code of Conduct
for Members, and references to the “Procedures” are to Worcester City Council’s
local procedures for the assessment and management of complaints under the
Code.)
BP1 – the Code of Conduct should include prohibitions on bullying and
harassment, with definitions and examples.
The current Code prohibits bullying but gives no definitions or examples. A revised
version of the Code, proposed under this report, would address this.
BP2 – the Code should require councillors to comply with formal standards
investigations, and prohibit trivial or malicious allegations by councillors.
The Council has very few formal investigations. The best way of dealing with trivial
or malicious allegations is considered to be through robust filtering right at the start
of the process, and avoiding tit-for-tat complaints. The consensus amongst the
Worcestershire Monitoring Officers group is that a simple obligation to co-operate
with any standards investigations will suffice.
BP3 – the Code should be reviewed each year and seek where possible the
views of the public and neighbouring authorities.
A full annual review is considered to be disproportionate but any potential
amendments or learning points could be considered as part of the Committee’s
annual report.
The City Council already works with its neighbours on ethical standards matters,
applying a pan-Worcestershire Code.
BP4 – the Code should be readily accessible to the public.
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It already is – being available on the Council’s website and in the Constitution.
BP5 – In line with proposed new legislation, authorities should update a
Gifts and Hospitality Register at least quarterly.
Although a Register is not yet a legal requirement, it would probably be expected by
the public and so the proposal from the Monitoring Officers group is that it should be
re-introduced ahead of any legislation, as an appendix to the Members Code of
Conduct. In discussion, the Monitoring Officers considered that £15 was a suitable
value threshold for such registration to meet the purpose of transparency but not
worry about trivial items.
BP6 – authorities should publish a clear public interests test for filtering of
allegations.
The Council needs to ensure that its Procedures make the public interests test clear.
BP7 – authorities should have access to at least 2 Independent Persons.
This is already in place with the Worcestershire panel arrangements with
Independent Persons.
BP8 – Independent Persons should be consulted on whether a complaint
should be investigated.
The Procedure already allows for involvement of IP at early filtering stage.
BP9 – Formal decisions after investigation should be published on website.
Investigations are rare so this has question has not really arisen. However the
circumstances in which information will be made needs to be made clear in the
Procedures.
BP10 – authorities should have guidance on website on how to complain,
process and timescales.
The Council’s website makes it clear on how to complain and provide a web-form
with dedicated email address. The Procedures set out some information on
timescales but these could be reviewed and clarified.
BP11 – 12 not relevant
BP13 – there should be procedures for managing conflict of interests for
MO.
The Council’s Procedures need to make this clear.
BP14 – separate bodies set up or owned by the Council should come within
annual governance statement, and be Nolan-transparent.
The Council is not currently an owner of any separate bodies eg companies. The
Council’s joint committee arrangements are already covered by the annual
governance statement.
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BP15 – senior officers should meet group leaders regularly to discuss
standards issues.
The current arrangements do not include this mechanism; to date it has not been
identified as necessary for the City Council to do this because standards matters
have been effectively managed through the role of the Standards Committee and the
Monitoring Officer. However this could be considered as part of the Council’s next
general governance review.
4.

Revisions to the Members Code of Conduct

4.1

The Members Code of Conduct has been reviewed by the Worcestershire Monitoring
Officers group, in light of the best practice recommendations and based on
experience on using the existing Code. There remained a consensus that a panWorcestershire Code remains the best approach for the benefit of the public,
members, and good governance.

4.2

The Monitoring Officers considered that the current Code was fit for purpose, but
would benefit from a few relatively small amendments flowing from some of the
Nolan Best Practice (BP) recommendations relevant to the Code.

4.3

The revised draft is attached here at Appendix 2, showing the proposed changes
tracked. This draft is currently being considered for approval by all standards and
ethics committees in the Worcestershire local authorities.

4.4

It would be open to the parish councils in Worcestershire to also adopt the revised
draft.

5.

Procedures for the Assessment of Complaints

5.1

The Council has adopted a set of Procedures for the assessments of complaints made
under the Members Code of Conduct. These are attached at Appendix 3. The
Standards Committee last reviewed and approved these Procedures in 2014. Unlike
the Code of Conduct, these Procedures can be agreed at local level by the Standards
Committee without referral to full Council or consultation with the other
Worcestershire local authorities.

5.2

In response to the Nolan Committee’s best practice recommendations and based on
experience of using the Procedures, the Monitoring Officer proposes to review those
Procedures and report to a future meeting of the Standards Committee on any
potential changes to the Procedures which may be beneficial.

Ward(s):
Contact Officer:
Background Papers:

All
Sian Stroud, Monitoring Officer. Tel: 01905 722019
None

Appendix 1: recommendations of the National Committee on Standards and
Public Life January 2019
Appendix 2: revised draft Code of Conduct for Members
Appendix 3: Procedures for the assessment and investigation of complaints
January 2014
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WORCESTER CITY COUNCIL
CODE OF CONDUCT FOR MEMBERS
Part 1
General provisions
Introduction and interpretation
1.

(1) This Code applies to you as a member or co-opted member of Worcester City
Council ('the authority').
(2) You should read this Code together with the Seven Ten Principles of Public
Life (also known as the Nolan Principles) set out at Appendix 1, and the Council's
Member/Officer Relations Protocol as updated from time to time.
(3) It is your responsibility to comply with the provisions of this Code.
(4) In this Code:

"meeting" means any meeting of:
a) the authority;
b) any of the authority's committees, sub-committees, joint committees, joint subcommittees, or area committees;
c) an external body upon which the member sits as a representative of the authority.
“Monitoring Officer” means the Monitoring Officer for the authority;
“bullying and harassment” includes:
Oppressive behaviour or the abuse of power, which makes the recipient feel
threatened, humiliated or vulnerable, and which may undermine his/her selfconfidence and cause him/her to suffer stress.
Examples are set out at Appendix 3 to this Code.
Scope
2.

(1) This Code applies to you as a Member of this authority when you act in
your role as a Member or as a representative of the authority in the
circumstances described in paragraph 2 (b) below.
(2) Where you act as a representative of the authority:
(a) on another relevant authority, you must, when acting for that other authority,
comply with that other authority's code of conduct; or

1
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(b) on any other body, you must, when acting for that other body, comply with the
authority's code of conduct, except and insofar as it conflicts with any other lawful
obligations to which that other body may be subject.
General obligations
3. (1) You must treat others with respect in accordance with the Nolan Principles.
(2) You must co-operate with any standards investigations
Formatted: Indent: Left: 0.5 cm

(3) You must not:
(a) do anything which may cause your authority to breach any of the equality
enactments;
(b) bully or harass any person;
(c) intimidate or attempt to intimidate any person who is or is likely to be:
i.
ii.
iii.

a complainant,
a witness, or
involved in the administration of any investigation or proceedings in relation to
an allegation that a member (including yourself) has failed to comply with the
authority's Code of Conduct;
(d) do anything which compromises or is likely to compromise the impartiality of
those who work for, or on behalf of, the authority.

4. You must not:
(a) do anything that is likely to cause your authority to breach Data Protection law;
(a)(b) disclose information given to you in confidence by anyone, or information
acquired by you which you believe, or ought reasonably to be aware, is of a
confidential nature, except where:
i.
ii.
iii.

iv.
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you have the consent of a person authorised to give it;
you are required by law to do so;
the disclosure is made to a third party for the purpose of obtaining
professional advice provided that the third party agrees not to disclose the
information to any other person; or
the disclosure is:

(aa) reasonable and in the public interest; and
(bb) made in good faith and in compliance with the reasonable requirements
of the authority; or
(b)(c)
prevent another person from gaining access to information to which that
person is entitled by law.

2
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5. You must not conduct yourself in a manner which could reasonably be regarded as
bringing your office or authority into disrepute.
6. You:
a) must not use or attempt to use your position as a Member improperly to confer on
or secure for yourself or any other person, an advantage or disadvantage; and
b) must, when using or authorising the use by others of the resources of, or under
the control of, the authority:
i.
ii.

act in accordance with the authority's reasonable requirements including in
relation to the use of authority stationery and official logos and branding;
ensure that such resources are not used improperly for political purposes
(including party political purposes); and

(c)(d)

must have regard to any applicable Local Authority Code of Publicity.

7. You must:
a) when reaching decisions on any matter have regard to any relevant advice
provided to you by the authority’s officers and in particular by the authority's
Monitoring Officer and Section 151 Officer; and
b) give reasons for all decisions in accordance with any statutory requirements and
any reasonable additional requirements imposed by the authority.
8. You must not place yourself under any financial or other obligation to outside
individuals or organisations that might seek to influence you in the performance of your
official duties and must comply with the authority’s guidance on gifts and hospitality
(attached at Appendix 4).
Part 2
Interests
Disclosable Pecuniary Interests (“DPI”)
9. (1) You will have a Disclosable Pecuniary Interest (“DPI”) under this Code if:a) such interest meets the definition prescribed by the DPI Regulations as amended
from time to time and set out in Appendix 2 to this Code; and

i.
ii.
iii.

b) it is either an interest of yourself or it is an interest of :your spouse or civil partner;
a person with whom you are living as husband and wife: or
a person with whom you are living as if you were civil partners;

and you are aware that the other person has the interest.

3
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Registration of DPIs
10. (1) You must within 28 days of becoming a Member of the authority or being reelected notify the Monitoring Officer in writing of any DPI which you hold at the time
notification is given.
(2) You must within 28 days of becoming aware of any new DPI, or changes to existing
DPIs, notify the Monitoring Officer in writing.
Other Disclosable Interests
11. (1) You will have a Disclosable Interest in any matter if you are aware that you or a
member of your family or person or organisation with whom you are associated have:a) a pecuniary interest in the matter under discussion which is not de minimis; or
b) a close connection with the matter under discussion.
(2) If you are a member of another local authority, or public body, or you have been
appointed as the authority’s representative on an outside body, you do not have a
Disclosable Interest unless a member of the public knowing the circumstances would
reasonably regard membership of the body concerned as being likely to prejudice your
judgment of what is in the public interest.
Disclosure of Interests
12. (1) Formal Meetings
Disclosable Pecuniary Interest (DPI)s: formal meetings
If you are present at a meeting and you have a DPI then you must:
(a) disclose the nature and existence of the interest;
(b) leave the meeting (including the meeting room and public gallery) and take no
part in the discussion; and
(c) if the interest has not already been recorded notify the Monitoring Officer of the
interest within 28 days beginning with the date of the meeting.
Other Disclosable Interests
If you are present at a meeting and you have an Other Disclosable Interest, then you
must:
a) disclose the nature and existence of the interest; and

i.

b) if the interest:
affects your pecuniary interests or relates to the determination of a planning or
regulatory matter; and

4
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ii.

is one which a member of the public knowing the circumstances would
reasonably regard as being likely to prejudice your judgment of what is in the
public interest

then you must leave the meeting (including the meeting room and public gallery) and
take no part in the discussion.

(2) DPIs: iInformal meetings and correspondence
Disclosable Pecuniary Interest (DPI)
If you have a DPI in the matter you must not participate in informal meetings, or
briefings orand site visits and must disclose the DPI in any correspondence with the
Council.
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Other Disclosable Interest (ODI)
If you have an ODI in the matter, then you must disclose the existence and nature of that
interest at informal meetings, briefings or site visits and must disclose the ODI in any
correspondence with the authority.
If the ODI is such that you would be required to leave a formal meeting as above, then
you must not participate in the informal meeting.
(3) Single Member Decisions
Disclosable Pecuniary Interest (ODI)
If when participating in single member decision making you have a DPI in affecting the
matter being decided then you mustay take no steps in relation to the decision other
than asking for the matter to be decided in some other manner.
Other Disclosable Interest (ODI)
If you have an ODI in the matter being decided, then you must disclose the existence
and nature and record it on the record of decision.
If the ODI is such that you would be required to leave a formal meeting as set out above,
then you must take no steps in relation to the decision other than asking for the matter to
be decided in some other manner.
(4) Other Disclosable Interests
If you are present at a meeting and you have an Other Disclosable Interest then you
must:
a)

disclose the nature and existence of the interest; and

b)
i.

if the interest:
affects your pecuniary interests or relates to the determination of a planning or
regulatory matter; and
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ii.

is one which a member of the public knowing the circumstances would
reasonably regard as being likely to prejudice your judgment of what is in the public
interest
then you must leave the meeting (including the meeting room and public gallery) and
take no part in the discussion.
(5) Dispensations
You may take part in the discussion of and vote on a matter in which you have been
granted a dispensation.
Sensitive information
13. (1) An interest will be a sensitive interest if the 2 following conditions apply:
a) that you have an interest (whether or not a DPI); and
b) the nature of the interest is such that you and the Monitoring Officer consider that
disclosure of the details of the interest could lead to you or a person connected to
you being subject to violence or intimidation.
(2) Where it is decided that an interest is a “sensitive interest” it will be excluded from
published versions of the register. The Monitoring Officer may state on the register that
the member has an interest the details of which are excluded under this section.
(3) Where the sensitive interest is a DPI the usual rules relating to disclosure will apply
save that the member will only be required to disclose that they hold a DPI in the matter
concerned.
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APPENDIX 1
The Ten Seven Principles of Public Life
(a) selflessness
(b) integrity
(c) objectivity
(d) accountability
(e) openness
(f) honesty
(g) leadership.
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APPENDIX 2
The Localism Act Definition of Disclosable Pecuniary Interests Regulations
APPENDIX 3 (NEW)
Examples of bullying and harassment
APPENDIX 4 (NEW)
Gifts and Hospitality
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Appendix 1
MEMBERS CODE OF CONDUCT
THE TEN GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF PUBLIC LIFE
Selflessness – Members should serve only the public interest and should never
improperly confer an advantage or disadvantage on any person.
Honesty and Integrity – Members should not place themselves in situations where their
honesty and integrity may be questioned, should not behave improperly, and should on
all occasions avoid the appearance of such behaviour.
Objectivity – Members should make decisions on merit, including when making
appointments, awarding contracts, or recommending individuals for rewards or benefits.
Accountability – Members should be accountable to the public for their actions and the
manner in which they carry out their responsibilities and should co-operate fully and
honestly with any scrutiny appropriate to their particular office.
Openness – Members should be as open as possible about their actions and those of
their authority and should be prepared to give reasons for those actions.
Personal judgement – Members may take account of the views of others, including
their political groups, but should reach their own conclusions on the issues before them
and act in accordance with those conclusions.
Respect for others – Members should promote equality by not discriminating unlawfully
against any person, and by treating people with respect, regardless of their race, age,
religion, gender, sexual orientation or disability. They should respect the impartiality and
integrity of the authority’s statutory officers and its other employees.
Duty to uphold the Law – Members should uphold the law and, on all occasions, act in
accordance with the trust that the public is entitled to place in them.
Stewardship – Members should do whatever they are able to do to ensure that their
authorities use their resources prudently and in accordance with the law.
Leadership – Members should promote and support these principles by leadership, and
by example, and should act in a way that secures or preserves public confidence.

8
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Appendix 2

STATUTORY INSTRUMENTS

2012 No. 1464

LOCAL GOVERNMENT, ENGLAND
The Relevant Authorities (Disclosable Pecuniary Interests)
Regulations 2012
Made

-

-

-

-

6th June 2012

Laid before Parliament
Coming into force -

8th June 2012
-

1st July 2012

The Secretary of State, in exercise of the powers conferred by sections 30(3) and 235(2) of the Localism
Act 2011(a ), makes the following Regulations.
1

Citation, commencement and interpretation
—(1) These Regulations may be cited as the Relevant Authorities (Disclosable Pecuniary Interests)
Regulations 2012 and shall come into force on 1st July 2012.
In these regulations—
“the Act” means the Localism Act 2011;
“body in which the relevant person has a beneficial interest” means a firm in which the relevant person
is a partner or a body corporate of which the relevant person is a director, or in the securities of which
the relevant person has a beneficial interest;
“director” includes a member of the committee of management of an industrial and provident society;
“land” excludes an easement, servitude, interest or right in or over land which does not carry with it a
right for the relevant person (alone or jointly with another) to occupy the land or to receive income;
“M” means a member of a relevant authority;
“member” includes a co-opted member;
“relevant authority” means the authority of which M is a member;
“relevant period” means the period of 12 months ending with the day on which M gives a notification
for the purposes of section 30(1) or section 31(7), as the case may be, of the Act;
“relevant person” means M or any other person referred to in section 30(3)(b) of the Act;
“securities” means shares, debentures, debenture stock, loan stock, bonds, units of a collective
investment scheme within the meaning of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000(b ) and other
securities of any description, other than money deposited with a building society.
2

Specified pecuniary interests
The pecuniary interests which are specified for the purposes of Chapter 7 of Part 1 of the Act are the
interests specified in the second column of the Schedule to these Regulations.
(a)
(b)

2011 c.20.
2000 c. 8.
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Signed by authority of the Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government

6th June 2012

Grant Shapps
Minister of State
Department for Communities and Local Government

SCHEDULE

Regulation 2

Subject
Employment, office, trade, profession or
vacation

Prescribed description
Any employment, office, trade, profession or
vocation carried on for profit or gain.

Sponsorship

Any payment or provision of any other
financial benefit (other than from the relevant
authority) made or provided within the relevant
period in respect of any expenses incurred by M
in carrying out duties as a member, or towards
the election expenses of M.
This includes any payment or financial benefit
from a trade union within the meaning of the
Trade Union and Labour Relations
(Consolidation) Act 1992(a ).
3

Contracts

Any contract which is made between the
relevant person (or a body in which the relevant
person has a beneficial interest) and the
relevant authority—
(a) under which goods or services are to be
provided or works are to be executed; and
(b) which has not been fully discharged.

Land

Any beneficial interest in land which is within
the area of the relevant authority.

Licences

Any licence (alone or jointly with others) to
occupy land in the area of the relevant authority
for a month or longer.

Corporate tenancies

Any tenancy where (to M’s knowledge)—
(a) the landlord is the relevant authority; and
(b) the tenant is a body in which the relevant
person has a beneficial interest.

Securities

Any beneficial interest in securities of a body
where—
(a) that body (to M’s knowledge) has a place of
business or land in the area of the relevant
authority; and
(b) either—
(i) the total nominal value of the securities

(a)

1992 c. 52.
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exceeds £25,000 or one hundredth of the total
issued share capital of that body; or
(ii) if the share capital of that body is of more
than one class, the total nominal value of the
shares of any one class in which the relevant
person has a beneficial interest exceeds one
hundredth of the total issued share capital of
that class.

EXPLANATORY NOTE
(This note is not part of the Regulations)
Section 30 of the Localism Act 2011 provides that a member or co-opted member of a relevant authority as
defined in section 27(6) of the Localism Act 2011, on taking office and in the circumstances set out in
section 31, must notify the authority’s monitoring officer of any disclosable pecuniary interest which that
person has at the time of notification. These Regulations specify what is a pecuniary interest. Section 30(3)
of the Act sets out the circumstances in which such an interest is a disclosable interest.
A full impact assessment has not been produced for these Regulations as no impact on the private or
voluntary sectors is foreseen.

11
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Appendix 3
EXAMPLES OF BULLYING AND HARRASSMENT
Bullying and harassment may include:








physical contact ranging from touching to assault
verbal and written comments through jokes, offensive language, personal
comments about appearance, size, clothing etc
innuendo, gossip and letters etc.
malicious rumours and allegations, including fabricating complaints from clients
and other members of staff.
open aggression, threats, shouting, abuse and obscenities, persistent negative
attacks.
constant humiliation, criticism and ridicule, belittling efforts and undervaluing
contribution
trolling behaviour.

Harassment is unwanted conduct on the grounds of any protected characteristic as
defined by the Equality Act 2010, political or Trade Union affiliation, or take the form of
victimisation, that:


has the purpose of violating a person’s dignity or creating an intimidating, hostile,
degrading, humiliating or offensive environment for that person; or



is reasonably considered by that person to have the effect of violating his/her
dignity or of creating an intimidating, hostile, degrading, humiliating or offensive
environment for him/her, even if this effect was not intended by the person
responsible for the conduct.

This is not exhaustive.

12
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Appendix 4

GIFTS AND HOSPITALITY
1. Minor gifts and hospitality are sometimes part of the normal courtesies of life: a
resident may offer a modest gift as a token of appreciation and sometimes simple
items such as diaries and pens are distributed as advertising matter. In dealing
with a matter in your ward you may be offered a cup of tea or light refreshments.
2. As a guideline, any gift or hospitality with a value of £15 or more is highly unlikely
to be viewed as a ‘token’. You must consider whether it is appropriate to accept
even token gifts, especially where you are dealing with regulatory or procurement
matters when it would usually be inappropriate to receive any gift from involved
parties. In case of doubt you should consult the Monitoring Officer.
3. Offers of hospitality, even if seemingly minor in nature, must be treated with
particular caution as they can leave individuals and the Council open to
allegations of impropriety. The timing of offers of hospitality, for example in
relation to the award of contracts, granting of applications or other decisions,
should be considered equally to the generosity of the hospitality offered.
Accepting hospitality must be justified in the public interest, for example when
there is a genuine need to represent the Council.
4. All offers and receipt of gifts and hospitality with a value of £15 or higher must be
reported to the Monitoring Officer who will ensure it is recorded in the Council’s
register of gifts and hospitality, which will be published.
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Procedure for Assessment and Investigation of Complaints that
Councillors have breached the Worcester City Council
Code of Conduct for Members

1.

Introduction

This procedure is only to be used for the assessment and investigation of
complaints of alleged failures by councillors to comply with the Council’s Code of
Conduct for Members.
2.

Making a complaint

Complaints should be made in writing to the Monitoring Officer.
3.

Initial assessment of complaint

On receipt of a complaint, the Monitoring Officer will notify the Subject Councillor
that a complaint has been received (unless the Monitoring Officer considers that
it would be contrary to the public interest or would prejudice the consideration of
the complaint to do so). The Monitoring Officer will also notify the Chairman and
the Vice Chairman of the Standards Committee that a complaint has been
received.
The Monitoring Officer will make an initial assessment of the complaint within 20
working days of receipt of all relevant information to enable an initial
assessment to be made. In making an initial assessment, the Monitoring Officer
shall consult with an Independent Person.
Having carried out an initial assessment of a complaint, the Monitoring Officer
will decide on one of the following courses of action:

4.

-

Decide to take no action

-

Decide that the Monitoring Officer shall resolve the complaint informally

-

Decide to refer the complaint for investigation
Decision to take no action

Where the Monitoring Officer decides to take no further action in respect of the
complaint, the Complainant and the Subject Councillor shall be advised of that
decision in writing.
5.

Decision to resolve complaint informally

Where the Monitoring Officer decides to resolve the complaint informally, the
Complainant and the Subject Councillor shall be advised of that decision in
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writing. In deciding to resolve the complaint informally, the Monitoring Officer
may pursue any of the following courses of action:
-

Provide further training and guidance to the Subject Councillor

-

Mediate between the Complainant and the Subject Councillor

-

Require the Subject Councillor to write a personal apology to the
Complainant

-

Write an advisory letter to the councillor

Where informal resolution does not resolve the complaint, the Monitoring Officer
may, following consultation with the Independent Person, decide to refer the
complaint for investigation.
6.

Decision to investigate complaint

Where the Monitoring Officer decides to refer the complaint for investigation, the
Complainant and the Subject Councillor shall be advised of that decision in
writing. The Monitoring Officer shall also advise the Chairman of the Standards
Committee that a complaint has been referred for investigation.
Where the Monitoring Officer decides to refer the complaint for investigation, the
Subject Councillor shall be provided with the details of an Independent Person
who will provide guidance on the process for investigation of the compliant. The
Independent Person shall be a different Independent Person to the one that the
Monitoring Officer has previously consulted with.
Within 14 days of deciding to refer the complaint for investigation, the
Monitoring Officer shall appoint an Investigating Officer to investigate the
complaint. The Investigating Officer may be an officer of the Council, an officer
of another local authority, or an external person.
7.

Investigation of complaint

The Investigating Officer shall be instructed to investigate the complaint and to
report to the Monitoring Officer. The Investigating Officer shall carry out an
investigation. The purpose of the investigation is to establish the facts of the
case and to form a view on whether there has been a breach of the Members
Code of Conduct.
The Complainant and the Subject Councillor shall cooperate fully with the
Investigating Officer, including attending any meetings or interviews and
providing all relevant information and documents to the Investigating Officer.
The Investigating Officer may pursue any of the following actions as part of the
investigation:
-

Interviewing the Complainant
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-

Interviewing the Subject Councillor

-

Interviewing other relevant witnesses

-

Requesting copies of any documents relevant to the investigation

The Investigating Officer shall produce a draft report of his findings and send a
copy to the Monitoring Officer, the Complainant and the Subject Councillor. The
Investigating Officer shall allow 14 days for comments on the draft report and
shall take any comments into consideration when producing the final report.
If during the course of the investigation, the Investigating Officer identifies other
breaches of the Code of Conduct the Monitoring Officer shall be advised
accordingly.
The Investigating Officer shall endeavour to complete the investigation within 2
months of appointment.
The Investigating Officer shall send a copy of the final report to the Monitoring
Officer. The report shall include copies of any statements or documents obtained
during the course of the investigation.
8.

Post investigation procedures

Where the Investigating Officer concludes that there has not been a breach of
the Code of Conduct, the Monitoring Officer shall take no further action and the
Complainant and the Subject Councillor shall be advised of that decision in
writing.
Where the Investigating Officer concludes that there has been a breach of the
Code of Conduct, the Monitoring Officer shall refer the report to the Hearings
Sub-Committee for consideration.
9.

Hearings Sub-Committee

Where a Hearings Sub-Committee is required the procedure for the hearing set
out in the Appendix to this procedure shall apply.
The Hearings Sub-Committee shall have the power to decide whether or not to
impose a sanction where there has been a finding of a breach of the Code of
Conduct for Members.
The Hearings Sub-committee may impose one or more of the following
sanctions.
-

The Monitoring Officer to send a formal letter to the Subject Councillor.

-

The Subject Councillor to make a public apology at Full Council. In the
event of an apology not being made, the Subject Councillor may be
censured at a meeting of the Full Council.
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-

The Monitoring Officer to provide further training and guidance to the
Subject Councillor.

-

The Subject Councillor to write a personal apology to the Complainant.

-

A recommendation to the relevant Group Leader that the Subject
Councillor should not sit on a particular Committee (or sub-Committee or
Working Group) for a period of time (N.B. The replacement of members of
a particular Committee is a matter reserved to Full Council).
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Appendix
Hearings Sub-Committee procedure

1.

Terms of Reference

The Hearings Sub-Committee is responsible for considering reports of an
investigating Officer into complaints that there has been a breach of the
Worcester City Council Code of Conduct. The hearing shall be conducted in
private in accordance with this procedure.
2.

Membership

A Hearings Sub-Committee shall consist of three City Councillors (wherever
possible from different political groups). The Hearings Sub-Committee shall be
advised by the Monitoring Officer, who will be accompanied by the Independent
Person. The Independent Person will advise the Monitoring Officer.
3.

Procedure
-

The Chairman introduces the Sub-committee and any other persons
present, including the Monitoring Officer, the Independent Person, the
Investigating Officer and a Committee Officer.

-

The Subject Councillor introduces themselves and any person who is
acting on his or her representative and any witnesses to be called on his
or her behalf.

-

The Chairman shall explain the procedure that shall be followed.

-

The Investigating Officer is invited to present their report and to call any
witnesses.

-

The Subject Councillor may ask questions of the Investigating Officer
and/or any witnesses which are to be put through the Chairman.

-

The Members of the Sub-committee may ask questions of the
Investigating Officer.

-

The Subject Councillor is invited to respond to the Investigating Officer’s
report and to call any witnesses.

-

The Investigating Officer may ask questions of the Subject Councillor or
any witnesses which are to be put through the Chairman.

-

The Members of the Sub-committee may ask questions of the Subject
Councillor.

-

The Chairman may request advice from the Monitoring Officer.
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-

The Sub-committee shall adjourn to consider whether there has been a
breach of the Members Code of Conduct. The Sub-committee may request
the presence of the Committee Officer during their deliberations.

-

The Sub-committee shall reconvene to deliver its decision verbally.

-

If the Sub-committee decides that there has been a breach of the Code of
Conduct then the Sub-committee shall consider whether a sanction should
be imposed.

-

The Chairman shall invite representations from the Investigating Officer as
to whether a sanction should be imposed.

-

The Chairman shall invite representations from the Subject Councillor as
to whether a sanction should be imposed.

-

The Chairman shall ask the Monitoring Officer if they wish to express an
opinion as to whether a sanction should be imposed.

-

The Sub-committee shall adjourn to consider whether to impose a
sanction. The Sub-committee may request the presence of the Committee
Officer during their deliberations .

-

The Sub-committee shall reconvene to deliver its decision in respect of a
sanction verbally.

-

The Chairman will explain that written notice of the decision and the
reasons for it shall be sent to all parties within 14 days of the date of the
hearing.

-

The Chairman will formally close the hearing.
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Agenda Item 8b

Report to: Council, 14th July 2020
Report of: Chair of Policy and Resources Committee

Subject:

CAPITAL AND INVESTMENT STRATEGIES 2020/21 – 2022/23 REFERRAL REPORT FROM POLICY AND RESOURCES COMMITTEE 4
FEBRUARY 2020

1.

Recommendation

1.1

That the Council agree to:
i.

adopt the Capital Strategy and Investment Strategy for 2020/21 –
2022/23 as set out in Appendices 1 and 2;

ii. revise the limit on the Development Fund in accordance with the
proposals set out in the report; and
iii. revise the Authorised Limit and Operational Boundary for external debt
in accordance with the proposals set out in the report.
2.

Background

2.1

At the Policy and Resources Committee meeting on 4 February 2020, the Committee
considered a report on the Capital Strategy for 2019/20 – 2021/22 and Investment
Strategy for 2019/20 – 2021/22 and revised Operational Boundary and Authorised
Limit for external debt.

2.2

The Committee agreed to recommend that the Council adopt the Strategy and revise
the limit on the Development Fund and Authorised Limit and Operational Boundary
for external debt in accordance with the proposals set out in the report.

2.3

The Capital Strategy and Investment Strategy are required under statutory
guidance.

3.

Information

3.1

The full Committee report is attached.

Ward(s):
Contact Officer:
Background Papers:

All
Shane Flynn, Corporate Director - Finance and Resources
Tel: 01905 722536; email: shane.flynn@worcester.gov.uk
None
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Agenda Item 8b
Appendix 1

Report to: Policy and Resources Committee, 4th February 2020
Report of: Corporate Director, Finance and Resources

Subject:

CAPITAL AND INVESTMENT STRATEGIES 2020/21 – 2022/23

1.

Recommendations

1.1

That the Committee recommends to Council that:

i.

ii.

iii.

the Capital Strategy and Investment Strategy for 2020/21 – 2022/23 as set
out in Appendices 1 and 2 be adopted;
that the limit on the Development Fund be revised in accordance with the
proposals set out in the report; and
the Authorised Limit and Operational Boundary for external debt be revised
in accordance with the proposals set out in the report.

2.

Background

2.1

The Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy (CIPFA) has statutory
responsibility for publishing guidance on local authority finance and accountancy. As
part of the revised Prudential Code on Capital Accounting 2017 (published February
2018) CIPFA requires local authorities to publish a Capital Strategy which sets out
the proposed approach to managing for capital expenditure in the next financial year
and as part of medium-term financial planning.

2.2

The Capital Strategy must be reviewed annually and approved by Full Council before
the start of the financial year. Its purpose is to give a high-level overview of how
capital expenditure, capital financing and treasury management activity contribute to
the provision of the Council’s services along with an overview of how associated risk
is managed and the implications for future financial sustainability. Its purpose is to
ensure that Members are fully informed of the plans and proposals with regard to
capital spending, capital investments and the decisions taken in respect of them.

2.3

The Ministry for Communities and Local Government (MHCLG) has published
guidance relating to capital investment strategies being followed by local authorities.
This was prompted by concerns within central government regarding the extent to
which local authorities are engaging in commercial investments, are using low-cost
PWLB financing to generate a commercial return and are relying in such income to
support services.

2.4

The guidance was issued under section 15(1)(a) of the Local Government Act 2003
and is effective for financial years commencing on or after 1 April 2018. It requires
local authorities to publish an Investment Strategy alongside, or as part of, the
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Capital Strategy as soon as possible within the financial year 2018/19 and to review
these annually.
2.5

It should be noted, in particular, that the capital spend and income plans and the
associated Prudential Indicators are based on known commitments. Proposals which
may arise from the Development Fund agreed by the Policy and Resources
Committee in July 2018 are included in these indicators where purchases have been
approved. Separate reports relating to future proposals will be presented to
Committee and, where necessary, Full Council, in due course, and the relevant
reports will provide updates of the Prudential Indicators so that the impact of
decisions can be assessed in the light of the Capital Strategy before they are taken.

2.6

Proposals that are currently under consideration will potentially need to be included
in the capital programme as current and planned capital expenditure and may
therefore be funded in part or whole form borrowing. In line with the Commercial
Strategy, these investments will be for the purposes of supporting development
within the City boundary or improving the well-being of Worcester’s communities,
while providing a return sufficient to cover financing costs.

2.7

To date one property has been secured under the Development Fund and a second is
due to be completed in April 2020. A range of further proposals are now under
consideration which will provide a broader mix of tenure types across different
sectors, thus broadening the risk within the portfolio and increasing the Council’s
capacity to deliver its ambitious plans for the City, as set out in the City Plan and
Masterplan. It is proposed that the upper limit on the Development Fund is revised
to £80m to accommodate this strategy.

2.8

More detail on the reasons for this proposed changes are provided in the Capital
Strategy but it must be emphasised that there is no commitment to spend up to this
limit at this stage: each proposal will be considered on its own merits and will be
subject to scrutiny by the Income Generation Committee and approval by the Policy
& Resources committee, as set out in the Development Fund report, and subject to
the risk assessment processes required by the Commercial Strategy.

2.9

Under the Prudential Code, the Council is required to set an affordable borrowing
limit (also termed the authorised limit for external debt). In line with statutory
guidance, a lower “operational boundary” is also set as a warning level should debt
approach the limit. To provide sufficient headroom for the proposals outlined above,
the Capital Strategy indicates that the Operational Boundary and Upper Limit for
borrowing need to be revised in accordance with the table below.

2.10

The Council revised the Operational Boundary and Authorised Limit in October 2018
as part of the establishment of the Development Fund and further reviewed these
alongside the budget report at its meeting of February 2019. However the limits
must be reviewed annually as part of the prudential regime. The proposed limits set
out in the table below include sufficient capacity to borrow to allow Development
Fund proposals that are currently in discussion or may be brought forward during the
years covered by the strategy along with other capital spend which may need to be
funded from borrowing.
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Authorised limit
Operational boundary

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22
limit
limit
limit
limit
£m
£m
£m
£m
32.4
46.7
110.8
109.8
26.8
39.2
103.1
102.5

3.

Preferred Option

3.1

To approve the Capital Strategy for 2019/20 – 2021/22 and Investment Strategy for
2019/20 – 2021/22 and revised Operational Boundary and Authorised Limit for
external debt.

4.

Alternative Options Considered

4.1

The Capital Strategy and Investment Strategy are new documents for 2019/20
required under statutory guidance published by CIPFA and MHCLG. Alternative
approaches to defined policies included in the strategies, such as the maximum level
of the Development Fund or the level of capital expenditure to be incurred are
considered as part of the individual reports for the relevant schemes.

5.

Implications

5.1

Financial and Budgetary Implications
There are no direct financial implications arising from the strategies themselves,
which set out the principles governing proposed capital expenditure and capital
investment, other than those set out in this covering report. Any proposals for
capital spending and, in particular, any proposals arising from the Development Fund
or investments in third parties, will be subject to separate reports. Such reports will
meet the criteria for clarity of purpose, risk assessment and formal financial
evaluation as stated in the strategies.

5.2

Legal and Governance Implications
The Capital Strategy meets the Council’s statutory obligations arising from the CIPFA
Prudential Code on Capital Accounting 2017 and is subject to Full Council approval.
The Investment Strategy meets the statutory guidance issued under section
15(1)(a) of the Local Government Act 2003.

5.3

Risk Implications
The Corporate Risk Register includes two relevant risks relating to the Council’s
overall finances:
•
•

CRK-002 City Plan Priorities – Resources
CRK-005 Local Government Funding.

The Commercial Strategy and Development Fund report highlighted the fact that the
funding position for the Council is shifting from one based on central government
funding to one based on income generated through local taxation and through fees
and charges for services and investments. Relying on income from local sources is
inherently riskier than relying on income from pre-determined government grants.
The Capital and Investment Strategies are designed to ensure that these risks are
fully considered and Full Council has full sight of those considerations.
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A further corporate risk relates to the portfolio of ‘commercial’ investments that the
Council holds:
•

CRK-006 Investment Portfolio

This addresses the question of macro-economic changes, such as a recession,
affecting the income levels generated by the portfolio. Some of the indicators in the
strategies, particularly those showing the extent to which the Council is reliant on
such income to support services, are designed to enable this risk to be assessed
continuously and changes in the risk profile reported to Members regularly.
5.4

Corporate/Policy Implications
The Capital Strategy draws together the objectives and policy proposals set out in
the Commercial Strategy, The Development Fund report, The Capital and Asset
Management Framework and the Income Generation Strategy which were all
published during 2018. These support the Council’s objectives, set out in the budget
report of October 2016, to increase income to mitigate the loss of central
government funding though the revenue Support Grant. The Investment Strategy,
similarly, is designed to work within the framework set out in these documents and
under the strategic aims of the Capital Strategy.

5.5

Equality Implications
There are no direct equalities implications arising from the strategies. Any
implications arising from specific proposals will be addressed in the relevant reports.

5.6

Human Resources Implications
There are no direct equalities implications arising from the strategies. Any
implications arising from specific proposals will be addressed in the relevant reports.

5.7

Health and Safety Implications
There are no direct equalities implications arising from the strategies. Any
implications arising from specific proposals will be addressed in the relevant reports.

5.8

Social, Environmental and Economic Implications
Capital investment provides opportunities for the Council to provide assets, improve
infrastructure and facilities and support the development of services for the benefit
of local residents, local businesses and local service users, including tourists. The
Development Fund report makes clear that such investments must balance both the
need to generate income with the opportunity to improve wellbeing for local people
or enhance the local area. The Capital Strategy and Investment Strategy seek to
implement this approach by demonstrating how the net financial benefits will be
deployed to support services.
The Prudential Indicators included in the strategies enable Members to reach fullyinformed judgements regarding the success of this approach and the risks associated
with it and support effective decision-making. Individual reports regarding
investment proposals will set out the benefits expected to arise from the investment
of capital funds, including external borrowing. Each proposal must take into account
two overarching criteria set out in the Commercial Strategy:
•

Does the proposal include opportunities for local regeneration or enhanced
services for target areas?
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•

Does the project generate secondary income for Worcester, such as business
rates?

Successful implementation of the strategies will be measured by how far these
overarching objectives are achieved as well as by how far the Council’s financial
stability is secured.

Ward(s):
Contact Officer:
Background Papers:

All wards
Shane Flynn, Corporate Director Finance and Resources.
Tel: 01905 722536; email: shane.flynn@worcester.gov.uk
None
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Appendix 1

WORCESTER CITY COUNCIL
CAPITAL STRATEGY
2020/21 - 2022/23

DRAFT
February 2020

1
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Introduction
This document sets out Worcester City Council’s Capital Strategy. It gives
residents and other stakeholders an overview of why, where and how we intend
to spend money to provide services and meet some of the Council’s wider
strategic aims. Supported by other documents including the Asset Management,
Treasury Management and Investment Strategies, it spells out our approach in
the short, medium and long-term.
In particular, this document demonstrates how our Capital Strategy will help to
deliver the five themes of the City Plan by:
•
•
•
•
•

investing in infrastructure and strengthening the Council’s role in making
our communities stronger and more connected
delivering the Masterplan and regenerating High Streets to help secure a
prosperous city
supporting partners to develop facilities to help people become more
healthy and active
securing the heritage of the city for future generations
acquiring and investing in Council assets to support service delivery.

How capital expenditure is defined
Capital expenditure is money used by the Council to acquire, upgrade, and
maintain physical assets such as property, operational buildings and equipment.
Capital expenditure can include everything from replacing a roof or purchasing a
piece of equipment to buying an old building or constructing a brand new one.
Capital expenditure is different to revenue expenditure, which is the money used
by the Council for the day-to-day delivery of services, staffing and supplies.

Capital Strategy
In summary, our aim is to use the total capital resources available to create the
best arrangements for meeting the aims of the City Plan. This means:

Planning

Investing

Delivering

Planning: Following the publication of the City Plan in 2016 which set out our
ambitions for the city, we have published a MasterPlan which details how we
want to help shape Worcester for the future. We have also published our South
Worcestershire Development Plan for consultation and identified sites in the
city that can be brought forward for development.
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Investing: we are targeting investment at strategic sites and looking to
purchase properties such as No.3 Kings Court that will support engagement
with partners and developers, give the Council a stronger stake in the city, and
support further infrastructure and service development through income streams.
Delivering: we are working with partners to create new facilities such as a
brand new Hockey Centre, refurbished swimming pool at Lower Wick and the
new Football Association headquarters at Claines Lane: helping to address
housing need through use of temporary accommodation at Oldbury Road and
Bromyard Road and a new residential development at Sansome Walk:
supporting businesses through investment in Copenhagen Street, the Arches
Worcester and, if our bids are successful, through the Government’s new
Towns Fund and High Street Fund.
Our Capital Strategy will also help us meet our need to upgrade and maintain:
•
•
•
•

Operational buildings
Community facilities
Our vehicle fleet
Our ICT infrastructure.

To ensure that capital assets continue to be of long-term use, the Council has
established a Capital and Asset Management Framework. This requires all assets
to be subject to a five year ‘fit for purpose’ assessment which will determine
whether the asset continues to meet the Council’s needs and whether it should
be retained or disposed of. Assets that are retained will have a detailed forward
maintenance programme. A detailed Asset Management Plan, due to be
published in March 2020, will set out these arrangements. The decision to
acquire new assets, including property investments, will include assessment of
revenue costs of maintaining the asset over its expected life.
Our duty to look after public money
As a Council, we have a duty to look after the public purse, and residents,
businesses and the Government expect us to do so in a sensible and rational
way. This Capital Strategy will demonstrate how we:
•

Spend wisely and safely, especially in relation to the property portfolio
that we hold under the Development Fund

•

Finance our spending through prudent borrowing or use of reserves
(called capital financing) within the upper level of our borrowing (called
the external debt boundary) set by Council

•

Manage risk and make decisions, ensuring we have the appropriate skills
and expertise, and taking a measured approach to investment

•

Ensure we have enough in reserves to keep services running and deal
with any shocks to the system
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•

Maximise our returns on monetary investments, as set out in our
Investment and Treasury Management strategies.

Underpinning the Capital Strategy is the need to ensure that the Council is
financially sustainable in the future and able to meet forthcoming expected
challenges to its Medium term Financial Plan.

Planned capital spending
Our aim is to: spend wisely and safely, especially in relation to the
property portfolio that we hold under the Development Fund
Acquisition and development
In 2020/21, the Council is planning capital expenditure of £11.745m as
summarised below:

Table 1: Prudential Indicator: Estimates of Capital Expenditure
2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23
actual
forecast
budget
budget
budget
£m
£m
£m
£m
£m
Fund
4.613
7.532
3.084
2.091
1.563

General
services
Capital
investments
TOTAL

0

10.264

8.661

0

0

4.613

17.796

11.745

2.091

1.563

The main General Fund capital projects include:
•
•
•
•
•

Acquisitions of properties to support delivery of the City Plan and
Masterplan
Development of the Arches Worcester following a £3m grant from the Arts
Council’s Community Development Fund
Clearance and preparation of the Sansome Walk site for housing
development: £2.2m
Housing Adaptations funded from Disabled Facilities Grants: £1.390m
Full renewal of Council-owned and operated CCTV systems: £0.421m.

Capital Investments include property acquisitions (No.3 Kings Court in 2019/20
and one further proposed acquisition for which the price is agreed but which is
still subject to completion). Both investments are office accommodation
currently used by public sector organisations and therefore represent
opportunities to strengthen public-partnership working for the benefit of the city.
Capital investments also include three proposed loans to non-profit making
organisations to support the development of sporting facilities in the city. £2.1m
is in respect of a loan to Worcester Hockey and RGS Worcester for the
construction of an international-standard hockey centre at Droitwich Road.
£750,000 is being made available to Worcestershire Football Association to
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support the development of their site at Claines Lane and £97,800 has been
loaned to The Worcester Citizens Swimming Baths Association to help maintain
and develop Lower Wick swimming pool so that it can continue to provide a
space for local schools to train young swimmers.
Further investment in the acquisition of properties and in partnerships for the
development of facilities are planned. These are considered in detail in the
Investment Strategy 2020/21 to 2022/23.
The projected cost of the Arches Worcester project is £4.7m, of which £2.7m is
capital spending. This is for the development of 6 railway arches between The
Hive and Farrier Street and will include opening up the walkway from Foregate
Street down to the riverside. The Council has made a contribution of £310k from
its reserves to help finance this important development, which forms one of the
key sites in the Masterplan.
The estimated preparation costs for the Sansome Walk site were set at £1.7m in
line with advice received in relation to the likely costs of demolition. This was
reported to Full Council at its meeting of 17 July 2018. Subsequent findings
indicated that the demolition costs will amount to £2.5m. Once plans for the
future use of the site have been determined, the full capital costs can be
determined as these are dependent on the type of development required.

Prudent capital financing
Our aim is to: Finance our spending through prudent borrowing or use
of reserves within the upper level of our borrowing set by Council
All capital expenditure must be financed, either from external sources
(government grants and other contributions), the Council’s own resources
(revenues, reserves and capital receipts) or debt (borrowing, leasing and Private
Finance Initiative). The planned financing of the above expenditure is as follows:
Table 2: Capital financing

External sources
Own resources
Debt
TOTAL

2018/19
actual
£m
1.964
2.481
0.168
4.613

2019/20
forecast
£m
1.883
3.824
12.089
17.796

2020/21
budget
£m
1.455
0.995
9.295
11.745

2021/22
budget
£m
1.320
0.344
0.427
2.091

2022/23
budget
£m
0.695
0.240
0.628
1.563

Asset disposals
When a capital asset is no longer needed, it may be sold so that the proceeds
can be spent on new assets or to repay debt. Councils are currently also
permitted to spend capital receipts on service transformation projects until
2021/22, but no projects are currently identified for capitalising in this way.
Repayments of capital grants, loans and investments also generate capital
receipts. The Council plans to receive capital receipts in the coming financial
years as follows:
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Table 3: Estimated capital receipts

Asset sales
Loans repaid
TOTAL

2018/19
actual
£m
0.999
0
0.999

2019/20
forecast
£m
0.163
0
0.163

2020/21
budget
£m
2.827
0
2.827

2021/22
budget
£m
1.254
0
1.254

2022/23
budget
£m
0.240
0
0.240

Asset sales are estimates only based on average sales in prior years and include
the re-sale value of assets (such as vehicles and equipment) no longer required
or replaced. Potential disposals will be notified to Policy and Resources
Committee as and when identified.
Debt is only a temporary source of finance, since loans and leases must be
repaid, and this is therefore replaced over time by other financing, usually from
revenue which is known as minimum revenue provision (MRP). Alternatively,
proceeds from selling capital assets (known as capital receipts) may be used to
replace debt finance. Planned MRP and use of capital receipts are as follows:
Table 4: Replacement of debt finance

Own resources

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22
actual
forecast
budget
budget
£m
£m
£m
£m
0.440
0.459
0.709
0.904

2022/23
budget
£m
0.902

The Council’s full minimum revenue provision statement is available at
Appendix A
The amount that the Council needs to borrow to fund the planned capital
programme is measured by the capital financing requirement (CFR). This
increases with new debt-financed capital expenditure and reduces with MRP and
capital receipts used to replace debt. The CFR is expected to increase by £8.6
million during 2020/21 as MRP applied will be exceeded by new debt financing.
Based on the above figures for expenditure and financing, the Council’s
estimated CFR is as follows:
Table 5: Prudential
Requirement

General
services

Fund

Indicator:

31.03.19
actual
£m
11.230

Estimates

31.03.20
forecast
£m
22.833

31.03.21
budget
£m
31.415

of

Capital
31.03.22
budget
£m
30.898

Financing
31.03.23
budget
£m
30.583

Affordable borrowing limit
Under the Prudential Code, the Council is required to set an affordable borrowing
limit (also termed the authorised limit for external debt). In line with statutory
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guidance, a lower “operational boundary” is also set as a warning level should
debt approach the limit.
The Council revised the Operational Boundary and Authorised Limit in October
2018 as part of the establishment of the Development Fund. However the limits
must be reviewed annually as part of the Prudential regime.
The report of October 2018 set a limit on the Development Fund of £20m on the
previously agreed requirement to generate income of £200k per year from such
investments. However, the Development Fund proposals themselves take into
account changes in the approach to such schemes, including the need to focus
on local development rather than purely income generation. Therefore the scope
of the Fund was broadened to increase the opportunities that were then
available, rather than setting a limit based solely on the level of revenue income
to be generated by the schemes. Accordingly, the limit on the fund was
increased to £30m by the Committee at its meeting of 26 February 2019.
The successful acquisition of two properties under the Development Fund
supports the twin principles of the strategy: to invest in the City and its assets in
support of the wider aims of the City Plan and the Masterplan, as well as to
generate sufficient income to cover costs and deliver the Council’s ambitions. To
build on this success, the Development Fund needs to be strengthened to build a
wider portfolio of properties. It is proposed, therefore, to increase the
Development Fund limit to £80m from 2020/21 onwards.
The Operational Boundary and Authorised Limit need to be reset accordingly.
The proposed limits set out in Table 6 allow sufficient capacity to borrow to meet
existing borrowing requirements (CFR 2020/21), anticipated financing needs in
the subsequent two years and potential Development Fund requirements once
these proposals are brought to fruition.
Table 6: Prudential Indicators:
boundary for external debt

Authorised limit
Operational boundary

Authorised

2018/19
limit
£m
32.4
26.8

limit

2019/20
limit
£m
45.7
39.2

and

operational

2020/21 2021/22
limit
limit
£m
£m
110.8
109.8
103.1
102.3

Borrowing strategy
The Council’s main objectives when borrowing are to achieve a low but certain
cost of finance while retaining flexibility should plans change in future. These
objectives are often conflicting, and the Council therefore seeks to strike a
balance between low-cost short-term loans and long-term fixed rate loans where
the future cost is known but higher.
Projected levels of the Council’s total outstanding debt are shown below,
compared with the capital financing requirement.
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Table 7: Prudential Indicator: Gross Debt and the Capital Financing
Requirement
31.3.2018 31.3.2019 31.3.2020 31.3.2021 31.3.2022
actual
forecast
budget
budget
budget
£m
£m
£m
£m
£m
(incl.
7.334
7.293
9.402
21.454
19.121

Debt
leases)
Capital
Financing
Requirement

11.502

11.230

22.833

31.415

30.898

Statutory guidance is that debt should remain below the capital financing
requirement, except in the short-term, to ensure that the Council is not
borrowing in excess of its needs. As can be seen from Table 7, the Council
expects to comply with this in the medium term. Any decisions made with regard
to borrowing under the Development Fund will need to continue to meet this
criterion. Therefore this Prudential Indicator will be revised and reported as such
proposals are brought forward.
Risk management and commercial investment with appropriate skills
and knowledge
Our aim is to: Manage risk and make decisions, ensuring we have the
appropriate skills and expertise, and taking a measured approach to
investment.
Investments for Service Purposes
The Council may make investments to assist local public services, including
making grants to local service providers and local small businesses to promote
economic growth. In light of the public service objective, the Council is willing to
take more risk than with treasury investments. The details of the Council’s risk
approach to such investments is set out in the Commercial Strategy, approved
by the Policy & Resources Committee at its meeting of 17 January 2018.
Decisions on service investments are made by the Corporate Director Finance
and Resources in accordance with the criteria and limits laid down in the
Investment Strategy. Most loans and shares are capital expenditure and
purchases will therefore also be approved as part of the capital programme.
Prudent commercial investment
With central government financial support for local public services declining, the
Council has a greater need to ensure that where it invests in commercial
property to promote economic benefits locally, or outside the Worcester City
boundary, there is also a sufficient commercial return on that investment.
Existing commercial investments in 2019/20 are currently valued at £15.110m,
providing a gross income of £679,670.
In addition, the Council has invested £3m in the CCLA property Investment
Fund. This is a fund which is based on income returns from a wide range of
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property investments. The returns are pooled and distributed to investors which
must be Charities, Churches or Local Authorities. Anticipated income from the
£3m investment in 2019/20 is £120,000 – a return of approximately 4.0%.
Where financial return is a significant objective, the Council accepts a higher
level of risk on commercial investments than with treasury investments. A report
on the establishment of a Development Fund approved by the Policy &
Resources Committee July 2018 provides a maximum investment limit for the
Fund. This is to ensure that such investments remain proportionate to the
Council’s size.
Principal risk exposures include: falls in the capital value of investment
properties; increase in the costs of maintaining properties; void periods and
other periodic reductions in income. These risks are considered and assessed as
part of the proposal for each investment. Moreover a governance framework
relating to risk has been established through the Council’s Commercial Strategy
(2018) and the Capital and Asset Management Framework (October 2018). The
latter summarises the risk arrangements relating to the acquisition of
Commercial assets:
“The primary objective of strategic capital spending is to acquire and dispose of
assets and to maintain the value of existing assets, with the best possible
financial benefit while ensuring the effective management of risk, in accordance
with the following principles:
•

The purchase value of non-financial investment assets will not exceed the
total value approved for the Development Fund

•

Borrowing will not be undertaken to finance assets unless other options
have been exhausted

•

Assets will not be acquired unless there is reasonable assurance of
sufficient revenue capacity to maintain the asset at its expected value
during its lifetime

•

Assets will be retained to the maximum life value and only disposed of
when they have ceased to be fit for purpose (as opposed to adherence to
fixed lifecycles)

•

Planned and programmed maintenance will be co-ordinated to maintain
the maximum value of assets over their lifetimes.”

Assessment of ‘reasonable assurance’ will be undertaken in consultation with
professional experts, including the Council’s Treasury Advisers, estate
management experts and property professionals. No assets will be acquired
without full financial assessment and survey of physical conditions, in
accordance with the Commercial Strategy and the Policy and Resources
Development Fund statement, July 2018.
Decisions on commercial investments are made by the Corporate Director
Finance and Resources in line with the criteria set out above and limits approved
by the Policy & Resources Committee. Property and most other commercial
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investments are also capital expenditure and purchases will therefore also be
approved as part of the capital programme.
Further details on commercial investments and limits on their use are provided
in the Commercial Strategy, Development Fund Statement and Capital and Asset
Management Framework.

Managing reserves
Our aim is to: ensure we have enough in reserves to keep services
running and deal with any shocks to the system
Revenue Budget Implications
To manage the risks relating to long-term investment, the Council needs to think
about how much it is prepared to spend each year in interest payments and the
repayment of debt. The amount set aside every year to repay debt is called the
Minimum Revenue Provision (MRP).
The main overall limit is defined by the Operational Boundary shown in Table 6
which limits the amount of borrowing, and therefore the level of annual spending
on interest and loan repayment.
Although capital expenditure is not charged directly to the revenue budget,
interest payable on loans and MRP are charged to revenue, offset by any
investment income receivable. This net annual charge is known as financing
costs. The Council needs to be sure that its reliable sources of income are
sufficient to cover these financing costs. The following table shows how the
proportion of Council Tax, business rates and general government grants is to be
spent on financing costs in the next three years.

Table 8: Prudential Indicator: Proportion of gross financing costs to net
revenue stream

Gross Financing
costs £m
Net Revenue
Stream £m
Proportion of net
revenue stream

2018/19
actual

2019/20
forecast

2020/21
budget

2021/22
budget

2022/23
budget

0.780

0.794

1.247

1.580

1.568

11.716

11.187

10.746

11.476

11.971

6.66%

7.10%

11.61%

13.77%

13.10%
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Table 9: Prudential Indicator: Proportion of net financing costs to net
revenue stream

Net Financing costs
£m
Net Revenue
Stream £m
Proportion of net
revenue stream

2018/19
actual

2019/20
forecast

2020/21
budget

2021/22
budget

2022/23
budget

0.552

0.137

0.173

0.507

0.493

11.716

11.187

10.746

11.476

11.971

4.71%

1.22%

1.61%

4.42%

4.12%

This indicator is subject to change as a result of investments arising from the
Development Fund proposals. However, the Commercial Strategy requires that
any proposal must make a positive return over the lifetime of the scheme and a
positive return over the first five years.
Managing Liabilities
In addition to debt of £7.3m detailed above, the Council is committed to making
future payments to cover its pension fund deficit. It also maintains a General
Fund balance to cover unforeseen risks and aims to hold reserves of £0.5m to
mitigate reductions in planned income from activities and £0.7m to help manage
reductions in expected business rates.
The Council is also at risk of having to pay for known contingent liabilities, which
are reported as part of the Statements of Accounts. As at 31 March 2019 four of
these were identified:
•

Liabilities arising from the collapse of Municipal Mutual Insurance (MMI)

•

Provisions for business rates appeals

•

Provisions for personal injury claim pay-outs

•

Sansome Walk site demolition costs.

In all cases the actual level of liability cannot be known and therefore specific
level for any reserve cannot be identified. In addition, the MMI liability may be
fully paid out (two payments have been made to date totalling £136,170) while
the provision for business rates appeals is calculated as part of the budget
estimates. This potential liability is therefore already allowed for.
The Council employs professionally qualified and experienced staff in senior
positions with responsibility for making capital expenditure, borrowing and
investment decisions. For example, the Corporate Director Finance and
Resources is a CIPFA qualified accountant with over 20 years’ experience in
public finance, the Head of Finance is an ICAEW qualified accountant with a
similar level of experience in both private and public sector organisations and
the Head of Property is a Fellow of the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors
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and a Register Valuer. The Council pays for junior staff to study towards relevant
professional qualifications including CIPFA and ACT (treasury).
Where Council staff do not have the knowledge and skills required, use is made
of external advisers and consultants that are specialists in their field. The Council
currently employs Arlingclose Limited as treasury management advisers, and
engages with local property consultants according to the needs of each individual
proposal. This approach is more cost effective than employing such staff directly,
and ensures that the Council has access to knowledge and skills commensurate
with its risk appetite.

Treasury Management
Our aim is to: maximise our returns on monetary investments, as set out
in our Investment and Treasury Management strategies.
Treasury management is concerned with keeping sufficient but not excessive
cash available to meet the Council’s spending needs, while managing the risks
involved. Surplus cash is invested until required, while a shortage of cash will be
met by borrowing, to avoid excessive credit balances or overdrafts in the bank
current account. The Council is typically cash rich in the short-term as revenue
income is received before it is spent, but cash poor in the long-term as capital
expenditure is incurred before being financed. Revenue cash surpluses are offset
against capital cash shortfalls to reduce overall borrowing.
Due to decisions taken in the past, the Council currently has £7.3m borrowing at
an average interest rate of 4.59% and (on average) £14.7m treasury
investments at an average rate of 0.60%.
Liability benchmark
Under the Council’s Capital and Asset Management Framework, approved by the
Policy & Resources Committee at its meeting of 29 October 2018, external
borrowing is only undertaken once all other forms of capital funding have been
considered. Paragraph 10.4 of the Framework states that:
As the Council’s borrowing limit is related to its revenue streams, and these are
likely to remain restricted over the lifetime of this Framework, borrowing will be
used only when other forms of financing are unavailable and principally only
when financing an asset. Leasing will be considered as an alternative to
borrowing to purchase in accordance with Strategy 4 but its use remains
restricted by the same considerations of revenue impact.
The alternative is ‘internal borrowing’ whereby the Council uses cash reserves to
fund capital expenditure which are then recovered over time through the
Minimum Revenue Provision. The extent to which the Council is maximising
opportunities for internal borrowing is considered as part of the Treasury
Management Strategy Statement 2020/21 included as an appendix to the
Budget Report.
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Investment strategy
Treasury investments are necessary to ensure the prudent management of cash
balances arising from receiving cash before it is paid out again. Investments
made for service reasons or purely for financial gain are not generally considered
to be part of treasury management.
The Council’s policy on treasury investments is to prioritise security and liquidity
over yield: that is, to focus on minimising risk rather than maximising returns.
Cash that is likely to be spent in the short term is invested securely, for example
with the government, other local authorities or selected high-quality banks, to
minimise the risk of loss.
Money that will be held for longer terms is invested more widely, including in
bonds, shares and property, to balance the risk of loss against the risk of
receiving returns below inflation. Both short-term and longer-term investments
may be held in pooled funds, where an external fund manager makes decisions
on which particular investments to buy and the Council may request its money
back at short notice.

Table 10: Treasury management investments
31.3.2019 31.3.2020 31.3.2021 31.3.2022 31.3.2023
actual
forecast
budget
budget
budget
£m
£m
£m
£m
£m
Near-term
investments
Longer-term
investments
TOTAL

13.4

7.2

7.8

7.0

7.4

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

16.4

10.2

10.8

10.0

10.4

Further details on treasury investments are included in the Treasury
Management Strategy Statement included as an appendix to the Budget Report.
Decisions on treasury management investment and borrowing are made daily
and are therefore delegated to the Corporate Director Finance and Resources
and staff, who must act in line with the treasury management strategy approved
by Council. Quarterly reports on treasury management activity are presented to
the Policy & Resources committee. The Policy & Resources Committee is
responsible for scrutinising treasury management decisions.
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Appendix A
Annual Minimum Revenue Provision Statement 2020/21
Where the Council finances capital expenditure by debt, it must put aside
resources to repay that debt in later years. The amount charged to the revenue
budget for the repayment of debt is known as Minimum Revenue Provision
(MRP), although there has been no statutory minimum since 2008. The Local
Government Act 2003 requires the Council to have regard to the Ministry for
Housing, Communities and Local Government’s Guidance on Minimum Revenue
Provision (the MHCLG Guidance) most recently issued in 2018.
The broad aim of the MHCLG Guidance is to ensure that debt is repaid over a
period that is either reasonably commensurate with that over which the capital
expenditure provides benefits, or, in the case of borrowing supported by
Government Revenue Support Grant, reasonably commensurate with the period
implicit in the determination of that grant.
The MHCLG Guidance requires the Council to approve an Annual MRP Statement
each year, and recommends a number of options for calculating a prudent
amount of MRP. The following statement incorporates options recommended in
the Guidance as well as locally determined prudent methods.
The Council is recommended to approve the following MRP Statement:
For capital expenditure incurred before 1 April 2008 the MRP policy will be:
•

A straight line repayment starting from 2016/17 of £114,060 which will
repay the borrowing in 2047/48;

From 1 April 2008 for all supported and unsupported borrowing (including PFI
and finance leases) the MRP policy will be:•

Asset life method – MRP will be based on the estimated life of the
assets, in accordance with the regulations and with effect from
2016/17 the method of repayment will be through an annuity
calculation (providing a consistent overall annual borrowing charge).

Capital expenditure incurred during 2020/21 will not be subject to a MRP charge
until 2021/22.
Based on the Council’s latest estimate of its Capital Financing Requirement on
31st March 2020, the budget for MRP has been set as follows:
31.03.20
Estimated CFR
(£m)
3.308

2020-21
Estimated
MRP (£m)
0.114

Unsupported capital expenditure after
31.03.2008

19.530

0.595

Total General Fund

22.833

0.709

Capital expenditure before 01.04.2008
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Introduction
This Investment Strategy fulfils the requirement, under statutory guidance
published by the Ministry for Communities and Local Government (MHCLG) in
January 2018, to provide an overview of proposed service and commercial
investments planned to be undertaken from 2020/21.
The Council invests its money for three broad purposes:
•

•
•

because it has surplus cash as a result of its day-to-day activities, for
example when income is received in advance of expenditure (known as
treasury management investments),
to support local public services by lending to or buying shares in other
organisations (service investments), and
to earn investment income (known as commercial investments where
this is the main purpose).

This investment strategy focuses on the second and third of these categories.
Treasury Management Investments
The Council typically receives its income in cash (e.g. from taxes and grants)
before it pays for its expenditure in cash (e.g. through payroll and invoices). It
also holds reserves for future expenditure and collects local taxes on behalf of
other local authorities and central government. These activities, plus the timing
of borrowing decisions, lead to a cash surplus which is invested in accordance
with guidance from the Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy.
The balance of treasury management investments is expected to fluctuate
between £7m and £20m during the 2020/21 financial year.
The contribution that these investments make to the objectives of the Council is
to support effective treasury management activities. Full details of the Council’s
policies and its plan for 2020/21 for treasury management investments are
covered in a separate document, published as an appendix to the Budget Report.
Service Investments: Loans
The Council has the opportunity to lend money to suppliers, local businesses,
local charities, housing associations, local residents, its employees and its
subsidiaries (should it have any) to support local public services and stimulate
local economic growth. During 2020/21 The Council approved loan facilities for
three community projects in order to unlock developments which might not
otherwise have been possible.
•
•
•

Worcester Citizens Swimming Baths Association - £97,800 to repair and
improve the facilities at Lower Wick swimming pool
Worcestershire football Association – Up to £750,000 for the development
of the Headquarters and football facility at Claines lane
Worcester Hockey and RGS Worcester – Up to £2.1m for the development
of a new hockey facility to replace current deteriorating facilities

In each case the intention is to further the aims of the City Plan and use the
Council’s existing reserves, or its capacity to borrow, to support these
objectives. In doing so the Council must have regard to regulations, CIPFA
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guidance, and legislation relating to State Aid. Under these rules the Council
cannot use public funds above a certain financial limits to provide an advantage
to a commercial entity which would otherwise need to obtain financing at market
rates. However there are exemptions to these rules covering:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Regional aid
aid to SMEs in the form of investment aid, operating aid and SMEs' access
to finance
aid for environmental protection
aid for research & development & innovation
training aid
recruitment and employment aid for disadvantaged workers and workers
with
disabilities
aid to make good the damage caused by certain natural disasters
social aid for transport for residents for remote regions
aid for broadband infrastructures
aid for culture and heritage conservation
aid for sport and multifunctional recreational infrastructures
aid for local infrastructure.

In any event it is essential to meet the terms and maximum aid amounts set out
in the regulations.
The main risk when making service loans is that the borrower will be unable to
repay the principal lent and/or the interest due. In order to limit this risk, and
ensure that total exposure to service loans remains proportionate to the size of
the Council, upper limits on the outstanding loans to each category of borrower
need to be set. Table 1 shows upper limits on lending by type of provide. These
limits are based on proposals under discussion as at the date of this report.
Table 1: Loans for service purposes
Category of borrower

Proposed Limit
2020/21 £m
4.0
3.0
7.0

Local charities
Housing associations
TOTAL

Accounting standards require the Council to set aside loss allowance for loans,
reflecting the likelihood of non-payment. The figures for loans in the Council’s
statement of accounts from 2020/21 onwards will be shown net of this loss
allowance in the event that loans are made. However, the Council makes every
reasonable effort to collect the full sum leant and has appropriate credit control
arrangements in place to recover overdue repayments.
The Council will assess the risk of loss before entering into, and whilst holding,
service loans by detailed scrutiny of proposed cashflows of the loanee and by
annual review of the loan arrangement. Individual reports for each proposal will
set out overviews of such cashflows and identify potential risks in advance of
any decision to proceed. All such decisions will be subject to agreement by the
Policy & Resources Committee.
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The following principles will form part of this strategy:
•
•
•

Independent external advice will be sought and considered prior to
provision of such loans
Credit ratings will be used to asses risk where these are available and
company financial assessments where appropriate
Loans will be secured against appropriate assets and/or subject to
guarantees in the event of default.

The statutory guidance requires that the Council Set limits on shares and other
non-specified investments. The Council currently does not hold shares in third
parties or subsidiaries and has no plans to make such investments, other than
investment in the CCLA Property Fund. Investment in the fund as at 31 March
2020 is approved in accordance with the report agreed by the Income
Generation Sub-committee at its meeting of 16 January 2018 with a maximum
proposed investment of £5m. The current level of investment is £3m which is
expected to generate a return of £120,000 (4%) in 2019/20.
Shares are the only investment type that the Council has identified that meets
the definition of a non-specified investment in the government guidance. The
limits above on share investments are therefore also the Council’s upper limits
on non-specified investments. The Council has not adopted any procedures for
determining further categories of non-specified investment since none are likely
to meet the definition
Commercial Investments: Property
Statutory accounting definitions hold property to be an investment when it is
held primarily for commercial purposes: i.e. to generate a profit. MHCLG
guidance defines property to be an investment if it is held primarily or partially
to generate a profit.
The Council currently invests in local commercial and residential property for a
variety of reasons, according to historical decisions. The income derived from
these sources in 2019-20 is budgeted to be £800k as set out in Table 2 below.
Table 2: Income from existing ‘commercial’ holdings
Type of holding

Annual income
(£)
155,500
65,000
459,170
120,000
799,670

Industrial Estates
Markets
Offices
CCLA Property Fund
Total

Excluding those sites which are purely held for service delivery purposes, the
book value of the investments defined as ‘commercial investments’ for
accounting purposes during 2019/20 is £18.110m, providing a gross income of
£799,670 p.a.
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In accordance with government guidance, the Council considers a property
investment to be secure if its accounting valuation is at, or higher than, its
purchase cost including taxes and transaction costs.
Should the 2020/21 year end accounts preparation and audit process value
these properties below their purchase cost, then an updated investment strategy
will be presented to Full Council detailing the impact of the loss on the security
of investments and revenue consequences arising therefrom.
The Council assesses the risk of loss before entering into, and whilst holding,
property investments by reviewing the expected cash flows for each scheme
under three scenarios: best, standard and worst case. The Commercial Strategy
requires that only projects which meet the following criteria will be actively
considered:
•
•
•

The projected cash flows result in a positive outcome over the lifetime of
the project under all recognised scenarios
There is a positive return to the MTFP over the lifetime of the project
There is a positive return, including use of contingencies, over the first
five years.

Non-financial risks will be assessed in accordance with the Council’s risk
assessment procedures and a risk register compiled for each viable project that
meets the qualification criteria established above.
Following the above assessment six weighted criteria will be used, as outlined in
the Commercial Strategy. Projects falling outside these criteria will not be
considered.
Two overarching criteria are also to be applied:
•
•

Does the proposal include opportunities for local regeneration or enhanced
services for target areas?
Does the project generate secondary income for Worcester, such as
business rates?

Compared with other investment types, property is relatively difficult to sell and
convert to cash at short notice, and can take a considerable period to sell in
certain market conditions. As the Council proposes to undertake such investment
for regeneration as well as commercial purposes the option to sell the asset to
recover costs must be balanced against the need to retain the asset to secure
the development potential. The resale value is considered as part of the risk
assessment for each proposal.
Should the costs of investment properties outweigh the income required to meet
the financing costs of the investment, the Council will follow the strategic
approach set out in its Commercial and Asset Management Framework approved
by the Policy and Resources Committee on 29 October 2018. This requires that
all assets, including commercial assets, are subject to a cyclical ‘fit for purpose’
review that ‘invest or dispose’ decisions are taken in the light of that review.
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Loan Commitments and Financial Guarantees
Although not strictly counted as investments, since no money has exchanged
hands yet, loan commitments and financial guarantees carry similar risks to the
Council and are included here for completeness. These differ from service loans,
outlined above, as they do not represent loans by the Council to third parties to
support service delivery objectives as set out in the City Plan, Masterplan and
Business Plan but underwriting financial commitments by third parties.
The Council has no existing contractual commitments to make financial
guarantees to any organisations and does not propose to make loan
commitments at this stage. The Council did make guarantee arrangements
under the Local Council Mortgage Scheme (LAMS) but this scheme has now
closed and all potential liabilities have ceased.
Proportionality
The MTFP approved by Council at its meeting in February 2018 included
proposals for generating additional income from new sources amounting to
£200,000 per annum from 2019/20. The Development Fund report set a limit of
£20m on the Fund as this is sufficient, at 1% return including borrowing costs,
to generate the required £200,000. If this objective is achieved the Council will
be dependent on income generating investment activity to achieve a balanced
revenue budget.
At its meeting of 26 February 2019 the Committee approved an increase in the
Development Fund limit to £30m. A further proposal, to increase the
Development Fund limit to £80m is included in the budget papers for approval
by Full Council on 18 February 2020.
Table 3 shows the extent to which the expenditure planned to meet the service
delivery objectives and/or place making role of the Council is dependent on
achieving the expected net surplus from current ‘commercial property’
investments over the lifecycle of the Medium Term Financial Plan. It can be seen
from the table that there is currently only a marginal reliance on income from
these sources.
Table 3: Proportionality of existing ‘commercial investments’
2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23
Actual
Forecast
Budget
Budget
Budget
£'000
£'000
£'000
£'000
£'000
Gross service
expenditure

24,101

22,352

22,487

22,983

23,516

Net return

321

752

436

432

432

Proportion

1.33%

3.36%

1.94%

1.88%

1.84%

Implementing the Development Fund report proposals in full would increase the
extent to which the Council would be reliant on investment income to meet the
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costs of services, as shown in Table 4. This includes income from the CCLA
Pooled Property Fund.
Table 4: Proportionality of proposed ‘commercial Investments’
2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23
Actual
Forecast
Budget
Budget
Budget
£'000
£'000
£'000
£'000
£'000
Gross service
expenditure
Net return
Proportion

24,101

22,352

22,487

22,983

23,516

321

752

989

1,031

1,031

1.33%

3.36%

4.40%

4.49%

4.38%

It can be seen from Table 4 that reliance on income from commercial property
investment will increase as a result of these proposed changes but remains
proportionate to Council’s finances as at the date of this report. The overall limit
on risk arises from the upper limit on the Development Fund. Any change to this
limit would affect the above indicator which, accordingly, will be reported should
any change be proposed.
Borrowing in Advance of Need
MHCLG guidance is that local authorities must not borrow more than or in
advance of their needs purely in order to profit from the investment of the extra
sums borrowed. The Development Fund report makes clear that the Council will
not borrow purely for the purposes of investing to generate a profit but will seek
to secure a reasonable return on its strategic investments. Paragraph 3.5 of the
Development Fund report is as follows:
To progress its intentions under the October 2016 Cabinet report, therefore, the
Council will need to ensure that either it invests existing resources in commercial
activity (i.e. does not enter into borrowing for the purpose) and/or ensures that
the investment is not solely for the purposes of generating profit. Currently, local
authorities can purchase land, either within or outside the local authority area,
‘for the purposes of....the benefit, improvement or development of their area’
under Section 120 of the 1972 Local Government Act. The purchase and
development of both land and building assets ‘to encourage economic growth
and a healthy and more active population’ can be done under the general power
of competence as these form part of the stated intentions in the approved City
Plan.
The Council’s policies in investing the money borrowed, including management
of the risks, for example, of not achieving the desired profit or borrowing costs
increasing are to:
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•
•
•
•
•

Maintain an overall limit on the Development Fund
Budget on the basis of best, standard and worst case scenarios to ensure
that income continues to exceed costs under all scenarios
Undertake ‘fit for purpose’ reviews in line with the Capital and Asset
Management Framework annually for investment properties
Maintain adequate investment and sinking funds for each asset to mitigate
additional losses
Set an appropriate ‘proportionality cap’ to moderate the extent to which
the Council becomes reliant on such income. It is proposed that this cap
be retained at 5% as 2019/20 in respect of the ‘proportion’ row identified
in Table 4.

Capacity, Skills and Culture
The decision to acquire land or property must be on the basis that it is a
sustainable investment and therefore will be capable of generating an annual
revenue return or a realisable capital receipt at a later date. The Council could
take the decision to invest in property for the furtherance of the City Plan aims
without expectation of a financial return but would at least need to realise the
value of any purchase in its balance sheet. As this will require a clear decisionmaking rationale, the Development Fund report set out a two stage decisionmaking process to ensure that those responsible for making the decision had
sufficient sight of the proposal:
•

Stage 1: assess the potential of the proposed site both in terms of its
contribution to the Council’s aims and in terms of its financial return
and make a conditional offer

•

Stage 2: Undertake due diligence work and formally approve/reject
purchase.

The Income Generation Sub-committee has responsibility for ensuring that these
processes are followed and has the opportunity to scrutinise any proposal in
detail. The Policy & Resources Committee will make the final decision on the
basis of recommendations made by the Sub-committee. All proposals are subject
to:
•
•
•

Detailed review of proposed cashflows under best, standard and worst
case scenarios
Consideration of independent advice from third party experts on the
viability of the scheme and the assessment of value
Formal asset surveys and legal assessment to identify any risks inherent
in the scheme

The indicators set out in this Strategy and the requirements of reporting in each
individual proposal will ensure that elected members and statutory officers
involved in the investments decision-making process have appropriate capacity
and information to enable them to:
•

take informed decisions as to whether to enter into a specific investment

8
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•
•

assess individual assessments in the context of the strategic objectives
and risk profile of the local authority
enable them to understand how the quantum of these decisions have
changed the overall risk exposure of the local authority.

All decision will be taken in line with the Development Fund report, the
Commercial and Income Generation Strategies and the Capital and Asset
Management Framework to ensure that due regard is made to statutory
guidance as summarised in these documents, risk management, the possibility
of financial loss and accountability for decision–making in respect of commercial
investments.
Investment Indicators
It is proposed to set the following quantitative indicators to allow elected
members and the public to assess the Council’s total risk exposure as a result of
its investment decisions. Annual reports are proposed but more frequent
reporting will be considered following regular risk assessment of the investment
portfolio.
Total risk exposure: This shows the Council’s total exposure to potential
investment losses. This includes:
•

amounts the Council is contractually committed to lend but have yet to be
drawn down
o Hockey Centre £2.1m, security to be held over the site covering the
value of the loan. Risk therefore nil.
o Worcestershire FA re site at Claines £0.75m, security to be held
over the site covering the value of the loan. Risk therefore nil.

•

the value of loans to be written off if the borrower were to default. This
would be net of the amount realised from the sale of any land or property
held as security;
o Lower Wick swimming pool £0.1m. Risk £0.1m

•

any guarantees the Council has issued over third party loans – none

•

loss of rental income if the Council’s tenants were to default and no
replacement tenant could be found for up 12 months.

The last of these is now assessed as part of the scenario assessment for each
Development Fund proposal. Specific risks relating to potential void periods,
including those in excess of 12 months, are assessed and any proposals which
do not meet the risk criteria set out in the Commercial Strategy are disregarded.
To calculate an overall risk for the portfolio, the assessed risks for each proposal
can be taken in aggregate and then moderated, over time, by past fluctuations

9
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in income or more detailed knowledge. The following table shows the current
aggregate estimated risk of commercial property on this basis.
Table 5: Estimated risk of Commercial Property investments
Category

Commercial property pre
2019/20
CCLA Fund
Development Fund
Total risk exposure

Annual
revenue
2019/20
£000
321
120
459

Calculated
risk

Potential
revenue risk
£000

5%

16

5%
25%

6
115
137

How investments are funded: Government guidance is that these indicators
should include how investments are funded. Since the Council does not normally
associate particular assets with particular liabilities, this guidance is difficult to
comply with.
Since April 2007 the Council has not funded any investments through borrowing.
Prior to that date, the cumulative figure for the underlying need to borrow does
not provide granular analysis to identify individual assets.
During 2019 the Council has invested £10.1m as part of the Property
Development Fund. To date this has been funded by internal borrowing.
Rate of return received: This indicator shows the investment income received
less the associated costs, including the cost of borrowing where appropriate, as
a proportion of the sum initially invested. Note that due to the complex local
government accounting framework, not all recorded gains and losses affect the
revenue account in the year they are incurred. All individual proposals to be
considered under the Development Fund will include this indicator as part of
decision making, in accordance with the Commercial Strategy and Development
Fund report.
•
•

Gross return on current Development Fund properties: 4.87%
Net internal rate of return on current Development Fund properties: 1.21%

10
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Agenda Item 8c

Report to: Council, 14th July 2020
Report of: Chair of Environment Committee

Subject:

PROCUREMENT AND INTRODUCTION OF IN CAB TECHNOLOGY FOR
WASTE COLLECTION VEHICLES -REFERRAL REPORT FROM
ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE 3 MARCH 2020

1.

Recommendation

1.1

That the Council agrees to amend the Capital Programme in the sum of
£26,087 to facilitate the installation of ‘Jobtrak’ to complement the existing
Dennis Connect System.

2.

Background

2.1

At the Environment Committee meeting on 3 March 2020, the Committee considered
a report on the procurement and introduction of in cab technology for waste
collection vehicles.

2.2

The Committee agreed to recommend that the Council agrees to a supplementary
estimate to the capital programme of £26,087 to facilitate the installation of ‘Jobtrak’
to complement the existing Dennis Connect System.

2.3

The proposal will require an amendment to the Capital Programme, which is subject
to approval by Full Council.

3.

Information

3.1

The full Committee report is attached.

Ward(s):
Contact Officer:
Background Papers:

All
Kevin McFeeley, Environmental Operations Manager
(Waste/Fleet) Tel: 01905 722383;
Email: kevin.mcfeeley@worcester.gov.uk
None
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Agenda Item 8c
Appendix 1

Report to: Environment Committee, 3rd March 2020
Report of: Corporate Director - Place

Subject:

PROCUREMENT & INTRODUCTION OF IN CAB TECHNOLOGY FOR WASTE
COLLECTION VEHICLES

1.

Recommendation

1.1

That the Committee recommends to Council a supplementary estimate to the
capital programme of £26,087 to facilitate the installation of ‘Jobtrak’ to
complement the existing Dennis Connect system.

2.

Background

2.1

Dennis Connect is a bespoke telematics package developed specifically for waste
collection applications, enabling remote diagnosis of faults on waste collection vehicles.
The system fitted to the chassis connects with components such as the engine,
drivetrain and hydraulic and electrical systems to give holistic vehicle diagnostics.
Following the successful deployment of a Dennis Connect in 2018, the waste service
now has had an array of advanced telematics at its disposal with real-time tracking,
enhanced aftermarket care and real-time alerts.

2.2

The availably of real time data driven by this new technology has allowed the service to
make maximum use of its resources and deliver route optimisation as required under
the wider Environmental Operations Transformation project. The system allows ongoing
review and management of routes, including commercial and garden rounds, to
improve efficiency.

2.3

Following on from the installation of Dennis Connect that has proven its worth since its
introduction, the next phase of improvements and transformation is possible through
the implementation of a bolt on application (Jobtrak) to the Dennis Connect system.
This tool will allow for real time data and service information to be passed between the
back office and the front line service delivery crews.

2.4

Jobtrak is an in cab tool Garmin tablet that is dash mounted and connected by a mobile
sim card to facilitate the transmission and receipt of data. The power supply and
mounting cradle is fitted to the vehicle and can be removed when a vehicle is defleeted. The actual Garmin device is removed at the end of every shift.

3.

Preferred Option

3.1

Following a visit to Wolverhampton Council, which has installed Jobtrak in-cab solution
to its waste fleet, officers conducted a trial with a live system over a two week period
in the summer of 2019. Since the trial was conducted, Gosport Council (operated by
Urbaser ltd) and South Ayrshire have also deployed the system.
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3.2

The Jobtrak application will appear within a tab on the same screen as Dennis Connect
which is already used in day to day and strategic management of the waste service.
Rounds are built and managed within the system and all accompanying data relating to
individual properties are held in a database that is held on the same server as the
current Dennis Connect system. Rounds are sent to each individual Garmin device and
held in the cloud until called for by each driver (team leader) who logs in with their
own user name and password.

3.3

There are a number of improvements that the system would bring, largely around the
removal of paperwork and timeliness and accuracy of information that crews work
from, bringing both Health and Safety and efficiency benefits:


New properties and any changes made to properties are immediately available to
front line service delivery crews.



Information relating to individual properties with assisted collections, gate codes,
bin locations and any other pertinent information is stored in the system and crews
alerted as they make collections, with this information added to or removed in real
time.



The system would allow a move from paper based to electronic based vehicle
checks. A vehicle can only take to the road if certified as roadworthy by the driver,
a legally required check, as stipulated by the Vehicle and Operator Services Agency
(VOSA), and has to be completed each day for each vehicle. The system will allow
a vehicle failing its roadworthiness to be notified to the back office team in real
time, allowing for immediate transfer of rounds between vehicles and details of
vehicle faults. The system removes the need for paper based vehicle checks which
rely on manual methods of passing information between the driver and back office.



The supervisor can monitor exact progress of rounds and make early interventions
to address rounds that may be at risk of non-completion. From the back office
using a “drag and drop” facility, the supervisor can move whole streets with all the
accompanying data from one round to another.



Any crew reports of contaminated bins, bins not out, excessive side waste, broken
bins or bins swallowed by the vehicle can be accompanied by photos, these details
are sent immediately to the back office system. This information can be sent to a
customer by email immediately they make contact with the back office team or be
used in conversation with a customer who calls a customer service agent.



Individual route risk assessments are required for all waste routes and the system
enables all relevant information to be stored and the crew/driver advised as the
route is driven. It removes the need for paper based systems and folders of
information which are impractical and in reality rarely referenced. Once the round
is downloaded to the in cab Garmin device, the crew will have access to detailed
route risk assessments relating to their specific round, i.e. schools, bridges,
pedestrian zones, areas where reversing is particularly hazardous, roads where
double side activities are hazardous. Again, this removes the need for waste teams
to rely on paper based risk assessments, improving transfer of key route
information in a more efficient and accurate way to the driver and crew.



The Team leader will open and close each street on their device as they enter and
leave. This gives the back office instant visibility of round progress.
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The tool acts as a ‘sat-nav’ if a job is electronically passed to a crew who have no
knowledge of the area of the city that they are being deployed to. This enables
much improved deployment of support vehicles, for example when additional crews
are needed to provide back up following a vehicle break down or road closure. It
also means that temporary drivers and crews are provided with good quality,
timely and accurate information about their route.



Team leaders are alerted immediately to the addition of work to their round, the
alert screen overrides all other screens. Additional jobs have to be acknowledged,
this gives the earliest opportunity to slot additional work into the daily schedule.

3.4

Use of this technology rather than paper based systems improves efficiency in a
number of ways. Use of the system and the data it would provide will also place the
waste service in an advantageous position as we face potential service changes that
may be brought by the National Resources and Waste Strategy published in December
2018. In addition by getting it “right first time” we can reduce the number of
unnecessary trips by refuse vehicles that emit high levels of C02 and use significant
amounts of fuel.

4.

Alternative Options Considered

4.1

The continuation of the paper based systems for route risk assessments, individual
house exemptions, crew issue reporting could continue but it is recommended that
technology is adopted to bring improvements and efficiencies as outlined in the report.

5.

Implications

5.1

Financial and Budgetary Implications
This is a ‘bolt on’ to the already established Dennis Connect system, we are not
procuring a system. There is no contract period and notification to cease using the
software can be given at any time.
Purchase of the system requires capital expenditure of £22,825 and a yearly
subscription of £3,262 for 15 vehicles (£217 per vehicle per year). This will require an
amendment to the capital programme and is therefore subject to approval of Full
Council. The amendment would be for 2020/21 and would be for the capital cost and
first year’s subscription which can be capitalised as expenditure to support
implementation: a total of £26,087.
If the system is introduced, the cost of additional capital equipment will be built into
vehicle costs for future procurement. The revenue costs of £3262 p.a. will need to be
built into revenue budgets for future years.

5.2

Legal and Governance Implications

5.3

The most relevant legal issues discussed in this report are that of ensuring that
vehicles operate in accordance with the legally required check as stipulated by the
Vehicle and Operator Services Agency (VOSA) and that crews follow route risk
assessments to ensure risks are removed, mitigated and managed when undertaking
waste collection operations. The system assists with both of these in that information is
recorded electronically, available instantly and additions and amendments are
transferred more quickly and efficiently from the back office to the front line crews.
Risk Implications
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No risks identified, the system has been in place since 2018 with no IT failures
recorded.
5.4

Corporate/Policy Implications
With the system in place and detailed data being received and stored electronically, the
Council can begin analysing quality data and be in a better position to propose policy
changes and corporate action to address areas of high contamination, bins not
presented on a regular basis, missing bins and a potential program of rolling bin
replacements.

5.5

Equality Implications
The system brings a significant benefit in dealing with those customers who require an
assisted collection. Currently records are paper based and often rely on crews
remembering locations. This fails when crews have to pick up work they do not
regularly do – the system acts like a sat nav providing all the details accurately and in
a more accessible format than referring to paper records for a crew whilst they are out
and about delivering services.

5.6

Human Resources Implications
No implications identified, risk assessments and safe operating procedures will be
reviewed to ensure safe use of the in cab device and roles/responsibilities of driver and
crew are clarified.

5.7

Health and Safety Implications
The system brings improvements to the way that route risk assessments and vehicle
checks are managed. A risk assessment and safe operating procedure will be generated
detailing how and when the in cab tool can be used. All team leaders will be trained on
the use of the tool, a two week rolling program will be conducted by the waste
supervisors who will deploy with the crews across 8 days.

5.8

Social, Environmental and Economic Implications

5.8.1 Social
Service to customers will be improved, particularly where there is an assisted collection
or non standard collection method.
5.8.2 Environmental
Improvements to the efficiency of routes will be enabled, making fuel and carbon
reduction possible.
5.8.3 Economic
No economic implications.
Ward(s):
Background Papers:

All Wards
Contact Officer: Kevin McFeeley, telephone 01905
722383, kevin.mcfeeley@worcester.gov.uk
None
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Agenda Item 8d

Report to: Council, 14th July 2020
Report of: Chairman, Licensing and Environmental Health Committee

Subject:

REFERRAL REPORT FROM LICENSING AND ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH
COMMITTEE, 12 MARCH 2020 – CUMULATIVE IMPACT POLICY REVIEW
- LICENSING ACT 2003

1.

Recommendation

1.1

That the Council approve the revised statement of Licensing Policy.

2.

Background

2.1

At the Licensing and Environmental Health Committee on 12 March 2020, the
Committee considered a report on the results of the public consultation exercise on
the draft Cumulative Impact Assessment and the revised Cumulative Impact Policy,
within the Council’s Statement of Licensing Policy.

2.2

The Committee agreed to endorse the draft Cumulative Impact Assessment and the
revised Statement of Licensing Policy, as set out in appendix 1 and agreed to
recommend the revised Statement of Licensing Policy to full Council for approval.

3.

Information

3.1

In accordance with the Constitution’s guidance on Policy Framework, changes to the
Statement of Licensing Policy under the Licensing Act of 2003 is the responsibility of
Full Council.

3.2

The full Committee report is attached.

Ward(s):
Contact Officer:
Background Papers:

All Wards
Niall McMenamin – Senior Licensing Practitioner
Tel: 01905 822799
Email: niall.mcmenamin@worcsregservices.gov.uk
None
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Agenda Item 8d
Appendix 1

Report to: Licensing and Environmental Health Committee, 12th March 2020
Report of: Head of Worcestershire Regulatory Services on Behalf of Corporate
Director (Homes & Communities).

Subject:

CUMULATIVE IMPACT POLICY REVIEW – LICENSING ACT 2003

1.

Recommendation

1.1

Committee note the contents of this report and in particular the results of
the public consultation exercise attached at Appendix 1;

1.2

Committee endorse the draft Cumulative Impact Assessment attached at
Appendix 2, and the revised Statement of Licensing Policy at Appendix 3,
and

1.3

Committee recommend the revised Statement of Licensing Policy (which
will incorporate the draft Cumulative Impact Assessment) to full Council for
Approval

2.

Background

2.1

Worcester City Council has included a special policy of Cumulative Impact within its
Statement of Licensing Policy since 2005. This was introduced following evidence
provided by West Mercia Police in relation to an area identified within Worcester city
centre.

2.2

Cumulative impact is the potential impact that a significant number of licensed
premises concentrated in one area, can have on the promotion of the licensing
objectives.

2.3

In 2014 the special policy of Cumulative Impact was reviewed as part of the
Statement of Licensing Policy review, which was undertaken in accordance with the
requirements of the Act.
At that time Licensing and Environmental Health
Committee considered further evidence presented by the Police and took a decision
to continue to include the special policy of Cumulative Impact within its Statement of
Licensing Policy. In doing so Committee extended the area covered by the policy
following submission of information from the Police.

2.4

The revised Cumulative Impact Policy was then included in the Council’s published
Statement of Licensing Policy 2015 to 2020.

2.5

In April 2018 the Police and Crime Act 2017 introduced a new provision within the
Licensing Act 2003, Section 5A. This provision provides that a licensing authority
may, in appropriate circumstances publish a Cumulative Impact Assessment (CIA),
stating that the licensing authority considers that a number of relevant
authorisations in respect of premises in one or more parts of its area, described in
the Assessment, is such that it is likely that it would be inconsistent with the
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authority’s duty under the Act to grant any further relevant authorisations in respect
of premises in that part or those parts.
2.6

Following the introduction of Section 5A of the Act in 2018, and in accordance with
the Section 182 Statutory Guidance the Council was required to review it’s
Cumulative Impact Policy (CIP) when it’s Statement of Licensing Policy was next due
for review, this being 2019/2020.

2.7

On 9th December 2019, the Licensing and Environmental Health Committee approved
for the purpose of consultation a draft CIA and also a revised CIP which had been
informed by the draft CIA.

2.8

As part of this approval Members considered a formal submission from West Mercia
Police in which they provided a statistical analysis of crime and disorder in Worcester
City Centre, which they felt provided suitable evidence to support the continued
inclusion of the Special Policy. This information was included in and informed the
draft CIA.

2.9

Members also considered a formal submission from Worcestershire Directorate of
Public Health (PH).
In their submission PH supported West Mercia Police’s
representation in favour of continuing the special policy relating to the cumulative
impact of licensed premises in Worcester City centre.

2.10 Having considered the above, Members noted that the evidence supported the need
to continue to have a Cumulative Impact Policy in place, however agreed that the
CIA which had been undertaken highlighted the fact that the area where cumulative
impact provisions apply should be reduced. Members further agreed to amend the
policy to limit the application of those provisions in this area to businesses whose
operating model is to act as a vertical drinking establishment at any time between
the hours of midnight and 6am OR businesses acting as Late Night Refreshment
houses within the provisions of the Act at any time between midnight and 5am.
3.

Consultation

3.1

Consultation on the draft CIA and the revised CIP took place with all relevant parties
including:







The Chief Officer of West Mercia Police
Hereford and Worcester Fire and Rescue Services
Worcestershire County Council (Public Health)
All other responsible authorities identified under the Act
Relevant Trade Associations
The general public

3.2

The consultation was also made available for comment via the Council’s website and
publicised via social media. The consultation exercise commenced on 31st December
2019 and concluded on 25th February 2020.

3.3

During the consultation period a total of twenty three responses were received by
the Council and whilst the number of responses was relativity low, of the responses
received the majority of people agreed to finding of the CIA and the requirement to
amend the CIP. This is inline with the findings of the draft CIA which was approved
by Members during the Committee meeting in December 2019.
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3.4

A summary of the consultation questions and the responses received can be seen at
“Appendix 1”.

3.5

Of the small number of comments received which did not indicate support of the CIA
conclusions, members should note that 






Evidence contained within the CIA supports the inclusion of Late Night
Refreshment venues in the CIP as these businesses have been shown to
contribute to both ASB and crime and disorder in the proposed Cumulative
Impact Zone (CIZ);
Evidence contained within the CIA supports the reduction of the CIZ and the
area should not be increased without an evidenced based justification;
Whilst there is no direct link to ASB and crime and disorder from Off Licences
in the proposed CIZ, this will be kept under review as part of business as
usual, and
Evidence does not demonstrate that Cathedral Square and Friar Street should
be included within the a proposed CIZ and furthermore guidance directs that
CIZ should not include areas of future development (i.e. Magdala Court/Hive)
in order to safeguard and future proof.

4.

Preferred Option

4.1

The preferred option is proposed having regard to the evidence base as set out
within the draft CIA and which is supported by the majority of views gathered
through the public consultation exercise.

4.2

The preferred option acknowledges that full Council has constitutional responsibility
for approving amendments to the council’s Statement of Licensing Policy.

5.

Alternative Options Considered

5.1

The following alternative options are available for Member consideration
(a)

Removal of the requirement for a Cumulative Impact Policy

(b)

Maintain the existing Cumulative Impact Policy and the area to which
Cumulative Impact provisions apply.

(c)

Maintain a Cumulative Impact Policy and extend the area to which Cumulative
Impact provisions apply.

5.2

When considering the above options Members should note that the findings of the
draft CIA suggest that there is strong evidence to support the continuation of a CIP.
However the data suggests that the area to which the CIP applies should now be
reduced. This is inline with the findings of the draft CIA which was approved by
Members during the December 2019 Committee meeting.

5.3

The majority of replies received in response to the recent consultation exercise
appear to support the preferred option being put forward to Members.

5.4

Failing to review a special policy of Cumulative Impact as part of the Statement of
Licensing Policy review would leave the Council in a position where it was failing to
comply with its duties as a licensing authority under the provisions of the Licensing
Act 2003, as amended by the Police and Crime Act 2017.

6.

Implications
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6.1

6.2

Financial and Budgetary Implications
The work undertaken to review the special policy of Cumulative Impact has been
undertaken within existing resources and therefore no financial and budgetary
implications have been identified.
Legal and Governance Implications
Section 17(1) of the Crime and Disorder Act 1998 states that, without prejudice to
any other obligation imposed on it, it shall be the duty of each authority to which this
section applies to exercise its various functions with due regard to the likely effect of
the exercise of those functions on, and the need to do all that it reasonably can to
prevent,
(a)
(b)
(c)

crime and disorder in its area (including anti-social and other behaviour
adversely affecting the local environment); and
the misuse of drugs, alcohol and other substances in its area; and
re-offending in its area

6.3

Following the introduced in April 2018 of the new provisions within the Licensing Act
2003 under Section 5A, licensing Authorities are required to review existing
statement of Licensing Policy, which include special policies of Cumulative Impact.

6.4

If it is decided that there is still a requirement for a special policy of Cumulative
Impact within Worcester, the Council must undertake the necessary steps to publish
a Cumulative Impact Assessment.

6.5

Risk Implications
Failing to review a special policy of Cumulative Impact as part of the Statement of
Licensing Policy review would leave the Council in a position where it was failing to
comply with its duties as a licensing authority under the provisions of the Licensing
Act 2003, as amended by the Police and Crime Act 2017.

6.6

The CIP does not change the fundamental way that a licensing decision is made, as
each application will be considered on its own merits. Applications in the area
covered by the Cumulative impact zone should therefore give consideration to
potential cumulative impact issues when setting out the steps that will be taken to
promote the licensing objectives. Where relevant representations are received and
the Council determines to grant an application reasons for granting the application
will be given to the applicant, the Chief Officer of Police and all parties who made a
relevant representation.

6.7

Where no relevant representations are received an application will be granted in
terms consistent with the operating schedule.

6.8

An applicant wishing to obtain a new licence or vary a licence for premises, within
the cumulative impact area, must demonstrate through the operating schedule, the
steps that they intend to take so that the Council and responsible authorities can be
satisfied that granting a new or varied licence will not add to the cumulative impact
already being experienced.

6.9

Corporate/Policy Implications
All regulatory policies relating to Environmental Health and Licensing approved by
Worcester City Council should comply with the Regulators Code. The Regulators
Code is made under the provisions of the Legislative and Regulatory Reform Act
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2006. It seeks to promote proportionate, consistent and targeted regulatory activity
through the development of transparent and effective dialogue and understanding
between regulators and those they regulate.
6.10 The proposed Cumulative Impact Policy supports the “Worcester City Plan 20162021” in that it will help attract responsible businesses and support existing good
businesses to contribute to the prosperity of city. It will further help to make people
feel safe when living in or visiting the city adding to stronger and connected
Communities.
Equality Implications
6.11 No equality implications have been identified.
Human Resources Implications
6.12 No human resource implications have been identified.
Health and Safety Implications
6.13 No health and safety implications have been identified.
Social, Environmental and Economic Implications
6.14 The Cumulative Impact Policy provides the capability to consider the wider
implications of certain applications as they impact on the 4 licensing objectives. The
proposed revisions allow this focus to fall on the types of premise that appear from
the evidence to create issues. This frees up the council to consider other forms of
application caught by the provisions of the 2003 Act, applying a lighter touch to their
implementation and allowing for the possibility of a more diverse night time economy
that can support economic regeneration in the City.
6.15 The reduction in size of the proposed amended area for Cumulative Impact
provisions recognises that businesses do make efforts to deal with some of the social
issues created by drinking and should allow those businesses away from this area to
develop their offer to support economic growth in the City.
6.16 Retaining an element of cumulative impact within the policy shows that members
recognise the social harms that excessive alcohol consumption can create whilst
allowing those businesses regulated by the 2003 Act to in behave in a responsible
manner, creating the kind of thriving night time economy that a growing university
city like Worcester needs to aspire to. It is hoped that the model proposed will, in
the longer term, support a more diverse night time offering that will be to the benefit
of all Worcester City residents.
Ward(s):

All

Contact Officer:

Niall McMenamin – Senior Licensing Practitioner
Tel. 01905 822799
Email: niall.mcmenamin@worcsregservices.gov.uk

Background Papers:

None
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Cumulative Impact Assessment

Q1 The evidence in the assessment undertaken supports the need for the
continued use of cumulative impact provisions in Worcester City Centre.
Answered: 23

Skipped: 0

Strongly agree

Agree

Neither agree
nor disagree

Disagree

Strongly
disagree
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Strongly agree

60.87%

14

Agree

4.35%

1

Neither agree nor disagree

13.04%

3

Disagree

8.70%

2

Strongly disagree

13.04%

3

TOTAL

23

1/4
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Cumulative Impact Assessment

Q2 Limiting the application of cumulative impact provisions to late night
drinking establishments and late night food establishments between the
hours as specified earlier in this document) addresses the issues
identified in the assessment in relation to the four licensing objectives:
Answered: 23

Skipped: 0

Strongly agree

Agree

Neither agree
nor disagree

Disagree

Strongly
disagree
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Strongly agree

43.48%

10

Agree

17.39%

4

Neither agree nor disagree

13.04%

3

Disagree

13.04%

3

Strongly disagree

13.04%

3

TOTAL

23

2/4
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Cumulative Impact Assessment

Q3 According to the evidence provided, the area identifed for the
application of cumulative impact provisions covers the relevant area of the
City Centre.
Answered: 23

Skipped: 0

Strongly agree

Agree

Neither agree
nor disagree

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

Strongly agree
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RESPONSES

Strongly agree

26.09%

6

Agree

43.48%

10

Neither agree nor disagree

4.35%

1

Disagree

8.70%

2

Strongly disagree

8.70%

2

Strongly agree

8.70%

2

TOTAL

23

3/4
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Cumulative Impact Assessment

Q4 Do you have any further general comments?
Answered: 12

4/4

Skipped: 11
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Consultation Questionnaire Comments

Q1 The evidence in the assessment undertaken supports the need for the
continued use of cumulative impact provisions in Worcester City Centre.

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

The heat map of crimes supplied by the Police proves that the City Centre is a hotspot
and means that there should be measures in place to reduce the impact.
There are clubs in the area so why ban restaurants trying to provide food late night
without alcohol. Stop banning food when you’re letting clubs sell alcohol.
Sick of vomit cans & bottles, urine & human faeces in BHW. Local shops selling to
known street drinkers is not helping. The supermarket next to BHW dumps their
business rubbish in the alley, I have witnessed it, the owner told me the council says
it's ok.
Many inebriated individuals in the city centre that cause chaos to the public and the
police.
The incidents of public disorder in the early hours of the morning is increasing. There
are a greater number of residential units now in the city centre and this has an impact
on their quality of life
There is evidence of ASB and alcohol related harm in Worcester
concerned at need to link with planning policies
Disagree. The night time economy is hugely important to the growth of the Uni and the
young population. Anything that limits business growth associated with it is bad.
High levels of licensed premises that require close scrutiny and the ability to question
future applications to reduce crime and disorder
Evidence suggests that local licensing policies appear to be associated with a
reduction in alcohol-related hospital admissions
It is clear that there may be some benefit to retaining a zone of sorts , however this
could be made more fitting to the needs and problems caused ie a reduction in the
area and consider a limited time frame so it catches the more problematic vertical
drinking establishments.

Q2 Limiting the application of cumulative impact provisions to late night
drinking establishments and late night food establishments between the
hours as specified earlier in this document) addresses the issues
identified in the assessment in relation to the four licensing objectives:
No comments
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Q3 According to the evidence provided, the area identified for the
application of cumulative impact provisions covers the relevant area of
the
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

We believe the main areas are covered for the current issues in the city centre.
However, we feel that it should cover more of the riverside to include from the Old
Palace river front towards the Dolday Region and then up to the Viaduct and along the
Butts. There are not many licensed premises or issues there currently but if licenses
were easily granted with the future development of the riverside this may become an
issue in the future.
The concentration of alcohol related incidents towards The Cross isn't show to be
related the size / area identified for application of CIP.
Should have lesser opening hours
The area needs to include the whole of Friar Street and the proposed development of
the arches behind Magdala Court/Hive
I would like to see Cathedral Square included. This is a residential area (including
hotel guests) and is full of licensed venues. This is different from the orignially planned
retail environment and I think we should have some protection and control against any
extension to the night time economy here.
Area needs to be wider
Evidence suggests that at present the area covered by the current CIP are relevant

Q4 Do you have any further general comments?
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

If you're so determined close down all of the clubs. Stop putting small businesses out
of business and sending them packing out of Worcester. The main concern is the
clubs where people are able to get drunk NOT THE LATE NIGHT REFRESHMENTS.
It is so unfair that clubs where drinks and drinks are many can run late night whereas
food establishments cannot. Its bizarre.
Yes. Violence and anti social behaviour happens everywhere.
There is no mention of off licences. Should they be included in the cumulative impact
zone? they have been a source of concern in the past & arguably are more influential
in health harm to the resident population
More restrictions on alcohol. Fewer establishments selling alcohol and late night take
away food.
Try to link with planning policies
A more proactive approach should be adapted and too often licence applications that
would be successful for the city and attract visitors are dismissed.
I work in local government and organise consultations regularly. I know you wonâ€™t
really pay attention to my comments.
Its all a bit too late...your closing the door after the horse has bolted.
The CIZ is an essential tool to be able to scrutinise future applicants ensuring that
responsible businesses are able to open and thrive, but still providing an ability to
challenge those whose business model is focussed on profit and not responsible
operating methods
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10.
11.

12.

Agree with all statements as this should prevent public nuisance, increase public
safety and protect children from harm as far as can be done
Although there are no licensing objectives related directly to health. The committee
should consider the considerable cost to the ambulance service and NHS from alcohol
related ambulance pick ups and transfers and treatment by A&E departments
The current provision is excessive and prohibitive in terms of allowing the economic
development of the City, particularly where there are at least two large vacant
premises that could provide good income and by being renovated and used could
improve the Angel Place area of the city dramatically.
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Cumulative Impact Assessment (Draft)
1. Introduction
Worcester City’s first Cumulative Impact Zone (CIZ) was put in place alongside the first policy the
council had under the Licensing Act 2003. It was very much based on data presented by the Police and
this theme has generally continued at each review point, the last of which was in 2014. At the last
review the Police requested that the area covered was extended and, during the Licensing Committee
members put forward further additional streets to be included. Again, only Police data was taken into
consideration.
The Police have presented some data in relation to the review of the current policy and again are
asking for the area to be increased. Part of this assessment will be to test the evidence for this.
The starting point for developing any understanding of licensing policy is the 4 objectives that all local
authorities must uphold in undertaking their licensing activities.
2. The Licensing Act 2003
Section 4 of the Licensing Act 2003 required that local authorities must carry out their functions under
the Act with a view to upholding these objectives:
(a)

The prevention of crime and disorder;

(b)

Public safety; (i.e. ensuring it,)

(c)

The prevention of public nuisance; and

(d)

The protection of children from harm

The Act requires that the way in which the objectives are to be upheld should be included in a
statement of licensing policy. This document must be reviewed every 5 years to ensure it remains fit for
purpose. As part of this process, local authorities can consider the potential cumulative impact of a
large number of premises operating in a small area and, if warranted, publish a Cumulative Impact
Policy (CIP) as part of this.
An amendment to the Act, made via the Policing & Crime Act 2017, placed the principles of Cumulative
Impact on a statutory basis, adding the concept to the face of the law. Before this it was only present in
the guidance made under s182 of the Act, which still stands. The new s5A of the Act gives Cumulative
Impact a stronger status as law but the definition remains as written within the guidance. The new
sections talks about a Cumulative Impact Assessment. It is this assessment that should lead directly to
the decision as to whether there is a cumulative impact and also how the local authority should respond
to it.
3. Cumulative Impact Policy
These have undoubtedly helped licensing authorities to limit the number or type of licence applications
granted in areas where the number of licensed premises is causing problems. Such problems have
typically included crime and disorder or public nuisance caused by large numbers of drinkers being
concentrated in one area. However, the fact that the concept of Cumulative Impact was originally only
set out in the guidance issued under Section 182 of the Act meant that not all licensing authorities have
made or are making effective or consistent use of them. This has led to the licensed trade having
concerns about the transparency of the process for putting a CIP in place and the quality of evidence
used as the basis for some. Putting the process on a statutory basis and requiring an assessment of a
broad range of factors should help tackle these perceptions.
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Below is the definition of Cumulative Impact:
(Home Office Guidance, issued under section 182 of the Licensing Act 2003)
“Cumulative impact is the potential impact on the promotion of the licensing objectives of a number of
licensed premises concentrated in one area”
4. Cumulative Impact Assessment
The Cumulative Impact Assessment (CIA) asks if there is evidence that the density of licensed
premises in a particular area is having an impact and whether that impact is undermining the 4
licensing objectives. If the answer to both questions is yes, the CIA must set out the evidential basis for
coming to this conclusion and also how the local authority will respond to it.
The decisions arising from a CIA can impact on all licence types or it can be applied to a limited range.
It may be certain licensable activities that cause a problem or it may be the time when the activities are
taking place. All of these must be considered.
The final outcome of the CIA will be written into the statement of Licensing Policy. It will be applicable to
new applications and variations that fit the criteria adopted by the local authority, however the existence
of the policy does not remove elected member’s discretion to grant new licences. Case law indicates
that, if a premise can demonstrate that it will not impact adversely on the 4 licensing objectives in spite
of being located in an area covered by cumulative impact provisions, members should grant a licence in
the terms requested. Each case must continue to be treated on its merits. Cumulative impact does not
remove the need for this or the need for the responsible authorities under the Act (Police, Fire, EH, TS
and Public Health,) to respond in an informed way to applications.
When considering cumulative impact the guidance under section 182 of the Act indicates councils
should look at a broad swathe of data sources including Police, Environmental Health, Trading
Standards and Community Safety. Public health data can also be relevant, although public health is not
one of the licensing objectives.
The guidance also indicates Councils should consider the temporal nature of the evidence, i.e. when
are issues occurring, as well as locations. Councils might conclude that it is the terminal hour for some
types of business that is creating issues rather than necessarily the specific licensable activities taking
place.
It is only after the consideration of the data and a consultation process that councils should move to
having a Cumulative Impact element to their statements of licensing policy.
5. Data Provided
When the consultation process on cumulative impact was implemented comments were invited from all
of the relevant public bodies, the business community and residents. The support of Worcestershire
County Council’s research team was sought to provide some mapping and review of the data
submitted.
Worcester City as a whole has 402 premises licensed for the sale of alcohol as at August 2019. The
main cluster of licensed premises is in the city centre. 50% of licensed premises in the district are within
Cathedral ward which covers the city centre.
The current area impacted by the cumulative impact provisions is outlined in figure 1 below. In its
original form, the area was identified by simply listing streets making mapping of the zone quite difficult.
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The black outline on the map in figure 1 provides a good representation of what was caught by the
provision.

Figure 1
Figure 2 below shows the number of premises licensed to sell alcohol by postcode for the city centre
area. The black outline shows the extent of the current cumulative impact area. Blue represents the
postcodes with the highest number of licensed premises. Unshaded areas have no licensed premises.
A number of blue shaded areas appear to be outside of the current cumulative impact zone, which may
cause some confusion. The postcode area for Lowesmoor is relatively large and extends beyond
Lowesmoor onto Lowesmoor Terrace, but the majority of licensed premises in this postcode are
actually within the cumulative impact area on Lowesmoor. Two areas coloured blue, on Sidbury and on
The Tything identify clusters of premises that are outside of the current cumulative impact area. The
blue area representing the Cathedral Square development is within the current cumulative impact area.
The main type of premises not mapped in figure 2 is late night refreshment houses. Premises serving
hot food after 11pm must also be licensed under the Licensing Act 2003, whether or not they also
supply alcohol. Late night takeaway food is a staple of the night time economy in the City.
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Figure 2
5.1 Public Health Data
Public Health England produces alcohol profiles for local areas which look at a range of key indicators
for the impact of alcohol on health. The dashboard for Worcester City is outlined as figure 3 below.
In most indicators (32 indicators) Worcester City is statistically similar to the England average, with
some indicators where Worcester is statistically better than England (15 indicators). The dashboard
suggests that, in the main, Worcester is a fairly average place with the dark grey section representing
25% of local authority scores up to 75% of local authority scores.
Figure 3

The clear outlier is alcohol related mortality. Furthermore, figure 4 below identifies a number of other
health indicators relating to this form of mortality are seen to be worsening.
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Indicator

Time Period

Worcester

England

Worcester Status

Mortality from chronic liver
disease (Persons)

2015-17

17.5

12.2

Significantly worse
than England

DAS rate
per 100,000

Mortality from chronic liver
disease (Male)

2015-17

24.8

16.0

Significantly worse
than England

DAS rate
per 100,000

Alcohol-related mortality
(Persons)

2017

66.5

46.2

Significantly worse
than England

DAS rate
per 100,000

Alcohol-related mortality
(Male)

2017

100.2

66.5

Significantly worse
than England

DAS rate
per 100,000

Admissions episodes for
alcoholic liver disease
(Broad) (Persons)

2017/18

162.3

120.6

Significantly worse
than England

DAS rate
per 100,000

Admissions episodes for
alcoholic liver disease
(Broad) (Male)

2017/18

217.9

167.3

Significantly worse
than England

DAS rate
per 100,000

Admissions episodes for
alcoholic liver disease
(Broad) (Female)

2017/18

109.8

76.7

Significantly worse
than England

DAS rate
per 100,000

2014-16

44.7

26.4

Significantly worse
than England

Crude Rate
per 1,000
accidents

2017/18

10.8

1.3

Significantly worse
than England

Crude Rate

Alcohol-related road traffic
accidents

Number of premises
licensed to sell alcohol per
square kilometre

Figure 4
Public Health England’s report “From evidence into Action” from 2014 indicates that liver disease is one
of the top causes of death in England and people are dying from it at younger ages. Most liver disease
is preventable and much is influenced by alcohol consumption and obesity prevalence.
The same report indicates that alcohol consumption is also a contributing factor to hospital admissions
and deaths from a diverse range of conditions. Alcohol misuse is estimated to cost the NHS about £3.5
billion per year and society as a whole £21 billion annually. The Government has said that everyone
has a role to play in reducing the harmful use of alcohol - this indicator is one of the key contributions
by the Government (and the Department of Health) to promote measurable, evidence based prevention
activities at a local level, and supports the national ambitions to reduce harm set out in the
Government's Alcohol Strategy.
The 2014 report made reducing alcohol-related harm one of Public Health England’s seven priorities for
the following years.
Many of these indicators above relate to long term alcohol abuse, although there is evidence of
younger people presenting with symptoms related to the excessive consumption of alcohol. So,
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although the focus of any cumulative impact assessment is the upholding of the 4 objectives, which do
not include public health.
The high rate of road traffic accidents with alcohol as a factor is probably a worry for decision makers,
however this is not a factor picked up on by the Police in their submission. It may be difficult to link such
accidents to the nightime economy and, as with increased alcohol related deaths, this could relate to
people drinking at home and then getting behind the wheel rather than there being a direct link to
activities in the city centre.
The final measure in this set relates to the density of premises selling alcohol in the area. Worcester
City has a significantly higher number of licensed premises per square kilometre than England at 10.8.
This is the second highest in the West Midlands after Wolverhampton at 11.0. This could partly be
down to the compact nature of the district and further data does show that more urban areas do tend to
have a higher density of alcohol licensed businesses. A fact which should be considered when
considering cumulative impact.
5.2 Nuisance Data
Figure 5 below is the mapped data that Worcestershire Regulatory Services (WRS) has collated for the
centre of Worcester City over the past three years. Each complaint is categorised in accordance with
the four licensing objectives. WRS classifies “Crime and disorder” complaints as those largely relate to
breaches of licensing conditions, unauthorised activities or the impact of authorised hours and/or antisocial behaviour. “‘Public nuisance” complaints are those that relate to noise nuisance caused by loud
music.
75% of complaints received over the last 3 years (Aug 2016 to July 2019) were public nuisance
complaints. 20% of complaints in this period were crime and disorder related.
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Figure 5
Nuisance in all areas has a seasonal pattern as outlined in the chart below. There is invariably a spike
in noise complaints during the Summer with this demonstrates nicely with July often being the busiest
month.
Figure 6
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Complaints in the 12 months to July 2019 were the lowest of the last 3 years with 48 complaints
received, down from 67 in the 12 months to July 2018.
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It casn be seen that nuisance has a limited impact on people living in the area of the current cumulative
impact area. Only 10 licensed premises have generated 5 or more complaints in the past three years
and, of these, only 4 are actually in the current cumulative impact area. On this basis, nuisance is
unlikley to be a consideration for cumulative impact currently.
5.3 Police Data
West Mercia Police provided a detailed submission focusing on incidents and crimes that have taken
place over the past 3 years within the current cumulative impact area. As part of their submission they
also provided data for a much wider area of the city.
The two tables below (figure 6,) show the data provided by West Mercia Police in relation to both
incidents and crimes within the current cumulative impact area. Grade 1 and 2 incidents are those with
a response time of immediate or within an hour, so it is sensible to assume that these are relatively
serious matters. Roughly 60% of incidents are classed in these higher categories and alcohol is a
marker in 18% of the grade 1 or 2 incidents.

Year

No.
Incidents

No. with
alcohol
marker

Proportion
involving
alcohol

2016

2250

233

10%

1378

61%

2017

2572

385

15%

1492

58%

2018

2487

316

13%

1433

58%

Proportion
Grade 1 or 2 of incidents
Grade 1 or 2

Figure 7

Year

No. Crimes

No. with alcohol marker

Proportion involving
alcohol

2016

1399

271

19%

2017

1553

276

18%

2018

1393

148

11%

Over the period whilst there has been an increase of around 12% in total incidents reported, there has
been a larger increase in the proportion that have some involvement with alcohol. For crimes, levels
show a slight peak in 2017 but similar numbers across the period but with a reduction in the number of
incidents involving alcohol.
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Temporal analysis of logged incidents undertaken by West Mercia indicates peak times for these are
between 23:00 and 05:00. A similar analysis of crimes indicates that the peak time period for alcohol
related crime is between midnight to 04:00hrs. No further analysis has been provided to show the
distribution of incidents within either timeframe.
In terms of the crime types the tables below (figure 8,) highlight the key crime types:

Year/Crime type

Assault

Concern for Safety

Anti-social/
Nuisance

Public Order

2016

139

25

16

17

2017

125

23

26

20

2018

84

10

12

8

Figure 8
Year/Crime type

Sexual Offences

Drugs

Robbery

Rape

2016

2

5

2

1

2017

3

1

1

0

2018

2

0

1

0

The second table in figure 8 demonstrates that serious offences are thankfully not a regular occurence.
As part of their submission, West Mercia police have identified their top ten premises for reported
incidents and crimes during the three years that their data covers. Several appear to be locations that
are used as a geographical locator for crimes as they appear to have limited links to licensable
activities. The others are more obvious and 7 out of the two top ten premises appear in both the list for
incidents and the list for crimes. The proportion of incidents and crimes recorded and linked to these
premises was not reported in the West Mercia data.
The data on these premises included a temporal analysis of incidents. As might be expected given the
overall data, with a few exceptions, the period from midnight to 5am at weekends (early hours Saturday
and Sunday,) were the primary times for both incidents and crimes.
Those premises in the top ten were, in the main classifiable as what are known as vertical drinking
establishments. These are late night drinking premises, usually night clubs where there is little or no
seating. It has been indicated in studies historically that people standing tend to drink more than people
seated and in conversation. Other premises that feature in the top ten are late night refreshment
houses, supplying hot food after 11pm.
The Police also submitted data for a wider area beyond the current cululative impact area. They
requested that the local authority consider the extension of the current cumulative impact area to
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encompass a significantly larger area of Worcester that appears to follow quite closely the area under
consideration as part of the Council’s development of its Worcester City Masterplan.
In terms of the data for this area, similar submissions were made to those for the existing area. In
relation to incidents, figure 9 provides data in a similar format to the data for the existing area.

Year

No.
Incidents

No. with
alcohol
marker

Proportion
involving
alcohol

2016

578

43

7%

308

53%

2017

645

71

11%

294

46%

2018

645

52

8%

330

51%

Proportion
Grade 1 or 2 of incidents
Grade 1 or 2

Figure 9

Year

No. Crimes

No. with alcohol
marker

Proportion involving
alcohol

2016

290

31

11%

2017

343

35

10%

2018

312

21

7%

In terms of the break down of crime types, similar kinds of offending appear in the proposed additional
areas compared with the current cumulative impact area (figure 10.) .

Year/Crime type

Assault

Concern for Safety

Anti-social/
Nuisance

Public Order

2016

12

6

2

2

2017

11

4

2

2

2018

9

1

1

4

Figure 10
Year/Crime type

Sexual Offences

Drugs

Robbery

Rape

2016

0

0

1

1

2017

1

0

0

0

2018

0

0

0

1
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As we saw previously, the second table in figure 10 shows that serious crimes are infrequent in the
proposed additional areas too.
The propsed new area is a significant increase in the geographical foot print of the cumulative impact
zone. The image below (figure 11,) is a hotspot map created by the police intelligence officers as part of
their submission. The dark outline in figure 11 is the new area proposed by West Mercia Police. The red
centre moving to paler colours indicates the concentration of alcohol related indicents in Worcester
across the 3 years. The area centred on The Cross shows the most activity with some less intense
spread along New Street and Lowesmoor.

Figure 11
Whilst it is difficult to get an actual figure for the increase in size of the area, just by eye the new area
looks around double the exisiting area deemed subject to cumulative impact.
The data in figure 11 clearly indicates there are:
 between 1/3rd and half of the number of incidents in the area represented by the extension
compared with the current area,
 crimes are a lower proportion of incidents occuring
 significantly fewer incidents and crimes have an alcohol marker.
The hotspot on the map around The Cross clearly shows the focal point for issues and given the rates
fall as you move away from this point, the data in figures 9 and 10 plus the map and hotsport in figure
11 means it is difficult to argue for cumulative impact beyond the area of the existing cumulative impact
area.
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The police analyst also states that alcohol related issues have fallen in the current cumulative impact
area since their last assessment in 2013, although it should be noted that over half of the reported
incidents remain the more serious grade 1 and 2 type. In their propsed extended area, crime fell by
32% between 2016 and 2018 but incidents increased by 21%.
They also report that 5 of the top ten premises were in the same top ten asessments at the time of the
last review.
5.4 What do other authorities do?
As part of the review, attempts were made to look at similar locations and whether or not they had
resorted to the use of cumulative impact areas. Figure 12 below provides this information.
Population figures indicate either the total district population or, in the case of unitary authorities, the
population of the urban area where their cumulative impact area has application.
Area

Policy?

Population

Worcester City
Durham Council
Gloucester City
Warwick District Council

1 existing area
No policy
No Policy
1 area in Leamington Spa

101,891 (district)
94,000 (unitary: urban area only)
129,285 (district)
142,484 (district)

Stafford Borough Council

No Policy

135,880(district)

Shropshire Council
Winchester District
Council
Bath & NE Somerset
Cambridge District
Council
Cheshire West and
Chester
Exeter City Council

No Policy
No Policy

313,000 (unitary)
116,000 (district)

1 area covering centre area of Bath
4 small areas incl. city centre

97,000 (unitary: urban area only)
125,758 (district)

1 area covering Chester city centre

91,000 (unitary: urban area only)

1 area covering part of the city centre

130,428 (district)

Lincoln City Council
Norwich City Council

1 area (alcohol sales 11:30pm-6am)
1 policy covering city centre (all alcohol
and LNR supply 9pm-6am)
1 policy covering Preston city centre

93,000 (district)
141,137 (district)

No policy
1 policy covering city centre
Figure 12

470,981 (unitary)
58,000 (unitary: urban area only)

Preston Borough Council
Wiltshire Council
Herefordshire Council
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This shows that a number of areas similar to Worcester City do not have cumulative impact zones in
place but there are a significant number that do. It does not appear uncommon for small vibrant cities
with an existing and/ or growing higher educational offer to have cumulative impact provisions in place.
6. Conclusions
From the health data for Worcester City, whist in many areas the figures are similar to the norm, there
are indications of above average issues with health problems related to longer term excessive
consumption of alcohol. The diseases identified could relate to consumption in the night-time economy
but could be equally indicative of people drinking excessively at home. There is evidence of increasing
numbers of younger age cohorts presenting to the health service with alcoholic liver disease symptoms
so it is reasonable to assume that some of these behaviours start in the night-time economy or may be
exacerbated by it. Worcester City also has a relatively high density of licensed premises, one of the
highest in the West Midlands region. These are relevant factors when coming to a decision on whether
a cumulative impact area is necessary and where it should cover.
Having said this, the law requires that the focus of decision making is the four licensing objectives.
Public nuisance created by noisy premises does not appear to be a significant issue in the current area
or on the proposed extended area. The police data indicates that there are issues with anti-social
behaviour and other forms of public nuisance in the existing area, with a clear focus on the area of The
Cross. The overlap between public nuisance and public safety means it is impossible to distinguish
between the two. There is virtually no evidence from WRS of any problems with health and safety at
work issues in the premises that might lead to the view that public safety is being undermined in the
city. There is very little evidence of significant issues with these objectives in the proposed extended
area.
Crime and disorder does feature in the current area, again with a focus on The Cross. Rates in the
proposed extended area are significantly lower. There is little or no evidence in relation to the protection
of children from harm objective. The police have not separated out reported underage drinking
incidents and Trading Standards resourcing constraints mean that, in the absence of evidence,
proactive test purchasing has not occurred during this period. The fact that Worcester is in the normal
range for under-18 alcohol related hospital admissions would suggest the issue is no more significant
than elsewhere but we have to accept that this is something of a blind-spot for the analysis.
On the basis of the results provided the conclusions suggested are:
1. There is little evidence to justify an extension of the current cumulative impact area.
2. There is evidence of cumulative impact in the area of The Cross which, given the clear
prevalence of timings between midnight and 5am, is almost certainly created by people’s
behaviour arising from alcohol consumption at late night drinking venues and their use of late
night refreshment houses.
3. The evidence of cumulative impact falls away from the hotspot around The Cross however it is
likely that the types of venue identified in 2 away from the hotspot will be contributing to activity
at this location as this is the main point for obtaining late night food and also the point from
which egress from the city centre is made most easily via taxi.
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4. There is limited evidence for other types of venue creating a significant issue.
5. The peak times for both incidents and crimes are between midnight and 5am.
The recommendation of this assessment is for the retention of a cumulative impact zone. There could
be an option of retaining the current footprint (Figure 1) but this should be clarified by mapping the area
covered rather than by referring to streets. This should also simplify the review process for the future.
Alternatively, consideration should be given to the hotspot map and the noted fall in crimes lead to the
need to reduce the current footprint of the cumulative impact zone so that it is more aligned to the
darker areas on the hotspot map. The issue with this approach is that premises outside of this hotspot
may be contributing to the disorder so an area slightly larger than this but smaller than the existing area
that picks up key premise types may be appropriate. A proposed zone which is more closely aligned
with the hotspot analysis is presented in Figure 13 in the appendix. This also ensures that all premises
within the top 10 for alcohol related crimes and incidents are within this proposed zone.
Consideration should be given to limiting the premise types whose applications for new licences,
variations and temporary arrangements may be caught by these provisions.
The fact that the majority of premises identified in the Police’s top ten are either vertical drinking
establishments or late night refreshment houses plus the fact that 5 of the 10 were identified in the last
review in 2013 remain in the new top ten, is suggestive that these are the type of premises that should
be the focus of the additional potential controls that cumulative impact measures bring. The fact that the
majority of incidents occur between midnight and 5am is also a factor supporting this presumption. An
option is to consider only applying the cumulative impact area provisions to premises whose business
model is to operate as a vertical drinking establishment at any time between the hours of midnight and
6am, and late night refreshment houses whose licences allow them to trade during a similar time frame.
Adopting such an approach would give the business community a clear message about the type of
businesses that the council may find problematic in terms of growth whilst, at the same time, indicating
a willingness to positively consider applications that do not fall within this definition. This could send the
message that the City wishes to see diverse development in its night-time economy offer, so that those
businesses operating to earlier terminal hours or those that have alcohol as part of a broader offer
would be a welcome addition to the city-scape.
Taking such an approach would be legitimate within the provisions of the Licensing Act 2003 and allow
the City to progress with the development of its night-time economy offer. Retention of a cumulative
impact area would recognise both the data around crime and disorder, sending supportive messages to
local policing and also have regard to the data provided by Public Health, recognising the potential
future health implications for younger people who consume excessive quantities of alcohol.
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Appendix
Proposed Cumulative Impact Zone based on consideration of hotspot analysis and top 10 locations for
recorded alcohol related incidents and crimes between 2016 and 2018.

Figure 13
Description of the proposed Cumulative Impact Zone
The zone will cover the city centre area
 Ending at city walls road in the east
 Incorporating Lowesmoor up to the junction with Pheasant Street
 Incorporating New Street, The Shambles and High Street, ending at and including Pump Street
and Fish Street to the south
 Ending at Deansway in the west, and incorporating the Crowngate, Bus Station and The Hive.
 The Butts, Shaw Street, Sansome Street and Foregate Street up to the junction with Taylor’s
Lane are included and form the boundary to the north.
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1.0

Introduction – Worcester City Council

1.1

Worcester City Council (the Council) is a Licensing Authority under the Licensing Act
2003 and therefore has responsibilities for the administration and enforcement of the
Act within the City.

1.2

These include, among other duties, the granting of premises licences, club premises
certificates, temporary events notices and personal licences in the City in respect of
the sale and/or supply of alcohol, the provision of regulated entertainment and late
night refreshment.

1.3

Worcester is an historic and thriving city on the banks of the river Severn. It is the
county town for Worcestershire and is a key regional centre of economic and social
activity. The total population of Worcester is 102,700 and Worcester City is the most
densely populated district in Worcestershire. The distribution of age is broadly in line
with the UK average with the majority of residents in the 20-55 age bracket. Just under
5% of Worcester‘s population is made up of black and minority ethnic communities.

1.4

Worcester is a well connected City close to the M5, M6, M42 and M40 motorways.
The City is home to international companies such as Worcester Bosch, Yamazaki
Mazak Corporation and Joy Global. There are 3,500 businesses in the City 5% in the
professional, scientific and technical sector, 33% in health, education and public and
administration and 11.3% in retail. 80% of businesses have less than 10 employees
and employ 15% of the workforce. 4% of businesses have over 50 employees
employing 27% of the workforce.

1.5

The city has a vibrant retail and leisure offering, with a wide range of shops and
restaurants including well-known brands and quirky independents. Tourism and
visitors make a significant contribution to the local economy, with 2015 figures
showing that it brings around £130m of spend into the city and sustaining 3,351
jobs with an estimated 3.4million visitors each year. The city has a strong
cultural and sporting tradition with theatres, restaurants, the riverside and a
host of sporting attractions including one of the country‘s oldest racing courses,
the world famous Worcestershire county cricket ground, and Worcester
Warriors rugby club.

1.6

The City is home to the thriving University of Worcester with 10,745 students,
quality teaching and a number of iconic buildings, including the Hive, the first
joint public and university library in Europe, a 2,000 seat sports Arena and a
new city centre campus. The City is also home to the Heart of Worcester
College.

1.7

Worcester is a growing city. The South Worcestershire Development Plan,
makes provision for 6,750 homes and 80 hectares of employment land in
Worcester between 2006 and 2030.

1.8

Worcester City Council has developed a City Plan to run until 2021 on the
theme of “Building a successful future on 2,000 years of history”. This outlines
the key role the Council will play in shaping the city, under five main themes:



Stronger and connected communities
A prosperous city
4
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A healthy and active city
A heritage city for the 21st Century
Sustaining and Improving our Assets

Worcester City Boundary
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2.0

Licensing Objectives and Aims

2.1

The Licensing Act 2003 provides a clear focus on the promotion of four key Licensing
Objectives. As a Licensing Authority Worcester City Council will always seek to carry
out its licensing functions with a view to promoting these four objectives.
The Licensing Objectives are:


The prevention of crime and disorder



Public safety



The prevention of public nuisance



The protection of children from harm

2.2

Each objective is of equal importance. There are no other statutory Licensing
Objectives, so the promotion of the four objectives is the paramount consideration at
all times.

2.3

However, the Licensing Authority recognises that the legislation also supports a
number of other key aims and purposes. It is recognised that these are also vitally
important and should be aims for everyone involved in licensing work.
They include:


Protecting the public and local residents from crime, anti-social behaviour and
noise nuisance caused by irresponsible licensed premises;



Giving the Police and Licensing Authorities the powers they need to effectively
manage and police the night-time economy and take action against those
premises that are causing problems;



Recognising the important role which pubs and other licensed premises play
in our local communities by minimising the regulatory burden on business,
encouraging innovation and supporting responsible premises;



Providing a regulatory framework for alcohol which reflects the needs of local
communities and empowers local authorities to make and enforce decisions
about the most appropriate licensing strategies for their local area; and



Encouraging greater community involvement in licensing decisions and giving
local residents the opportunity to have their say regarding licensing decisions
that may impact upon them.

6
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3.0

Scope of the Licensing Authority’s Functions

3.1

As a Licensing Authority the Council is responsible for the authorisation of ‘licensable
activities’. The licensable activities that are required to be authorised under the Act
are as follows:

3.2



The sale by retail of alcohol,



the supply of alcohol by or on behalf of a club to, or to the order of, a member
of the club,



the provision of regulated entertainment, and



the provision of late night refreshment

The Licensing Authority is responsible for four different types of authorisation or
permission, as follows:


Premises licence – to use premises for licensable activities.



Club premises certificate – to allow a qualifying club to use premises for
qualifying club activities.



Temporary event notice – to carry out licensable activities on a temporary
basis for an event.



Personal licence – to allow a person to sell or authorise the sale of alcohol
from premises in respect of which there is a premises licence.

7
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4.0

Purpose of the Statement of Licensing Policy

4.1

This Statement of Policy has been prepared and updated in accordance with the
latest amended provisions of the 2003 Act and the latest revised guidance issued
under section 182 of the Act. The statement sets out the principles the Licensing
Authority will generally apply to promote the Licensing Objectives when making
decisions on applications made under the Act.

4.2

The main purpose of this policy is to provide clarity to applicants, interested parties
and Responsible Authorities on how the Licensing Authority will determine
applications for the supply of alcohol, the provision of regulated entertainment and the
provision of late night refreshment and also to provide a basis for all licensing
decisions taken by the Licensing Authority. It will also inform elected Members of the
parameters within which licensing decisions can be made.

4.3

This policy sets out the process the Licensing Authority will adopt in dealing with
licence applications with particular regard to the various types of premises and
permissions and the various conditions that can be attached to licences if relevant
representations are made. It also highlights the Council’s undertaking to avoid
duplication with other statutory provisions and its commitment to work in partnership
with other enforcement agencies.

4.4

When carrying out its licensing functions the Council will always have regard to this
Statement of Policy and the Guidance issued by the Secretary of State under section
182 of the Licensing Act 2003.

4.5

The Licensing Authority may depart from this policy or the Guidance if the individual
circumstances of any case merit such a decision in the interests of promoting the four
Licensing Objectives. Whenever the Licensing Authority takes a decision to depart
from this policy or the Guidance, clear reasons will be given.

4.6

The statement of policy took effect on TBC and will be kept under review. A revised
statement of policy will be published no later than TBC.

8
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5.0

General Principles

5.1

Every application received by the Licensing Authority will be considered on its own
individual merits.

5.2

If an application for a premises licence or club premises certificate has been made
lawfully and there have been no representations from responsible authorities or other
persons, the Licensing Authority must grant the application, subject only to conditions
that are consistent with the operating schedule and any relevant mandatory
conditions.

5.3

The Licensing Authority will aim to carry out its licensing functions in a way that
promotes tourism, increases leisure and culture provision and encourages economic
development within the City.

5.4

However the Licensing Authority will also always try and balance the needs of the
wider community, local community and commercial premises, against the needs of
those whose quality of life may be adversely affected by the carrying on of licensable
activities, particularly within residential areas.

5.5

In particular the Licensing Authority will attempt to control any potential negative
impacts from the carrying on of licensable activities, such as increased crime and
disorder, anti-social behaviour, noise, nuisance, risks to public safety and harm to
children.

5.6

The Licensing Authority’s aim is to facilitate well run and managed premises with
licence holders displaying sensitivity to the impact of the premises on local residents.

5.7

The Licensing Authority acknowledges that licensing law is not the primary
mechanism for the general control of anti-social behaviour by individuals once they
are beyond the direct control of the individual, club or business holding the
authorisation concerned. As a matter of policy, however, the Licensing Authority
expects every holder of an authorisation to take all reasonable steps to minimise the
impact of their activities and anti-social behaviour by their patrons within the
immediate surroundings of their premises.

5.8

“Need” concerns the commercial demand for another pub, restaurant or hotel and is a
matter for the planning authority and for the market. Need is not a matter that the
Licensing Authority can consider in carrying out its licensing functions.
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6.0

Applications for Premises Licences and Club Premises
Certificates

6.1

The relevant application forms and associated documents can be obtained from
the Licensing Authority’s website at worcester.gov.uk or from Licensing Officers
during normal office hours.

6.2

Along with the application form, applicants must also submit an operating
schedule and plans of the premises to which the application relates. Plans will not
be required to be submitted in any particular scale, but they must be in a format
which is “clear and legible in all material respects”, i.e. they must be accessible
and provides sufficient detail for the Licensing Authority to be able to determine
the application, including the relative size of any features relevant to the
application. The Licensing Authority does not require plans to be professionally
drawn as long as they clearly show all the prescribed information.

6.3

Through their operating schedule, applicants will be expected to demonstrate the
positive steps that they will take to promote the four Licensing Objectives.
Operating Schedules

6.4

The operating schedule is a key document and, if prepared comprehensively, will
form the basis on which premises can be licensed without the need for additional
extensive conditions. All applicants for the grant or variation of a premises licence
or club premises certificate are required to provide an operating schedule as part
of their application. The Licensing Authority expects an operating schedule to
indicate the positive steps that the applicant proposes to take to promote the
Licensing Objectives.

6.5

In completing an operating schedule, applicants are expected to have regard to
this statement of licensing policy and to demonstrate suitable knowledge of their
local area when describing the steps that they propose to take in order to promote
the Licensing Objectives.

6.6

The Licensing Authority will provide general advice on the drafting of operating
schedules and applicants are strongly recommended to discuss their operating
schedules with the Licensing Authority and other Responsible Authorities prior to
submitting them.

6.7

The complexity and detail required in the operating schedule will depend upon the
nature and use of the premises concerned. For premises such as a public house
where regulated entertainment is not provided, only a relatively simple document
may be required. However for an operating schedule accompanying an application
for a major entertainment venue or event, it will be expected that issues such as
public safety and the prevention of crime and disorder will be addressed in detail.

6.8

The operating schedule must be set out on the prescribed form and include a
statement of the following:

Full details of the licensable activities to be carried on at and the intended
use of the premises;



The times during which the licensable activities will take place;
10
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6.9



Any other times when the premises are to be open to the public;



Where the licence is only required for a limited period, that period;



Where the licensable activities include the supply of alcohol, the name and
address of the individual to be specified as the designated premises
supervisor;



Whether alcohol will be supplied for consumption on or off the premises or
both;



The steps which the applicant proposes to promote the Licensing
Objectives.

For some premises, it is possible that no measures will be appropriate to promote
one or more of the Licensing Objectives, for example, because they are
adequately covered by other existing legislation. It is however important that all
operating schedules should be precise and clear about the measures that are
proposed to promote each of the Licensing Objectives.
Guidance on Completing an Operating Schedule

6.10

The following guidance is intended to assist applicants by setting out
considerations that they should have in mind when drawing up their operating
schedules. The guidance is designed to alert applicants to any matters that
responsible authorities are likely to consider when deciding whether to make
representations on an application or whether to call for a review.
(a) Prevention of Crime and Disorder

6.11

Licensed premises, especially those offering late night/early morning
entertainment, alcohol and refreshment for large numbers of people, can
sometimes be a source of crime and disorder problems.

6.12

The Licensing Authority will expect operating schedules, where appropriate, to
satisfactorily address these issues from the design of the premises through to the
daily operation of the business.

6.13

The Licensing Authority will normally look to the police as the main source of
advice on crime and disorder and therefore applicants are recommended to
seek advice from West Mercia Police in relation to what steps they can take to
promote the prevention of crime and disorder.

6.14

In addition when planning and preparing operating schedules applicants are
advised to take into account local planning and transport policies, tourism, cultural
and crime and disorder reduction strategies as appropriate.

6.15

In addition to the requirements for the Licensing Authority to promote the
Licensing Objectives, it also has a duty under Section 17 of the Crime and
Disorder Act 1988 to do all it can to prevent crime and disorder in the City.

6.16

When considering all licence applications the Licensing Authority will take into
account the measures proposed to deal with the potential for, and the prevention
of, crime and disorder having regard to all circumstances of the application.
11
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Applicants should include information on these issues within the operating
schedule for the premises.
6.17

In particular, the Licensing Authority will consider the actions, which are
appropriate for the premises that the applicant has taken, or is proposing to take
with regard to the following:
i)

the ability of the person in charge of the premises to monitor the premises
at all times that it is open; although this does not mean that the
designated premises supervisor has to be present at all times.
ii) the training given to staff regarding crime prevention measures for the
premises;
iii) physical security features installed in the premises (e.g. position of cash
registers, CCTV, toughened drinking glasses etc.);
iv) management attitudes (e.g. responsible pricing promotions, willingness to
stagger trading, willingness to limit sales of bottles or canned alcohol for
immediate consumption and preventing the sale of alcohol to people who
are drunk);
v) any other measure as may be appropriate (e.g. participation in local
Pubwatch and/or Shopwatch schemes or ‘Behave or be Banned’
schemes (BOBS), restrictions on ‘happy hours’, music wind-down
policies);
vi) the measures employed to prevent the consumption or supply of illegal
drugs, including any search procedures and entry policies;
vii) where the premises are subject to age restrictions, the procedures in
place to conduct age verification checks;
viii) the likelihood of any violence, public order of policing problems if the
licence is granted.
ix) the employment of door safety staff licensed by the Security Industries
Association (SIA)
6.18

Applicants for late night entertainment and alcohol premises should show that they
can comply with the Home Office Guidance ‘Safer Clubbing’ in relation to the
control of illegal drugs on their premises. They should agree a protocol with the
Licensing Authority and West Mercia Police on the handling of illegal drugs found
on their premises.

6.19

The Licensing Authority in setting its policies and practices considering
applications for licensed premises will have due regard to the current Crime and
Disorder Strategy for the Area. Regard will be had to the relatively low crime levels
in the area and any disproportionate effects likely to be perceived by residents and
members of the public due to nuisance, anti-social behaviour and disorder arising
or likely to arise as the result of granting a licence.
(b) Public Safety

6.20

The Licensing Act 2003 covers a wide range of premises that require licensing
including cinemas, nightclubs, public houses, village and community halls,
schools, cafes, restaurants and fast food outlets/takeaways. Each of these types
of premises present a mixture of risks, some of which may be common to most
premises whilst others will be unique to specific operations. Risk assessments
must reflect the local nature of risks applying to each event and or venue.
The Licensing Authority will expect operating schedules, where appropriate, to
satisfactorily address these public safety issues. Applicants are encouraged to
12
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seek advice from Licensing Authority officers and the Fire Safety Section of
Hereford and Worcester Fire and Rescue Service.
6.21

Where an inspection is required for premises the Licensing Authority will try where
possible to reduce inconvenience, confusion and inconsistency by co-ordinating
inspections and visits with the fire authority, police, building control and
environmental health officers, as appropriate.

6.22

The identification of a safe capacity limit for premises ensures that persons can be
evacuated safely from premises in cases of emergency and may be one means of
promoting the Act’s public safety objective. The design and layout of premises are
important factors when determining a safe occupant capacity. Other factors that
may influence safe occupancy limits and may need to be considered when
assessing the appropriate capacity for premises or events include:









6.23

the nature of the premises or event
the nature of the licensable activities being provided
the provision or removal of such items as temporary structures, such
as a stage, or furniture
the number of staff available to supervise customers both ordinarily
and in the event of an emergency
the age spectrum of the customers
the attendance by customers with disabilities, or whose first language
is not English
availability of suitable and sufficient sanitary facilities
nature and provision of facilities for ventilation

The Licensing Authority encourages applicants for premises licences that provide
regulated entertainment (or any other premises providing a licensable activity
where occupant capacity may be a public safety issue) to seek advice regarding
safe occupancy levels from the Fire Safety Section of Hereford and Worcester
Fire and Rescue Service.
Where the Licensing Authority’s discretion has been engaged following receipt of
a relevant representation and it believes it is appropriate for reasons of public
safety to impose a condition identifying an occupancy limit, the Licensing Authority
will not normally seek to impose an occupancy limit different to that identified by
the Fire Authority if this differs from the figure set in the applicant’s Fire Risk
Assessment.
(c) Prevention of Public Nuisance

6.24

Licensed premises, especially those operating late at night and in the early hours
of the morning, can sometimes cause a range of nuisances impacting on people
living, working or sleeping in the area surrounding the premises.

6.25

The Licensing Authority is keen to protect the amenity of residents and businesses
within the area surrounding a licensed premise that are affected by the carrying on
of licensable activities at that premise.

6.26

In addition, the Licensing Authority is aware of the importance of the licensed trade
to the local economy and its culture and leisure aspirations. The Licensing
Authority will, therefore, try and work together with all affected parties, statutory
agencies and licensed businesses to ensure a mutual co-existence.
13
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6.27

When considering all licence applications, the Licensing Authority will take into
account the adequacy of measures proposed to deal with the potential for
nuisance and/or anti-social behaviour having regard to all the circumstances of the
application.

6.28

In particular the Licensing Authority will consider the action that is appropriate for
the premises that the applicant has taken or is proposing with regard to the
following:
i)

prevention of noise and vibration escaping from the premises, including
music, noise from ventilation equipment, and human voices. Such
measures may include the installation of soundproofing, air
conditioning, acoustic lobbies and sound limitation devices;
The structural suitability of the premises to provide the licensable
activities sought including for example matters such as whether the
premises benefits from double glazing and lobbied doors.
preventing disturbance by customers arriving at or leaving the
premises, particularly between 11.00 pm and 7.00 am;
preventing queuing by pedestrians or vehicular traffic, or if some
queuing is inevitable then ensuring the queues are diverted away from
neighbouring premises, or are otherwise managed, to prevent
disturbance or obstruction;
ensuring staff leave the premises quietly;
arrangements for parking by patrons and staff, and the effect of the
parking on local residents;
provision for public transport (including taxis and private hire vehicles)
for patrons;
whether licensed taxis or private hire vehicles are likely to disturb local
residents;
whether routes to and from the premises on foot, by car or other
services pass residential premises;
the installation of any special measures where licensed premises are,
or are proposed to be, located near sensitive premises such as nursing
homes, hospitals, hospices or places of worship;
the use of gardens and other open-air areas;
the location of external lighting, including security lighting that is
installed;
other appropriate measures to prevent nuisance, such as the
employment of registered door supervisors or the use of CCTV;
preventing the consumption or supply of illegal drugs, including search
procedures;
whether the premises would lead to increased refuse storage or
disposal problems, or additional litter (including fly posters and illegal
placards) in the vicinity of the premises;
the history of previous nuisance complaints proved to have taken place
at the premises, particularly where statutory notices have been served
on the present licensees.

ii)
iii)
iv)

v)
vi)
vii)
viii)
ix)
x)
xi)
xii)
xiii)
xiv)
xv)
xvi)

6.29

The Licensing Authority is keen to stress, however, that as well as the licensing
function there are other mechanisms for addressing issues of unruly behaviour
that occur away from licensed premises. These include:



planning controls;
powers to designate parts of the City as places where alcohol may
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not be consumed publicly and the confiscation of alcohol in these
areas;
police powers to close some premises for up to 24 hours in extreme
cases of disorder or excessive noise;
police enforcement of the law with regard to disorder and anti-social
behaviour;
the power of responsible authorities or interested parties to request a
review of the licence;
enforcement action against those selling alcohol to people who are
already drunk.

(d) Protection of Children from Harm
6.30

The Licensing Authority recognises that there are a range of activities for which
licences may be sought meaning that children can be expected to visit many of
these premises, often on their own, for food and /or other entertainment.

6.31

The Licensing Act 2003 does not prevent children having free access to any
licensed premises. The Licensing Authority recognises that limitations may have
to be considered where it is deemed necessary to protect children from harm. The
following are examples of premises that may raise concerns:






6.32

where there have been convictions for serving alcohol to minors, or
with a reputation for under-age drinking;
with a known association with drug taking or dealing;
where there is a strong element of gambling on the premises;
where entertainment of an adult or sexual nature is provided;
where there is a presumption that children under 18 should not be
allowed (e.g. to nightclubs, except when under 18 discos are being
held).

The Licensing Authority expects personal licence holders to seek to ensure alcohol
is not served to children under the age of 18, except in limited conditions allowed
for by law. The Licensing Authority recommends that the only way to verify a
person’s proof of age is with reference to the following:





passport
a photo card driving licence issued in a European Union country;
a Proof of Age Standards Scheme card;
a Citizen Card, supported by the Home Office (details from
www.citizencard.net);
an official identity card issued by HM Forces or by a European Union
country bearing the photograph and date of birth of the bearer.

6.33

When deciding whether to limit the access of children to premises the Licensing
Authority will judge each application on its own merits and a range of conditions
may be imposed depending on the circumstances. To assist with this the
Licensing Authority will consult with West Mercia Police and the Worcestershire
Safeguarding Children Partnership if practical or other agencies as the Licensing
Authority consider appropriate.

6.34

Where concerns have been identified in respect of individual premises and it is felt
that access to the premises by children should be restricted the options available
include:
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limitations on the hours when children may be present;
age limitations for persons under 18;
limitations or exclusion when certain activities are taking place;
full exclusion of person under 18 when certain licensable activities are
taking place;
limitation of access to certain parts of the premises for under 18s;
a requirement for an accompanying adult to be present.

6.35

However these options are not comprehensive and other options may be
considered as the Council considers appropriate. The Licensing Authority also
commends the adoption of the Portman Group Code of Practice on the Naming,
Packaging and Promotion of Alcoholic Drinks by prospective licensees where the
licence applies to the sale of alcohol.

6.36

The Licensing Act details a number of offences that are designed to protect
children in licensed premises and the Licensing Authority will work closely with the
Police and Trading Standards Services to ensure appropriate and effective
enforcement is undertaken, especially in relation to the sale and supply of alcohol
to children.

6.37

The Licensing Authority will not impose any conditions that specifically require the
access of children to the premises.

6.38

Where no conditions or restrictions are imposed, the issue of access for children
remains a matter of discretion for individual licensees or clubs subject to any
relevant provisions in law.

6.39

Films cover a vast range of subjects, some of which deal with adult themes and/or
contain, for example scenes of horror or violence that may be considered
unsuitable for children with certain age ranges. Where a premise is used for film
exhibitions, the Licensing Authority will normally impose conditions restricting
access only to persons who meet the required age limit in line with any certificate
granted by the British Board of Film Classification or the Licensing Authority itself.

6.40

The Licensing Authority will expect licensees to ensure that age restrictions for film
exhibitions are properly complied with.

6.41

In considering applications, the Licensing Authority will take into account any
evidence that age restrictions for film exhibitions are not being properly observed.

6.42

Many children attend or take part in an entertainment arranged especially for them,
for example children’s shows, dance and drama or school productions. Specific
additional arrangements may need to be operated to ensure their safety. For
example:




an adult member of staff to be stationed at each and every exit from any
level and to the outside and subject to there being a minimum of one
member of staff to fifty children or part thereof.
No child is to be permitted in the front row of any balcony unless they are
supervised by an adult.
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7.0

Representations

7.1

When an application is made for the grant, variation or review of a premises
licence or club premises certificate, representations about the application can be
made by responsible authorities or other persons.

7.2

Representations must be made to the Licensing Authority within the statutory
period of 28 days beginning on the day after the relevant application is received by
the Licensing Authority. Representations must be made in writing

7.3

Representations can be made either be in support of an application or to express
objections to an application being granted. However the Licensing Authority can
only accept “relevant representations.” A representation is “relevant” if it relates to
the likely effect of the grant of the licence on the promotion of at least one of the
Licensing Objectives.

7.4

An example of a representation that would not be relevant would be a
representation from a local businessperson about the commercial damage that
competition from a new licensed premise would do to their own business. On the
other hand, a representation by a businessperson that nuisance caused by new
premises would deter customers from entering the local area, and the steps
proposed by the applicant to prevent that nuisance were inadequate, would be a
relevant representation.

7.5

In other words, representations should relate to the impact of licensable activities
carried on from premises on the Licensing Objectives.

7.6

For representations in relation to variations to be relevant, they should be confined
to the subject matter of the variation.

7.7

Whilst the Licensing Authority expects representations to be evidence based, there
is no requirement for a Responsible Authority or other person to produce a
recorded history of problems at premises to support their representations, and it is
recognised that in fact this would not be possible for new premises.
(a) Representations from Responsible Authorities

7.8

Responsible authorities are a group of public bodies that must be fully notified of
applications and that are entitled to make representations to the Licensing
Authority in relation to the application for the grant, variation or review of a
premises licence or club premises certificate. A full list of contact details for the
responsible authorities is provided on the Licensing Authority’s website.

7.9

Whilst all responsible authorities may make representations regarding applications
for licences and club premises certificates and full variation applications, it is the
responsibility of each Responsible Authority to determine when they have
appropriate grounds to do so.

7.10

The Licensing Authority recognises that every Responsible Authority can make
representations relating to any of the four Licensing Objectives. However the
Licensing Authority would normally expect representations about the promotion of
individual Licensing Objectives to come from the most relevant Responsible
Authority with expertise in that particular area. For example the Licensing
Authority would expect representations about the prevention of crime and disorder
17
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to come primarily from the police and representations about the prevention of
public nuisance to come primarily from environmental health.
7.11

The Licensing Authority recognises that the police should be its main source or
advice on matters relating to the promotion of the crime and disorder licensing
objective, but also may be able to make relevant representations with regards to
the other Licensing Objectives if they have evidence to support such
representations.

7.12

The Licensing Authority will accept all reasonable and proportionate
representations made by the police unless it has evidence that do so would not be
appropriate for the promotion of the Licensing Objectives. However the Licensing
Authority will still expect any police representations to be evidence based and able
to withstand scrutiny at a hearing.

7.13

The Licensing Authority recognises Worcestershire Safeguarding Children
Partnership as being the body that is competent to advise it on the licensing
objective of the protection of children from harm.

7.14

The Licensing Authority recognises that, although public health is not a licensing
objective, health bodies may hold information which other responsible authorities
do not, but which would assist the Licensing Authority in exercising its functions.

7.15

For example, drunkenness can lead to accidents and injuries from violence,
resulting in attendances at emergency departments and the use of ambulance
services. Some of these incidents will be reported to the police, but many will not.
Such information might be relevant to the public safety objective and in some
cases the crime and disorder objective.

7.16

As a result of the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011, the Licensing
Authority is also now a Responsible Authority and can therefore make
representations if it deems it appropriate to do so.

7.17

However the Licensing Authority will not normally act as a Responsible Authority
on behalf of other parties (for example, local residents, local councillors or
community groups) although there are occasions where the authority may decide
to do so.

7.18

Such parties can make relevant representations to the Licensing Authority in
their own right, and the Licensing Authority expects them to make
representations themselves where they are reasonably able to do so.

7.19

The Licensing Authority also expects that other responsible authorities should
intervene where the basis for the intervention falls within the remit of that other
Responsible Authority. Each Responsible Authority has equal standing under the
2003 Act and may act independently without waiting for representations from any
other Responsible Authority.

7.20

In cases where a Licensing Authority is also acting as Responsible Authority in
relation to the same process, the Licensing Authority will seek to achieve a
separation of responsibilities within the authority to ensure procedural fairness and
eliminate conflicts of interest. This will be achieved by allocating the different
responsibilities to different licensing officers or other officers within the local
authority to ensure a proper separation of responsibilities.
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(b) Representations from Other Persons
7.21

Relevant representations about applications can also be made by any other
person, regardless of their geographical position in relation to the relevant
premises. However the Licensing Authority will usually give greater weight to
representations that are made by people who can demonstrate that they would be
directly affected by the carrying on of licensable activities at the premises
concerned.

7.22

The Licensing Authority will also reject as invalid, any representations from other
persons that are deemed to be frivolous or vexatious. A representation might be
considered to be vexatious if it appears to be intended to cause aggravation or
annoyance, whether to a competitor or other person, without reasonable cause.
Frivolous representations are essentially categorised by a lack of seriousness.
Frivolous representations would concern issues which, at most, are minor and in
relation to which no remedial steps would be warranted or proportionate.

7.23

Decisions as to the validity of representations will normally be made by officers of
the Licensing Authority. In borderline cases, the benefit of the doubt about any
aspect of a representation will be given to the person making that representation.
The subsequent hearing would then provide an opportunity for the person or body
making the representation to amplify and clarify it.

7.24

Any person who is aggrieved by a rejection of their representations on either of
these grounds may lodge a complaint through the authority’s corporate complaints
procedure. A person may also challenge such a decision by way of judicial review.

7.25

Where a notice of a hearing is given to an applicant, the Licensing Authority is
required to provide the applicant with copies of the relevant representations that
have been made.

7.26

The Licensing Authority will normally provide copies of the relevant
representations to the applicant in full and without redaction. However in
exceptional circumstances, where a person satisfies the Licensing Authority that
they have genuine reasons to fear intimidation or violence if their personal details,
such as name and address, are divulged to the applicant, the copies of the
representations may be redacted accordingly.

7.27

In such circumstances the Licensing Authority will still provide some details to the
applicant (such as street name or general location within a street), so that the
applicant can fully prepare their response to any particular representation.

7.28

Alternatively persons may wish to contact the relevant Responsible Authority or
their local Councillor with details of how they consider that the Licensing
Objectives are being undermined so that the Responsible Authority can make
representations on their behalf if appropriate and justified.

7.29

Further guidance on making representations is provided on the Licensing
Authority’s website.
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8.0

Licensing Hours

8.1

The Licensing Authority recognises the variety of premises for which licences will
be sought and that fixed and artificially early closing times in certain areas can
lead to peaks of disorder and disturbance on the streets when people tend to leave
licensed premises at the same time.

8.2

When determining what licensing hours are appropriate for a premises the
Licensing Authority will always consider each application on its own merits and
will not impose predetermined licensed opening hours, without giving individual
consideration to the merits of each application. The Licensing Authority will take
into account requests for licensable hours in the light of:





environmental quality;
residential amenity;
the character or function of a particular area; and
the nature of the proposed activities to be provided at the premises.

8.3

Consideration may be given to imposing stricter restrictions on licensing hours
when it is appropriate to control noise and disturbance from particular licensed
premises, such as those in mainly residential areas.

8.4

In accordance with established practice, the Licensing Authority encourages
applicants, to include measures of good practice in their operating schedules such
as a policy of prohibiting new persons from being admitted to their premises after
11.00 pm in order to reduce the risk of disorder and disturbance to members of the
public late at night, where this is appropriate to the premises concerned.

8.5

Generally the Licensing Authority will consider licensing shops, stores and
supermarkets to sell alcohol for consumption off the premises during the normal
hours they intend to open for shopping purposes. There may, however, be
instances where it is considered that there are good reasons for restricting those
hours, for example, where police representations are made in respect of isolated
shops known to be the focus of disorder and public nuisance.
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9.0

Conditions on Licences and Certificates

9.1

Conditions on a premises licence or club premises certificate are important in
setting the parameters within which premises can lawfully operate. The Licensing
Authority will ensure any conditions that are imposed on a premises licence or club
premises certificate:













9.2

Are appropriate for the promotion of the Licensing Objectives;
Are precise and enforceable;
Are unambiguous and clear in what they intend to achieve;
Do not duplicate other statutory requirements or other duties or
responsibilities placed on the employer by other legislation;
Are tailored to the individual type, location and characteristics of the
premises and events concerned;
Are not be standardised and may be unlawful when it cannot be
demonstrated that they are appropriate for the promotion of the Licensing
Objectives in an individual case;
Do not replicate offences set out in the 2003 Act or other legislation;
Are proportionate, justifiable and be capable of being met, (for example,
whilst beer glasses may be available in toughened glass, wine glasses may
not);
Do not seek to manage the behaviour of customers once they are beyond
the direct management of the licence holder and their staff, but may impact
on the behaviour of customers in the immediate vicinity of the premises or
as they enter or leave; and
Are written in a prescriptive format.

Although the Licensing Authority may use standardised forms of wording in
conditions to cover commonly arising situations and circumstances, “blanket
conditions” will not be applied to licences and specific conditions may be drawn up
and applied to meet local need and circumstances.
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10.0

Reviews

10.1

At any stage, following the grant or a premises licence or club premises certificate,
a Responsible Authority or any other person, may apply to the Licensing Authority
for a review of the licence or certificate because of a problem arising at the
premises in connection with any of the four Licensing Objectives.

10.2

In every case the application for review must relate to particular premises for which
a licence or certificate is in force and must be relevant to the promotion of the
Licensing Objectives.

10.3

Any Responsible Authority under the 2003 Act may apply for a review of a
premises licence or club premises certificate. Therefore, the relevant Licensing
Authority may apply for a review if it is concerned about licensed activities at
premises and wants to intervene early without waiting for representations from
other persons.

10.4

However, the Licensing Authority will not normally act as a Responsible Authority
in applying for reviews on behalf of other persons, such as local residents or
community groups. These individuals or groups are entitled to apply for a review
for a licence or certificate in their own right if they have grounds to do so.

10.5

The Licensing Authority also expects other responsible authorities to intervene
where the basis for the intervention falls within the remit of that other authority. For
example, the police should take appropriate steps where the basis for the review is
concern about crime and disorder. Likewise, where there are concerns about noise
nuisance, it is expected that environmental health will make the application for
review.

10.6

Where responsible authorities have concerns about problems identified at
premises, the Licensing Authority considers it good practice for them to give
licence holders early warning of their concerns and the need for improvement, and
where possible they should advise the licence or certificate holder of the steps
they need to take to address those concerns.

10.7

A failure by the holder to respond to such warnings is expected to lead to a
decision to apply for a review. The Licensing Authority believes that cooperation at a local level in promoting the Licensing Objectives should be
encouraged and reviews should not be used to undermine this co-operation.

10.8

If the application for a review has been made by a person other than a
Responsible Authority (for example, a local resident, residents’ association, local
business or trade association), before taking action the Licensing Authority will first
consider whether the complaint being made is relevant, frivolous, vexatious or
repetitious.

10.9

A review application might be considered to be vexatious if it appears to be
intended to cause aggravation or annoyance, whether to a competitor or other
person, without reasonable cause. Frivolous applications are essentially
categorised by a lack of seriousness. Frivolous applications would concern issues
which, at most, are minor and in relation to which no remedial steps would be
warranted or proportionate.
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10.10

The Licensing Authority considers a repetitious ground for review to be one that is
identical or substantially similar to:





a ground for review specified in an earlier application for review made in
relation to the same premises licence or certificate which has already been
determined; or
representations considered by the Licensing Authority when the premises
licence or certificate was granted; or
representations which would have been made when the application for the
premises licence was first made and which were excluded then by reason
of the prior issue of a provisional statement; and, in addition to the above
grounds, a reasonable interval has not elapsed since that earlier review or
grant.

10.11

The licensing authorities is aware of the need to prevent attempts to review
licences merely as a further means of challenging the grant of the licence following
the failure of representations to persuade the Licensing Authority on an earlier
occasion.

10.12

The Licensing Authority believes that more than one review originating from a
person other than a Responsible Authority in relation to a particular premises
should not normally be permitted within a 12 month period on similar grounds save
in compelling circumstances or where it arises following a closure order.

10.13

The exclusion of a complaint on the grounds that it is repetitious does not apply to
responsible authorities which may make more than one application for a review of
a licence or certificate within a 12 month period.

10.14

Guidance on applying for a review of a licence or certificate, along with the
necessary forms, can be found on the Licensing Authority’s website.
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11.0

Minor Variations

11.1

Variations to premises licences or club premises certificates that could not impact
adversely on the Licensing Objectives are subject to a simplified ‘minor variations’
process. Under this process, the applicant is not required to advertise the variation
in a newspaper or circular, or copy it to responsible authorities. However, they
must display it on a white notice (to distinguish it from the blue notice used for full
variations and new applications).

11.2

Minor variations will generally fall into four categories: minor changes to the
structure or layout of premises; small adjustments to licensing hours; the removal
of out of date, irrelevant or unenforceable conditions or addition of volunteered
conditions; and the addition of certain licensable activities. In all cases the overall
test is whether the proposed variation could impact adversely on any of the four
Licensing Objectives.

11.3

On receipt of an application for a minor variation, the Licensing Authority will
consider whether the variation could impact adversely on the Licensing Objectives.
Decisions on minor variations will normally be delegated to licensing officers who
will look at each application on its own individual merits.

11.4

In considering the application, the officer will consult relevant responsible
authorities if there is any doubt about the impact of the variation on the Licensing
Objectives and they need specialist advice, and take their views into account in
reaching a decision.

11.5

The officer will also carefully consider any relevant representations received from
other persons that are received within a period of ten working days from the ‘initial
day’, that is to say, the day after the application is received by the Licensing
Authority.

11.6

The officer will then determine the application and will contact the applicant within
15 working days, beginning on the first working day after the authority received the
application, with effect either that the minor variation is granted or the application is
refused.
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12.0

Cumulative Impact –

12.1

The Licensing Authority recognises that the cumulative impact of a number of late
night entertainment premises (including cafes) in some areas may result in an
increase of people either walking through, or congregating in, streets during the
night. This may in turn have a number of undesirable consequences, for example;





an increase in crime against property and/or person;
an increase in noise causing disturbance to residents;
traffic congestion and/or parking problems;
littering and fouling.

12.2

This may result in the amenity of local residents in some areas being placed under
pressure, as it will not always be possible to attribute a particular problem to
customers of particular premises. This means that, whilst enforcement action may
be taken to ensure conditions are complied with, this may not resolve all the
problems.

12.3

Where there is evidence that a particular area of the City is already suffering
adverse effects from the concentration of late night premises, when determining
any further application for premises within the area identified the Licensing
Authority will take into account:




12.4

the character of the surrounding area;
the impact of the licence on the surrounding area, both individually and
cumulatively with existing licences; and
the nature and character of the proposed operation.

The Licensing Authority has since 2005 adopted as part of its Licensing Policy a
Special Policy relating to the cumulative impact of licensed premises in the City
centre. This will mean that, The area to which the Special Policy relates, and
where relevant representations relating to cumulative impact have been received,
any relevant application for grant of a new premises licence or club premises
certificate (or any relevant application for variation of an existing licence) which
would add to the cumulative impact, will normally be refused.
A Cumulative Impact Assessment has been undertaken, which is available upon
request from the Council.

12.5

The area to which the Special Policy relates is shown at Appendix B (page 57)
Cumulative Impact Zone.
Applications subject to cumulative impact provisions will be limited to any
applications where a business has an operating model acting as a vertical drinking
establishment at any time between the hours of midnight and 6am.
The cumulative impact provisions also apply to businesses acting as Late Night
Refreshment houses within the provisions of the Act at any time between midnight
and 5am.

12.6

The Licensing Authority, in addition to adopting the Special Cumulative Impact
Policy, has also undertaken the following initiatives outside the licensing regime in
order to address the issues of crime, disorder and public nuisance within the
Worcester City Centre, which has been recognized as an area of concern by both
the police and partner agencies:
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12.7

increased provision of CCTV in the town centre
street cleaning and litter patrols
designation of areas where alcohol may not be consumed in public
confiscation of alcohol from adults and children in designated areas
pub/club net radio
use of exclusion areas

The Licensing Authority may also undertake the following measures;


positive measures to create a safe and clean town centre environment in
partnership with local businesses, transport operators and other
departments of the Council



other local initiatives to address crime, disorder and public nuisance



Economic development initiatives such as Best Bar None and Purple Flag
which are currently being pursued by Worcester BID

12.8

It is important to note that each application for grant or variation will still be
considered on its own merits. If no representations have been received by the
Licensing Authority in respect of any one given application, the presumption of
refusal does not arise, and the application must be granted.

12.9

While this Special Policy is in existence, it will be for the applicant to show that the
licensable activities which are being applied for will not add to the cumulative
impact.

12.10

If a Responsible Authority or interested party identifies a concern about crime and
disorder or public nuisance in any other area, the licensing authority may consider
adopting a similar special policy. Before doing so, the Licensing Authority will
consult with the statutory consultees and discuss the matter in a public meeting.
The Licensing Authority expects the Responsible Authority or interested party to
lay the evidential base for the consideration of special policies in other areas
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13.0

Personal Licences – New Applications

13.1

A personal licence is a licence issued to an individual authorising them to make or
authorise the sale of alcohol in accordance with a premises licence. Every
premises licence that authorises the sale of alcohol must specify an individual who
acts as the designated premises supervisor (DPS). The DPS must hold a
personal licence.

13.2

Applications for personal licences should be made to the licensing authority for the
area where the applicant is ordinarily resident at the time they make their
application.

13.3

(a) The applicant is aged 18 or over
(b) The applicant is entitled to work in the United Kingdom
(c) The applicant possesses a licensing qualification or is a person of a
prescribed description
(d) The applicant has not forfeited a personal licence in the five year period
prior to their application being made
(e) The applicant has not been convicted or any relevant offence or any
foreign offence or required to pay an immigration penalty

13.4

The licensing authority must reject an application if the applicant fails to meet one
or more of the requirements set out in (a) to (d) above.

13.5

Where the applicant meets the requirements in (a) to (d) but does not meet the
requirements of (e), the licensing authority must give the chief officer of police for
its area a notice to this effect. Having received such a notice, if the chief officer of
police is satisfied that the granting of the application would undermine the crime
prevention objective, he must within 14 days, give the licensing authority a notice
to that effect.

13.6

Where the applicant fails to meet the requirements of (e) as a result of a conviction
for an immigration offence or because they have been required to pay an
immigration penalty, the licensing authority must give a notice to the Secretary of
State for the Home Department to that effect. The Home Office may object to an
application on grounds that granting the personal licence would be prejudicial to
the prevention of illegal working in licensed premises.

13.7

Where an objection to the grant of a personal licence is received from either the
chief officer of police or the Home Office, the applicant is entitled to a hearing
before the licensing authority. If no objections are received, the licensing authority
must grant the application.

13.8

At a hearing to determine a personal licence application to which the chief officer
of police or Home Office have objected, the licensing authority will have regard to
all of the circumstances including the following:







The need to assess each case on its merits
The duty to promote the crime prevention objective
The objection notice given by the Police or Home Office
The guidance issued by the Secretary of State under section 182 of the
Licensing Act 2003
The seriousness of the relevant offence
The sentence or penalty imposed on the applicant for the relevant offence
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Any representations made by the applicant
Any other evidence as to the previous character of the applicant

13.9

If, having considered all of the circumstances, the licensing authority considers
that it is appropriate for either the promotion of the crime prevention objective or
for the prevention of illegal working in licensed premises to reject the application, it
must do so. In all other cases the application must be granted.

13.10

If an application is refused, the applicant will be entitled to appeal against the
decision they make. Similarly, if the application is granted despite a police
objection notice or an objection from the Home Office, the chief officer of police or
Home Office are entitled to appeal against the licensing authority’s determination.
The licensing authority will therefore record in full the reasons for any decision that
it makes.
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14.0

Personal Licences – Suspension and Revocation

14.1

Section 138 of the Policing and Crime Act 2017 amended the Licensing Act 2003
and gave the power to a licensing authority to suspend or revoke personal licences
that it has issued with effect from 6 April 2017.

14.2

When a licensing authority has granted a personal licence and becomes aware
that the licence holder has been convicted of a relevant offence or foreign offence
or been required to pay an immigration penalty, a licensing authority may revoke
the licence or suspend it for a period of up to six months. This applies to
convictions received and civil immigration penalties which a person has been
required to pay at any time before or after the licence was granted, as long as the
conviction was received after 6 April 2017, or the requirement to pay the civil
penalty arose after 6 April 2017. Only magistrates’ courts can order the forfeiture
or suspension of a personal licence for convictions received prior to 6 April 2017.

14.3

The process which must be undertaken by the licensing authority to suspend or
revoke a personal licence is set out at section 132A of the 2003 Act. The decision
to revoke or suspend a personal licence must be made by the licensing committee
or sub-committee, but the actions required before making a final decision may be
made by a licensing officer.

14.4

The licensing authority may not take action if the licence holder has appealed
against the conviction or the sentence imposed in relation to the offence, until the
appeal is disposed of. Where an appeal is not lodged, the licensing authority may
not take action until the time limit for making an appeal has expired.

14.5

If a licensing authority is considering revoking or suspending a personal licence,
the authority must give notice to the licence holder. This notice must invite the
holder to make representations about the conviction, any decision of a court in
relation to the licence, or any decision by an appellate court if the licence holder
has appealed such a decision. The licence holder may also decide to include any
other information, for example, about their personal circumstances.

14.6

The licence holder must be given 28 days to make their representation, beginning
on the day the notice was issued. The licensing authority does not need to hold a
hearing to consider the representations. Before deciding whether to revoke or
suspend the licence the licensing authority must consider any representations
made by the licence holder, any decisions made by the court or appellate court in
respect of the personal licence of which the licensing authority is aware, and any
other information which the licensing authority considers relevant.

14.7

The licensing authority may not be aware of whether the court considered whether
to revoke or suspend the licence, and there is no obligation on the licensing
authority to find this out before making a decision themselves. Where the court has
considered the personal licence and decided not to take action, this does not
prevent the licensing authority from deciding to take action itself. Licensing
authorities have different aims to courts in that they must fulfil their statutory duty
to promote the licensing objectives, and therefore it is appropriate for the licensing
authority to come to its own decision about the licence.

14.8

If the licensing authority, having considered a suspension and revocation and
subsequently considered all the information made available to it, proposes not to
revoke the licence it must give notice to the chief officer of police in the licensing
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authority’s area, and invite the chief officer to make representations about whether
the licence should be suspended or revoked, having regard to the prevention of
crime. The chief officer may make representations within the period of 14 days
from the day they receive the notice from the licensing authority.
14.9

Any representations made by the chief officer of police must be taken into account
by the licensing authority in deciding whether to suspend or revoke the licence.

14.10

Convictions may come to light via police in another area, for example if the
personal licence holder no longer lives in the area of the licensing authority which
issued the licence, or if the offence took place in another police force area. In this
instance it would be good practice for the police providing the information to notify
the police force in the licensing authority area, because it is the local chief officer
who must provide representations if the licensing authority proposes not to revoke
the licence.

14.11

Where the licence holder is convicted of immigration offences or has been
required to pay a civil penalty for immigration matters, the licensing authority
should notify Home Office Immigration Enforcement and allow representations to
be made in the same way.

14.12

In deciding whether to suspend or revoke a personal licence, the licensing
authority will have regard to all of the circumstances including the following:









The need to assess each case on its merits
The duty to promote the licensing objectives
The guidance issued by the Secretary of State under section 182 of the
Licensing Act 2003
The seriousness of the relevant offence
The sentence or penalty imposed on the licence holder for the relevant
offence
Any representations made by the Police or Home Office Immigration
Enforcement
Any representations made by the holder of the licence
Any evidence as to the previous character of the holder of the licence

14.13

The licensing authority must notify the licence holder and the chief officer of police
of the decision made (even if the police did not make representations). The licence
holder may appeal the licensing authority’s decision to revoke or suspend their
personal licence. A decision to revoke or suspend the licence does not take effect
until the end of the period allowed for appealing the decision (21 days); or if the
decision is appealed against, until the appeal is disposed of.

14.14

If the personal licence holder is a DPS, the licensing authority may notify the
premises licence holder once the decision to revoke or suspend the licence has
been made if it becomes necessary to do so in order for the licensing authority to
be able to carry out their functions.

14.15

The licensing authority may also notify any person who has declared an interest in
the premises under section 178 of the 2003 Act if it becomes necessary to do so in
order for the licensing authority to be able to carry out their functions.
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15.0

Immigration Act 2016 – Entitlement to Work

15.1

Section 36 of and Schedule 4 to the Immigration Act 2016 made a number of
amendments to the Licensing Act 2003 to introduce immigration safeguards in
respect of licensing applications made in England and Wales on or after 6 April
2017. The intention of these changes is to prevent illegal working in premises
licensed for the sale of alcohol or late night refreshment.

15.2

The statutory prevention of crime and disorder licensing objective in the Licensing
Act 2003 includes the prevention of immigration crime and the prevention of illegal
working in licensed premises. The Council will work with the Home Office
(Immigration Enforcement) as well as the police, in respect of these matters.

15.3

Section 36 of and Schedule 4 to the Immigration Act 2016 (the 2016 Act) amended
the 2003 Act to provide that in England and Wales:


Premises licences to sell alcohol or provide late night refreshment and
personal licences cannot be issued to an individual who does not have
permission to be in the UK, or is not entitled to undertake work relating to
the carrying on of a licensable activity;



Licences issued to those with limited permission to be in the UK will lapse
when their permission to be in the UK and work in a licensable activity
comes to an end;



Immigration offences, including civil penalties, are ‘relevant offences’ as
defined by the 2003 Act;



The Home Secretary (in practice Home Office (Immigration Enforcement))
was added to the list of responsible authorities in the licensing regime,
which requires Home Office (Immigration Enforcement) to receive premises
licence applications (except regulated entertainment only licences) and
applications to transfer premises licences, and in some limited
circumstances personal licence applications, and permits Home Office
(Immigration Enforcement) to make appropriate representations and
objections to the grant of a licence; and



Immigration officers are permitted to enter premises which they have
reason to believe are being used to sell alcohol or provide late night
refreshment, to investigate whether immigration offences are being
committed in connection with the licensable activity.

15.4

The licensing authority will have regard to any guidance issued by the Home Office
in relation to the immigration related provisions now contained in the Licensing Act
2003.

15.5

The licensing authority will also work in partnership with the Home Office
(Immigration Enforcement) and West Mercia Police with a view to preventing
illegal working in premises licensed for the sale of alcohol or late night
refreshment.
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16.0

Enforcement and Complaints

16.1

Once licensed, it is essential that premises are maintained and operated so as to
ensure the continued promotion of the Licensing Objectives and compliance with
the specific requirements of the Licensing Act 2003. The Licensing Authority will
monitor premises and take any appropriate enforcement action to ensure
compliance. Only complaints linked to a licensing objective will be investigated.

16.2

The Licensing Authority’s general approach to enforcement will be to target
problem and high-risk premises which require greater attention, while providing a
lighter touch for low risk premises or those that are well run. Principles of risk
assessment and targeted inspections (in line with the recommendations of the
Hampton review) will prevail and inspections will not be undertaken routinely but
when and if they are judged necessary. This should ensure that resources are
used efficiently and are more effectively concentrated on problem premises.

16.3

In most cases a graduated form of response will be taken to resolve issues of noncompliance, although it is recognised that in serious cases a prosecution or
application for review are the appropriate means of disposal.

16.4

All decisions and enforcement actions taken by the Licensing Authority will be in
accordance with the Council’s Corporate Enforcement Policy and the principles of
consistency, transparency and proportionality set out in the Regulator’s
Compliance Code.

16.5

The Licensing Authority will continue to employ officers to investigate allegations of
unlicensed activities and to ensure that licence conditions are complied with, and
will seek to work actively with West Mercia Police and other relevant partners in
enforcing licensing legislation.

16.6

The Licensing Authority is happy to investigate complaints against licensed
premises of any description. In the first instance, complainants will be encouraged
to raise the complaint directly with the licensee or business concerned.

16.7

Where a person has made a complaint then the Licensing Authority may initially
arrange a mediation meeting to try and address, clarify and resolve the issues of
concern. This process will not override the right of any person to ask the Licensing
Authority to review a licence or certificate or for any licence/certificate holder to
decline to participate in a mediation meeting.
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17.0

Integrating Strategies and Partnership Working

17.1

The Licensing Authority will seek to discharge its responsibilities by linking to and
supporting local and national strategies and policies so far as they impact on the
objectives of the Act including:












The Government’s Alcohol Strategy
Worcestershire’s Alcohol Harm Reduction Strategy
Worcester City Council’s Corporate Plan
Worcester City Council’s Economic Prosperity Strategy
Worcester City Centre Masterplan
Worcester City Council’s Business Engagement Strategy
Worcester City Council’s Equality & Inclusion Strategy
Community Safety Plan and Strategic Assessment
Worcestershire’s Sustainable Community Strategy
Worcester City Council’s Enforcement Strategy
Worcester City Council’s safeguarding policy
South Worcestershire Development Plan

17.2

The Council regards licensing as the most appropriate tool in ensuring that the
Licensing Objectives are promoted and will avoid as far as is possible any
duplication with other regulatory regimes and legislation.

17.3

As part of a wider package of initiatives the Council is aiming to tackle the negative
impacts associated with alcohol consumption by encouraging alcohol licensed
premises to join business initiatives such as Pubwatch schemes.

17.4

The Council will continue to develop appropriate partnership arrangements,
working closely with the police and fire authorities, local businesses, community
representatives and local people, in meeting these objectives.
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18.0

Equal Opportunities

18.1

The Equality Act 2010 places a legal obligation on the Licensing Authority to have
due regard to the need to eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and
victimisation; to advance equality of opportunity; and to foster good relations,
between persons with different protected characteristics. The protected
characteristics are age, disability, gender reassignment, pregnancy and maternity,
race, religion or belief, sex, and sexual orientation.

18.2

The Licensing Authority will look to discharge this duty by making arrangements
where appropriate to provide information in a format that meet the requirements of
those with special needs such as large type, audio information and information in
foreign languages. Specific needs will be dealt with on an individual basis.
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19.0

Administration, Exercise and Delegation of Functions

19.1

One of the major principles underlying the Licensing Act 2003 is that the licensing
functions contained within the Act should be delegated to an appropriate level so
as to ensure speedy, efficient and cost effective service delivery.

19.2

The Licensing Authority will be involved in a wide range of licensing decisions and
functions and has established a Licensing Committee to administer them.
Appreciating the need to provide an efficient service to all parties involved in the
licensing process, the Committee has delegated certain decisions and functions
and has established a number of Sub-Committees to deal with those matters.

19.3

In addition, it is expected that many of the decisions and functions will be largely
administrative with no perceived areas of contention and, in the interests of
efficiency and effectiveness these are delegated to officers. Attached at Appendix
A to this licensing policy is a table of delegated functions setting out the agreed
delegation of decisions and functions to the Council’s Licensing Committee, SubCommittees and officers.

19.4

These delegations are without prejudice to officers referring an application to a
Sub-Committee or the Licensing Committee if considered appropriate in the
circumstances of the case.
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20.0

Relationship with Planning

20.1

Planning permission, building control approval and licensing regimes will be
properly separated to avoid duplication and inefficiency. The planning and
Licensing regimes involve consideration of different (albeit related) matters.
Licensing committees are not bound by decisions made by a Planning Committee,
and vice versa.

20.2

There is no legal basis for the Licensing Authority to refuse a licence application
because the relevant premise does not have planning permission, or where there
are conditions on the relevant planning permission.

20.3

There are circumstances when as a condition of planning permission, a terminal
hour has been set for the use of premises for commercial purposes. Where these
hours are different to the licensing hours, the applicant must observe the earlier
closing time. Premises operating in breach of their planning permission would be
liable to prosecution under planning law.
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21.0

Temporary Event Notices

21.1

The Licensing Act 2003 provides for certain occasions when small scale events
(for no more than 499 people at a time and lasting for no more than 168 hours) do
not need a licence providing that advance notice is given to the Licensing
Authority, police and environmental health. The police and environmental health
can only object to a Temporary Event Notice if the event is likely to undermine the
Licensing Objectives.

21.2

The law states that for a standard temporary event notice, at least ten working
days’ notice must be given but the Licensing Authority recommends that, wherever
possible, at least two months’ notice be given to hold these events, to allow it to
help organisers plan their events safely. Any longer period than this may mean
that organisers do not have all the details available at the time of submitting the
notice, and any lesser time means that planning may be rushed and haphazard.

21.3

Organisers of Temporary Events are strongly advised to contact the Licensing
Authority for advice at the earliest opportunity when planning events. Where
necessary discussions will be held with the police to avoid any unnecessary
objections being made that may arise from misunderstandings or confusion as to
what is being proposed.

21.4

Since 25 April 2012 it has been possible for individuals to serve a very limited
number of “late” temporary event notices each year, providing that these are
served on all relevant parties at least five working days before the day on which
the event is due to begin.

21.5

However event organisers should be aware that a late temporary event notice can
be prevented by a single objection from the police or environmental health and
there is no right to a hearing in such circumstances.

21.6

Therefore late temporary event notices should normally only be served in
exceptional circumstances, such as when an event has to be postponed and
rearranged at short notice due to adverse weather conditions. The Licensing
Authority does not expect late temporary event notices to be served simply on the
basis that the event organiser has been disorganised in addressing the licensing
arrangements for their event.
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22.0

Live Music Act 2012 and other Entertainment Licensing
Deregulation

22.1

The Live Music Act 2012 came into force on 1st October 2012 and is designed to
encourage more performances of ‘live’ music. The Act removes the licensing
requirements for:







amplified ‘live’ music between 8am and 11pm before audiences of no more
than 200 people on premises authorised to sell alcohol for consumption on
the premises
amplified ‘live’ music between 8am and 11pm before audiences of no more
than 200 people in workplaces not otherwise licensed under the 2003 Act
(or licensed only for the provision of late night refreshment)
unamplified ‘live’ music between 8am and 11pm in all venues
the provision of entertainment facilities

22.2

Where licensable activities continue to take place on premises any licence
conditions relating to ‘live’ music will be suspended, but it will be possible to
impose new, or reinstate existing conditions following a review.

22.3

When considering whether an activity constitutes the provision of regulated
entertainment each case will be treated on its own merits. There will inevitably be
a degree of judgement as to whether a performance is live music or not, so
organisers are encouraged to check with the Licensing Authority if in doubt.

22.4

There was a further deregulation of entertainment licensing in June 2013 when the
Licensing Act 2003 (Descriptions of Entertainment) (Amendment) Order 2013)
came into force on 27 June 2013. The effect of the order is that no authorisation is
required for the following activities to the extent that they take place between
08:00-23:00 on any day:




a performance of a play in the presence of any audience of no more than
500 people
an indoor sporting event in the presence of any audience of no more than
1000 people
a performances of dance in the presence of any audience of no more than
500 people

22.5

Entertainment licensing requirements were further deregulated as a result of the
Legislative Reform (Entertainment Licensing) Order 2014, which came into force
on 6 April 2015.

22.6

The 2014 Order deregulated entertainment licensing in the following ways:


The provision of regulated entertainment by or on behalf of local
authorities, health care providers, or schools on their own defined premises
became exempt from entertainment licensing between 08.00-23.00 on the
same day, with no audience limit.



The audience limit for a performance of live amplified music in relevant
alcohol licensed premises or in a workplace between 08.00-23.00 on the
same day was raised from 200 to 500.
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Local authorities, health care providers and schools are now exempt from
entertainment licensing when making their own defined premises available
to third parties for live and recorded music activities between 08:00-23:00
on the same day for audiences of up to 500.



Community premises not licensed to supply alcohol are now exempt from
entertainment licensing requirements for live and recorded music between
08:00-23:00 on the same day for audiences of up to 500.



Travelling circuses are now exempt from entertainment licensing in respect
of all descriptions of entertainment, except an exhibition of a film or a
boxing or wrestling entertainment, where the entertainment or sport takes
place between 08:00-23:00 on the same day, with no audience limit.



Greco-Roman and freestyle wrestling are now deregulated between 08:0023:00 for audiences of up to 1000 people.



An exhibition of film that is incidental to another activity (where that other
activity is not itself a description of entertainment set out in paragraph 2 of
Schedule 1 to the 2003 Act) is exempt now from licensing.

22.7

The exhibition of films in community premises has also been deregulated as a
result of section 76 of the Deregulation Act 2015.

22.8

No licence is required for an exhibition of film on community premises between
08:00 and 23:00 on any day provided that:






the film entertainment is not provided with a view to profit;
the film entertainment is in the presence of an audience of no more than
500 people;
the admission of children is subject to such restrictions as are necessary to
comply with the recommendation issued by the BBFC or relevant licensing
authority regarding the admission of children; and
a person concerned in the organisation or management of the exhibition of
the film has obtained the prior written consent of the management
committee of the premises, or if there is no management committee, a
person who has control of the premises in connection with the carrying on
by that person of a trade, business or other undertaking, or failing that a
person with a relevant property interest in the premises.
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23.0

Sexual Entertainment Venues

23.1

The Council may adopt a policy in relation to sex establishments, including sexual
entertainment venues under the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act
1982, as amended by the Policing and Crime Act 2009. This policy may include
standard conditions attached to such licences. Where there are similar conditions
attached to licences under both regulatory regimes, the more onerous will apply.

23.2

There is an exemption under the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions)
Act 1982 that allows premises to provide sexual entertainment no more than 11
times per year and no more frequently than monthly. Any concerns related to the
provision of occasional sexual entertainment may still lead to a review of the
relevant premises licence or club premises certificate and the imposition of
conditions.

23.3

Any premise that wants to provide sexual entertainment under the exemption must
still be authorised under the Licensing Act 2003 for the performance of dance and
the playing or recorded music.
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24.0

Early Morning Alcohol Restriction Orders (EMROs)

24.1

The power to introduce an EMRO enables a Licensing Authority to prohibit the
sale of alcohol for a specified time period between the hours of 12am and 6am in
the whole or part of its area, if it is satisfied that this would be appropriate for the
promotion of the Licensing Objectives.

24.2

EMROs are designed to address recurring problems such as high levels of
alcohol-related crime and disorder in specific areas at specific times; serious public
nuisance; and other instances of alcohol-related anti-social behaviour which is not
directly attributable to specific premises.

24.3

Before introducing an EMRO the Licensing Authority must be satisfied that it has
sufficient evidence to demonstrate that its decision is appropriate for the promotion
of the Licensing Objectives. This requirement will be considered in the same
manner as other licensing decisions, such as the determination of applications for
the grant of premises licences. The Licensing Authority will consider evidence from
partners, including responsible authorities and local Community Safety
Partnerships, alongside its own evidence, to determine whether an EMRO would
be appropriate for the promotion of the Licensing Objectives.

24.4

The Licensing Authority will normally only consider the use of EMROs as a last
resort in dealing with recurring problems and will always consider the potential
burden that would be imposed on premises licence holders as well as the potential
benefits in terms of promoting the Licensing Objectives.

24.5

It is recognised that there are other measures that could be taken instead of
making an EMRO which include:
 introducing a special policy on cumulative impact;
 reviewing licences of specific problem premises;
 encouraging the creation of business-led best practice schemes in the
area; and
 using other mechanisms set out in the Secretary of State’s Guidance to
Licensing Authorities under Section 182 of the Licensing Act 2003.

24.6

The Licensing Authority is not currently satisfied that it is appropriate to make any
EMROs.
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25.0

Late Night Levy

25.1

The Late Night Levy is a power, conferred on Licensing Authorities by provision in
Chapter 2 of Part 2 of the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011. This
enables licensing authorities to charge a levy to persons who are licensed to sell
alcohol late at night in the Authority’s area, as a means of raising a contribution
towards the costs of policing the late-night economy.

25.2

The Levy is a power and the Government has recognised that some licensing
authorities will not consider that it is appropriate to exercise it.

25.3

At the present time this licensing authority does not have a large number of
premises which are licensed to sell alcohol during the late night supply period.
Therefore at this stage the licensing authority does not believe that the levy will
generate enough revenue to make it an appropriate option in its area.

25.4

The decision to introduce the levy is for the Licensing Authority to make. However
the Licensing Authority will keep the need for a levy under review in consultation
with the Chief Officer of Police and Police and Crime Commissioner (“PCC”) for
the police area.

25.5

When considering whether to introduce a levy the Licensing Authority notes that
any financial risk (for example lower than expected revenue) rests at a local level
and this will be fully considered prior to making any decision about local
implementation.

25.6

The Licensing Authority will decide whether or not it believes it has a viable
proposal to introduce the levy before incurring the costs of the formal consultation
process.

25.7

If the Licensing Authority decides to give further consideration to the introduction of
a levy in the future, it will do so in accordance with the relevant regulations and
with reference to any relevant guidance issued by the Home Office.

25.8

Any decision to introduce, vary or end the requirement for the levy will be made by
the Full Council. Other decisions in relation to the introduction and administration
of the levy would be delegated to the Licensing Committee.
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26.0

Late Night Refreshment – Local Powers to Deregulate

26.1

Section 71 of the Deregulation Act 2015 inserted paragraph 2A into Schedule 2 of
the Licensing Act 2003 in relation to the provision of late night refreshment.

26.2

This amendment created a discretionary power to licensing authorities to exempt
premises in certain circumstances, from the requirement to have a licence to
provide late night refreshment.

26.3

The powers allow a relevant licensing authority to exempt the supply of late night
refreshment if it takes place:




on or from premises which are wholly situated in a designated area;
on or from premises which are of a designated description; or
during a designated period (beginning no earlier than 23.00 and ending no
later than 05.00.

26.4

The licensing authority does not currently consider it appropriate to exercise the
discretionary powers within paragraph 2A of Schedule 2 to the Licensing Act 2003.

26.5

If the licensing authority was going to consider exercising the powers in the future,
it would only do so having careful considered the risks to the promotion of the
licensing objectives and having carried out a comprehensive consultation exercise
with relevant stakeholders.
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27.0

Suspension of Licences and Certificates for Non-Payment of
Annual Fees

27.1

As a result of powers introduced under the Police Reform and Social
Responsibility Act 2011, the Licensing Authority must suspend Premises Licences
and Club Premises Certificates if the holder of the relevant authorisation fails to
pay their annual fee.

27.2

However, this does not apply immediately if the payment was not made before
or at the time of the due date because of an administrative error, or because
the holder disputed liability for the fee before or at the time of the due date. In
either of these cases, there is a grace period of 21 days. This period will be
used by the Licensing Authority to contact the licence or certificate holder in
attempt to resolve the dispute or error. If the dispute or error is not resolved
during this 21-day period, the licence or certificate will be suspended.

27.3

When suspending a Licence of Certificate a notice of suspension will be given in
writing to the Licence or Certificate holder. The Licensing Authority has decided it
will normally provide the licence or certificate holder with five days’ notice of the
day on which their licence/certificate suspension will take effect. The police and
any other relevant responsible authorities will also be notified of the suspension at
the same time.

27.4

A premises licence or certificate that has been suspended does not have effect to
authorise licensable activities. However, it can for example be subject to a hearing
or, in the case of a premises licence, an application for transfer. The licence will
nevertheless only be reinstated when the outstanding fee has been paid. Formally,
the debt is owed by the holder who held the licence at the time it was suspended.
However, it may be more likely in practice that the new holder will actually make
the payment.

27.5

Once payment has been received a written acknowledgement will be given to the
licence/certificate holder and the suspension will be lifted. The police and any
other relevant responsible authorities will be notified that the suspension has been
lifted at the same time.
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Appendix A - Table of Delegated Functions

Matter to be dealt with

Full Committee

Sub Committee

Officers

Application for personal
licence

If the police or
Home Office give
an objection
notice

If no objection
notice is given by
the police or
Home Office.

Decision whether to
suspend or revoke a
personal licence

All cases

Application for premises
licence/club premises
certificate

If relevant
representations
are made

If no relevant
representations
are made or all
representations
made are
withdrawn

Application for provisional
statement

If relevant
representations
are made

If no relevant
representations
are made or all
representations
made are
withdrawn

Application to vary
premises licence/club
premises certificate

If relevant
representations
are made

If no relevant
representations
are made or all
representations
made are
withdrawn

Application to vary
designated personal
licence holder

If the police or
Home Office give
an objection
notice

If no objection
notice is given by
the police or
Home Office.

Application for the
mandatory alcohol
condition under the
Licensing Act 2003
requiring a Designated
Premises Supervisor in
respect of a premises
licence to be disapplied

If a police
representation is
made

All other cases

Decision whether to
consult other responsible
authorities on minor
variation application

All cases
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Determination of minor
variation application

All cases

Request to be removed as
designated premises
supervisor

All cases

Application for transfer of
premises licence

If the police or
Home Office give
an objection
notice

If no objection
notice is given by
the police or
Home Office.

Application for interim
authority

If the police or
Home Office give
an objection
notice

If no objection
notice is given by
the police or
Home Office.

Application to review
premises licence/club
premises certificate

All cases

Decision on whether a
complaint or objection is
irrelevant, frivolous,
vexatious etc

All cases

Decision for Licensing
Authority to act in their
capacity as a Responsible
Authority

All cases

Acknowledgement of
receipt of a temporary
events notice

All cases

Determination of a police
or environmental health
objection to a temporary
event notice

All cases

Decision to suspend a
licence or certificate for
non-payment of the annual
fee.

All cases
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Appendix B
Cumulative Impact Zone based on consideration of hotspot analysis and top 10 locations for
recorded alcohol related incidents and crimes between 2016 and 2018.

Cumulative Impact Zone

Description of the Cumulative Impact Zone
The zone covers the city centre area






Ending at city walls road in the east
Incorporating Lowesmoor up to the junction with Pheasant Street
Incorporating New Street, The Shambles and High Street, ending at and including
Pump Street and Fish Street to the south
Ending at Deansway in the west, and incorporating the Crowngate, Bus Station and
The Hive.
The Butts, Shaw Street, Sansome Street and Foregate Street up to the junction with
Taylor’s Lane are included and form the boundary to the north.
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Agenda Item 8e

Report to: Council, 14th July 2020
Report of: Chair of Policy and Resources Committee

Subject:

ELECTRICAL SAFETY ENFORCEMENT CHARGES IN THE PRIVATE
RENTED SECTOR - REFERRAL REPORT FROM POLICY AND RESOURCES
COMMITTEE 9 JUNE 2020

1.

Recommendation

1.1

That the Council approve the financial penalties under the Electrical Safety
Standards in the Private Rented Sector (England) Regulations 2020, as set
out in the report, for inclusion within the Worcester City Council Fees and
Charges Schedule for 2020/2021.

2.

Background

2.1

At the Policy and Resources Committee meeting on 9 June 2020, the Committee
considered a report on the implementation of the Electrical Safety Standards in the
Private Rented Sector (England) Regulations 2020.

2.2

The Committee noted the report and agreed to recommend the related provision of
the financial penalties to full Council for approval, for inclusion within the Worcester
City Council Fees and Charges Schedule for 2020/2021.

2.3

The proposed charges are set out in paragraph 3 of the Committee report.

2.4

In accordance with the Constitution, changes to the Policy and Budgetary Framework
are reserved to full Council to determine.

3.

Information

3.1

The full Committee report is attached.

Ward(s):
Contact Officer:
Background Papers:

All Wards
Ismene Broad, Private Sector Team Manager
Ismene.broad@worcester.gov.uk, 01905 7225252
None
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Agenda Item 8e
Appendix 1

Report to: Policy and Resources Committee, 9th June 2020
Report of: Corporate Director - Homes and Communities

Subject:

ELECTRICAL SAFETY ENFORCEMENT CHARGES IN THE PRIVATE
RENTED SECTOR

1.

Recommendation

1.1

To note the introduction of the Electrical Safety Standards in the Private
Rented Sector (England) Regulations, as set out in this report, and
recommend the related provision of the financial penalties to full Council for
approval, for inclusion within the Worcester City Council Fees and Charges
Schedule for 2020/2021.

2.

Background

2.1

From 1st July 2020 the Electrical Safety Standards in the Private Rented Sector
(England) Regulations 2020 apply to all new tenancies. From 1st April 2021 these
Regulations will apply to all existing tenancies.

2.2

These Regulations have been introduced to make it mandatory for all private rented
properties to ensure that every electrical installation in the residential premises is
inspected and tested at regular intervals, not more than 5 years, by a qualified
person. The landlord must obtain a report of the inspection and supply a copy of the
report with in 7 days of a request by the Local Authority.

2.3

The Local Authority can impose a financial penalty, to maximum of £30,000, where it
is satisfied that beyond reasonable doubt that the landlord has failed in their legal
duty. It can also impose more than one penalty if the landlord continues to breach
the regulations. It is proposed to set the financial penalty to be £1,000 for the first
offence. This is in line with the charge for not having a smoke detector in a rented
property and the same level of fine set for HMO Management Regulation Breaches
such as Gas Safety certification. The proposed penalty for a second or continued
offence by the same landlord is £3,000. The Private Sector Housing Team will be
enforcing the legislation and will be promoting these changes prior to the legislative
start date.

2.4

Properties with potential breaches in the Regulations will be identified reactively by
the Private Sector Housing Team from tenant complaints, Letting Agent enquiries,
Councillor enquiries and other agencies such as CAB.
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3.

Preferred Option

3.1

The recommendation is to insert the below table into the Housing section of the
20/21 approved fees and charges:

Charge under The Electrical Safety Standards in the Private Rented Sector (England) Regulations
2020 - effective 1 July 2020 - The amount of penalty shall not exceed £30,000 based on the sum of
the following
First Offence requiring a Remedial Notice.

NA

1,000.00

Subsequent offences requiring a Remedial Notice by the same
landlord.

NA

3,000.00

4.

Alternative Options Considered

4.1

The alternative option considered is not to issue a penalty fine for the offence. While
the majority of landlords carry out their legal duties and obligation, the small
minority of rogue landlords may disregard their legal obligations as there is no
deterrent.

5.

Implications

5.1

Financial and Budgetary Implications
This work will be continued with in the existing Service resources. Any financial
penalty from the Electrical Safety Standards Regulations is required by regulation for
the proceeds to meet the costs and expenses occurred in, or associated with,
carrying out its enforcement function with in the private rented sector. Any
recovered financial penalty which is not applied in accordance to this must be paid
into the Consolidated Fund.

5.2

Legal and Governance Implications
There is a Legal duty from the regulations for the local housing authority to enforce
the regulations for electrical safety. There is an appeals process as part of the
Regulations with the First Tier (Property) Tribunal being the appeals body.

5.3

Risk Implications
There is a risk of legal challenge if this process is not followed to correctly which
could result in First Tier Property Tribunals over turning Notices and penalty fines.

5.4

Corporate/Policy Implications
These Regulations contribute to Theme 1 in the City Plan (2016 - 2021) – stronger
and connected communities. It supports the City Plan by reducing the number of
substandard rental properties in Worcester City. The recommendations also support
delivery of priorities within the Worcestershire Strategic Housing Partnership Plan,
the Strategic Direction for Homelessness and the Private Sector Housing Strategy.
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5.5

Equality Implications
The application of these regulations will have a positive impact on many family
households living in private rented sector accommodation.

5.6

Human Resources Implications
There are no human resources implications as this will be undertaken using existing
skilled staff.

5.7

Health and Safety Implications
There are no health and safety implications which have been identified to staff. The
enforcement of these Regulations will reduce the implications of electrical hazards to
residents living in private rented accommodation in the City.

5.8

Social, Environmental and Economic Implications
The private rented sector plays an important role in meeting the diverse housing
needs that exist in the City. It is therefore important than the accommodation is
regulated effectively to ensure good property standards are maintained. Tenants
with in the City will have properties which are safe from electrical hazards with these
Regulations being enforced.

Ward(s):
Contact Officer:
Background Papers:

All Wards
Ismene Broad, Private Sector Team Manager
Ismene.broad@worcester.gov.uk, 01905 7225252
None
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